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Abstract
Fluidic oscillators which can generate periodic excitations are very promising for active
flow control applications, due to their reliability and robustness, as their internal flow
oscillation is totally self-induced and self-sustained. The main objective of this work is to
identify the underlying mechanisms controlling the dynamics of this kind of fluidic oscillator
and to propose guiding lines for the design of oscillators. Experimental analysis of several
oscillator prototypes and associated numerical simulations have permitted to explain that the jet
switching in this kind of oscillator is controlled by pressure gradients in two critical parts of the
device. From these analyses, a simple function has been proposed to estimate the oscillation
frequency. Two synchronization methods, allowing the control of the phase lag between the
actuators, have been proposed and validated experimentally and by numerical simulations. An
array of micro-fluidic oscillators has then been designed and tested on a ramp separated flow,
showing much higher efficiency compared to other kind of fluidic actuators tested on similar
wall flows in previous studies.

KEY WORDS :
Fluidic Oscillator, Coanda effect, Active flow control, Ramp flow, PIV, OpenFoam,
Hot-wire anemometry

Résumé
Les oscillateurs fluidiques qui peuvent générer des excitations périodiques sont des
actionneurs très prometteurs pour des applications de contrôle actif des écoulements. Les
oscillations sont en effet complètement auto-induites et produites en l'absence de parties
mobiles ce qui rend ces actionneurs très intéressants en termes de fiabilité et de robustesse. Ce
travail de thèse avait pour objectif principal d'identifier les mécanismes physiques qui
contrôlent la dynamique de fonctionnement de ce type d'oscillateurs fluidiques et de proposer
des lignes directrices pour la conception d'oscillateurs dont les performances soient adaptées
aux applications de contrôle d'écoulements envisagées. L'analyse expérimentale de plusieurs
prototypes couplée à des simulations numériques a permis de mettre en évidence que le
mécanisme de basculement du jet dans ce type d'oscillateurs est contrôlé par les gradients de
pression existants au niveau de deux parties critiques de ces actionneurs. A partir de cette
analyse, une relation simple a été établie permettant d'estimer la fréquence des oscillations.
Deux méthodes de synchronisation, permettant le contrôle du déphasage entre les actionneurs,
ont été proposées et validées expérimentalement ainsi qu'à l'aide de simulations numériques.
Une matrice de micro-oscillateurs fluidiques a été conçue, fabriquée et finalement intégrée sur
une rampe installée en soufflerie. L'analyse expérimentale de son efficacité pour le contrôle de
l'écoulement séparé a mis en évidence un gain important par rapport aux résultats obtenus lors
de travaux précédents sur des écoulements de paroi similaires à l'aide d'autres types
d'actionneurs fluidiques.
MOTS CLES:
Oscillateur fluidique, Effet Coanda, Contrôle actif d'écoulement, PIV, Ecoulement sur une
rampe, OpenFoam, Anémométrie Fil Chaud

Résumé long en français
Au cours des dernières décennies, de nombreux travaux ont concerné l'étude des
actionneurs pour le contrôle actif d’écoulement, avec différents objectifs tels que la réduction
de la traînée sur les corps non profilés 1, l'augmentation de la portance des surfaces portantes 2,3
ou encore l'amélioration du mélange dans les chambres de combustion

4,5

, etc. De nombreux

travaux de recherche (par ex. Greenblatt and Wygnansky 6) ont montré que, comparativement
aux méthodes de contrôle passives traditionnelles ou aux méthodes d'aspiration ou de soufflage
continu, le contrôle actif d’écoulement basé sur des excitations fluidiques périodiques est
beaucoup plus efficace, avec un gain de deux ordres de grandeur en termes de quantité de
mouvement ajoutée. Ces perturbations périodiques peuvent être fournies par différents types
d'actionneurs tels que les actionneurs ZNMF (Zero Net Mass Flow), les actionneurs plasma et
les MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems)7. Parmi eux, les oscillateurs fluidiques
peuvent émettre des jets oscillants dans une grande plage de fréquence et de vitesse de
fonctionnement lorsqu'ils sont alimentés en fluide sous pression, sans nécessiter de partie
mobile car leurs oscillations sont totalement auto induites et auto-entretenues et ne dépendent
que de la dynamique interne de l’écoulement, ce qui constitue un excellent avantage en termes
de fiabilité et de robustesse 8-10.
Le comportement d'un oscillateur fluidique à double boucle de rétroaction produisant deux
jets pulsés est tout à fait différent de celui d'autres types d'oscillateurs basés sur l'effet Coanda,
comme l'oscillateur fluidique sonique 37 ou l'oscillateur fluidique à jet balayant 43 et ne peut pas
être clairement expliqué par les théories existantes. Ce travail de thèse s'est ainsi focalisé sur la
clarification des mécanismes sous-jacents qui contrôlent la dynamique de ce type d'oscillateur
fluidique dans le but de proposer des outils d'aide à la conception d'oscillateurs offrant les
performances (fréquence et vitesse du jet pulsé) attendues pour les applications de contrôle
auxquelles ils sont destinés. A partir de cette analyse, une matrice d'oscillateurs a aussi été
développée et testée pour contrôler un écoulement séparé sur une rampe.
Après une brève introduction sur les différentes stratégies de contrôle des écoulements et
sur les actionneurs fluidiques typiques, l'étude bibliographique a porté sur les différents types
d'oscillateurs fluidiques, soulignant l'intérêt d'utiliser des oscillateurs fluidiques à double
boucle de rétroaction générant deux jets pulsés pour les applications de contrôle d'écoulements
et mettant en évidence le manque de connaissances sur les mécanismes physiques régissant leur
comportement. Le cœur de ce travail de thèse a ensuite été présenté en quatre parties principales,

concernant respectivement l'analyse expérimentale des performances de 4 prototypes
d'oscillateurs, la simulation numérique des écoulements instationnaires dans ces oscillateurs
pour identifier les principaux mécanismes physiques contrôlant leur dynamique de
fonctionnement, le développement de procédés de synchronisation d'un ensemble d'oscillateurs
et l'application de ce réseau d'actionneurs fluidiques à la commande de l'écoulement séparé sur
une rampe.
Quatre

nouveaux

prototypes

d'oscillateurs

ont

été

conçus

et

caractérisés

expérimentalement à la fois par anémométrie fil chaud et à l'aide de capteurs de pression à
large bande passante. Ces mesures ont confirmé que la vitesse moyenne des jets pulsés
générés est contrôlée par l'aire de la section du col de la buse d'alimentation et la pression
totale d'entrée. Cependant, l'amplitude de la vitesse de sortie et son évolution avec le temps
peuvent également être affectées par la section du col de la buse ainsi que par d'autres facteurs
géométriques internes tels que la symétrie interne du dispositif. En outre, la longueur et le
diamètre de la boucle de rétroaction jouent un rôle important sur les performances de
l'oscillateur, en particulier sa réponse en fréquence. Une relation, déduite des mesures
expérimentales, a été proposée pour estimer la fréquence d'oscillation en fonction de la
longueur de ces boucles de rétroaction.
Les modèles numériques développés sous OpenFOAM ont permis une estimation assez
précise de la fréquence de fonctionnement. Une analyse détaillée des résultats des simulations a
montré que, dans ce type d'oscillateur fluidique, la déviation du jet principal est provoquée non
seulement par la différence de pression entre les ports de contrôle de l'oscillateur, mais aussi par
la différence de pression entre ses branches. Dans les configurations étudiées, la valeur seuil de
la différence de pression entre les ports de contrôle permettant de provoquer par elle-même la
déviation du jet est beaucoup plus élevée que la différence de pression nécessaire entre les
branches. Cependant, lors de la combinaison de ces deux effets, le basculement du jet devient
beaucoup plus facile.
On a montré que le mécanisme de commutation était lié à la propagation aller-retour des
ondes de pression dans les branches de l'oscillateur et ses boucles de rétroaction: juste après la
commutation du jet, une onde de compression à haute pression se propage dans la branche
dans laquelle le jet est attaché et dans la boucle de rétroaction correspondante tandis qu'une
onde de détente basse pression se propage dans l'autre branche et l'autre boucle de retour.
Lorsque ces ondes arrivent au niveau des ports de contrôle, elles se réfléchissent et le jet est
déstabilisé par l'inversion de la différence de pression à sa base. La commutation se produit
lorsque les ondes de pression réfléchies ont atteint la base des branches provoquant l'inversion

de la différence de pression entre les branches. Les ondes de pression se propageant
approximativement à la vitesse du son Co, la période d'oscillation T peut être liée à la
longueur de boucle de retour Lf par la relation nouvellement proposée T = 4Lf / Co , ce qui
confirme la relation empirique déduite des résultats expérimentaux. Une relation plus précise a
également été proposée pour calculer la fréquence d'oscillation, en tenant compte de la vitesse
de l'écoulement dans les branches et les boucles de rétroaction de l'oscillateur. Ces simulations
numériques ont également permis d'expliquer la non-dépendance de la fréquence d'oscillation à
la pression d'alimentation.
Deux nouvelles méthodes, basées sur des interconnexions entre les boucles de rétroaction,
ont été proposées pour synchroniser deux oscillateurs similaires. Ces deux méthodes ont été
validées expérimentalement et numériquement. La première conduit à une fréquence proche de
celle des oscillateurs fonctionnant séparément et les jets pulsés générés par ces deux dispositifs
sont quasiment en opposition de phase. La deuxième méthode conduit à une fréquence
beaucoup plus faible et une différence de phase entre les actionneurs proche d'un quart de
période. Les simulations numériques ont également permis d'expliquer le comportement
dynamique des oscillateurs synchronisés et de prouver la faisabilité de la synchronisation d'un
réseau de 4 oscillateurs fluidiques en utilisant la première méthode d'interconnexion.
Dans la dernière partie de ce travail, 12 oscillateurs fluidiques identiques ont été intégrés
dans une rampe pour tester leur capacité à contrôler la séparation de l’écoulement. La
synchronisation de ce réseau d'oscillateurs fluidiques en utilisant la première méthode
d'interconnexion a été validée expérimentalement. Les champs d'écoulement moyen et
fluctuant sur la rampe, avec et sans action de ce réseau d'oscillateurs fluidiques, ont été acquis
par PIV dans une soufflerie. Les résultats obtenus montrent que ce réseau d'oscillateurs
fluidiques est très prometteur, compte tenu du faible coefficient de quantité de mouvement Cμ
nécessaire pour éliminer totalement la séparation, comparativement aux valeurs optimales
trouvées dans la littérature. L'analyse du champ moyen turbulent a montré que les
mécanismes de contrôle sous-jacents étaient liés à une augmentation de la turbulence dans la
région de la rampe due aux jets pulsés générés par les oscillateurs, conduisant à une
augmentation nette par rapport au cas sans actionnement, de la force transférée de
l’écoulement principal vers la couche de cisaillement.
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Nomenclature
Roman Symbols
Ao

outlet slot area (m2)

At

throat section area (m2)

c

wave propagation velocity (m s)

ca

bulk propagation velocity (m s)

C

average pressure wave propagation velocity inside the oscillator (m s)

CCFL

cell courant number

Cd

drag coefficient

Cl

lift coefficient

Co

speed of sound in ambient environment (m s)

C

injection momentum coefficient

D

diameter of feedback tube (m)

D’

width of feedback channel (m)

F+

non-dimensional oscillation frequency

f

oscillation frequency (Hz)

fm

measured oscillation frequency (Hz)

fs-s

oscillation frequency simulated from scanned geometry (Hz)

fs-d

oscillation frequency simulated from designed geometry (Hz)

H

depth of a fluidic oscillator (m)

h

ramp step height (m)

K

constant for air (m s-1 K-0.5)

l

length or distance (m)

L

characteristic length (m)

Lr

recirculation region length (m)

Lt

length of feedback loop connection tube (m)

Lf

feedback loop length (m)

m

mass flux (kg)

m

mass flow rate (kg/s)

mb

blowing mass flow rate (kg/s)

Ma

Mach number
V

VI

P

pressure (Pa)

Pcr

critical pressure (Pa)

Patm

atmosphere pressure (Pa)

Pi

inlet total pressure (Pa)

ΔP

pressure difference (Pa)

P

production of turbulent kinetic energy (m2 s-3)

R

aerodynamic force on an airfoil (N)

Rd

drag force on an airfoil (N)

Rl

lift force on an airfoil (N)

Rg

specific gas constant (J kg−1 K−1)

Re

Reynolds number

S

surface area of an airfoil (m2)

Sr

Strouhal number

Srm

modified Strouhal number

t

time (s)

td

deflection time (s)

t

basic time unit (s)

T

oscillation period (s)

Ta

temperature (K)

Tatm

atmosphere temperature (K)

Ti*

inlet total temperature (K)

T

time difference or time duration (s)

u

local fluid velocity (m s)

u’

fluctuation of velocity in x direction (m s)

U

velocity (m s)

U

free stream velocity (m s)

Ub

blowing jet velocity (m s)

U bmax

maximum velocity of unsteady blowing jet (m s)

U brms

root mean square value of the velocity of unsteady blowing jet (m s)

Ux

velocity in x direction (m s)

Uy

velocity in y direction (m s)

Ua

area-averaged velocity (m s)

v’

fluctuation component of velocity in y direction (m s)

VR

velocity ratio

w

throat section width of a fluidic oscillator (m)

Y+

dimensionless wall distance

Greek Symbols
τt

transmission time (s)

τs

switching time (s)
empirical constant

γ

heat capacity ratio
dimensionless velocity coefficient
boundary layer thickness (m)
dynamic viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)
kinematic viscosity (m2 s−1)
incidence angle of an airfoil (o)
span width of a controlled flow (m)

ρ

density (kg m-3)
expansion rate of shear layer thickness
force loss or force gain approximation (m s-2)

Φ

gradient of stagnation pressure in streamwise direction (Pa m-1)

Abbreviations
AFC

Active Flow Control

BC

Boundary Condition

CFL

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy

FBL

Feedback Loop Length

HPCW

High Pressure Compression Wave

LPEW

Low Pressure Expansion Wave

MEMS

Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems

PIV

Particle Image Velocimetry

RMS

Root Mean Square

RANS

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes

TKE

Turbulent Kinetic Energy

ZNMF

Zero Net Mass Flow

VII

Introduction

Introduction
The study of actuators for active flow control has been in rapid expansion in the last several
decades, pursuing different goals such as reducing drag on bluff bodies1, increasing lift of
airfoils2, 3 or enhancing mixing in combustion chambers4, 5, etc. Compared to traditional passive
control methods or steady blowing methods, the active flow control based on periodic fluidic
excitations is much more efficient, with a gain of two orders of magnitude in terms of added
momentum, as demonstrated by numerous researches (e.g., Greenblatt and Wygnanski 6).
These periodic fluidic disturbances can be provided by various kinds of actuators such as
ZNMF

(Zero

Net

Mass

Flow)

actuators,

plasma

actuators

and

MEMS

7

(Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems) . Among them, fluidic oscillators can emit oscillating
jets in a large operating frequency and velocity range when supplied with a pressurized fluid
without requiring any moving part, since their oscillations are totally self-induced and
self-sustained and only depend on the internal flow dynamics, which is a great advantage in
terms of reliability and robustness8-10.
Compared to the other kinds of oscillators based on the Coanda effect, like the sonic fluidic
oscillator or sweeping jet fluidic oscillator, the behavior of a pulsing jet relaxation fluidic
oscillator is quite different and cannot be clearly explained by the existing theories. The present
thesis is thus focusing on making clear the underlying mechanisms controlling the dynamics of
this kind of fluidic oscillator with the objective to propose guiding lines for the design of
oscillators providing the performances (pulsed jet frequency and velocity) requested by flow
control applications. It is also intended, from this analysis, to develop and test oscillator
prototypes to control a ramp separated flow.
In the first chapter, a general description of the boundary layer separation phenomenon is
given and various separation control methods are introduced. A detailed review about all kinds
of fluidic oscillators, including their classifications, their operating dynamic, etc. is also
presented. The typical separation control applications on ramp or hump flows are also briefly
reviewed with a focus on the optimal configurations identified.
In the second chapter, four oscillator prototypes are designed and experimentally
characterized. The outlet velocity temporal evolution patterns are presented. The influence of
the feedback loop length and diameter on the oscillation frequency is examined.
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Numerical modeling of the oscillators based on an open source code is presented in the
third chapter. The optimal numerical schemes are identified after a sensitivity study and
validated by comparison with experimental data.
A detailed numerical study of the internal flow patterns of a fluidic oscillator is then
conducted in chapter four. The influence of the inlet pressure on the fluidic oscillator’s
performances is also analyzed.
Since the fluidic oscillator’s performances are very sensitive to internal and external
parameters, some methods have to be developed to force an "in phase" running of a series of
oscillators, which is very important for analyzing their control efficiency. Chapter five is thus
fully devoted to introduce two synchronization methods that have been both experimentally and
numerically validated and analyzed in detail.
An array of miniaturized fluidic oscillators, synchronized by one of the proposed methods,
is then tested in a wind tunnel to control a separated flow on a ramp. The experimental
characterization of the ramp flow without and with control is performed for various operating
conditions thanks to hot wire and PIV measurements and the efficiency of the oscillator array is
analyzed and presented in chapter six.
Finally, the main conclusions and the major perspectives of this work are summarized in
chapter seven.
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Chaapter 1.
1 Ba
ackgroound of the Study
S
and
Liteeraturee Reviiew
1.1

Phenom
menon off boundaary layerr separattion
Let''s consider a flat plate in
i a fluid, e..g., air, flow
w with a relaative "free st
stream" velo
ocity U∞:

due to tthe viscosityy of the fluid, there wiill be a velo
ocity profilee from 0 onn the plate wall
w to a
maximuum U∞ in thhe free streeam. This pprofile build
ds up gradu
ually from tthe point caalled the
leading edge wheree the fluid sttarts to flow
w past the su
urface. This region nextt to the platee surface
where thhe velocity profile in th
he flow is innfluenced by
b the shear stress at thee wall is called “the
boundarry layer”. The thickness of this bboundary lay
yer is defineed as the disstance from the wall
to the pooint where the
t velocity
y is 99% of the “free strream” veloccity.
Thee value of will increasse with the ddistance from
m the leadin
ng edge up tto a maximu
um in the
fully deeveloped floow as shown
n in Figure 1-1 for a flat plate. Sim
multaneouslly the drag force on
the platee due to the shear stresss at the surfaace increasees from zero
o at the beginnning of thee plate to
a constaant maximuum value in the fully deeveloped flo
ow region.

Figure 1-1. Boundary layer
l
on a flat plate

Deppending on the Reyno
olds numbeer defined by
b Eq.(1-1)), this bounndary layerr can be
laminarr, transitionaal or turbuleent.
Re 

ρLU 

(1-1)

wheere ρ is the density
d
of fluid,
f
L is a characteristtic length, U∞ is the freee stream veelocity,
is the dyynamic visccosity of thee fluid. For a flat plate, L is the disstance from the leading
g edge.
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Thee thickness of the boun
ndary layer will becom
me thinner if the pressuure decreasees in the
direction of flow when
w
the flu
uid accelerattes, thus maaintaining th
he fluid cloose to the wall, as in
the casee of a converrgent flow. Neverthelesss, the situaation will bee totally diffferent if the pressure
increasees along thee flow direction. The velocity off the fluid within
w
the bboundary laayer will
quickly decrease annd reverse in
n direction w
when the flu
uid momenttum is too loow to overccome the
adverse pressure gradient.
g
Th
he boundarry layer willl be lifted away from
m the surfacce if this
velocityy reversal occcurs as sho
own in Figuure 1-2. .

Figure 1-2. Separation of a boundary
y layer11

This phenomennon called boundary
b
laayer separattion, can leaad to seriouus accidents in some
industrial applicatioons, especiaally the wingg stall of a plane.
p
Considering an aairfoil sectio
on which
is locateed in a flow
w with a freee stream veelocity U∞, as shown in
n the schem
matic Figure 1-3, the
aerodynnamic force R it bears has
h two com
mponents: a drag forcee Rd in the m
main flow direction
d
and a liift force Rl in the perp
pendicular ddirection. The
T aerodyn
namic lift fforce resultss from a
pressuree force on the intrados (or the loower wall of
o the airfoil) and a suuction forcee on the
extradoss. This lift force
f
increaases with thee flow veloccity.

Figure 1-3. Aerodynam
mic forces on an
a airfoil sectiion12
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Twoo coefficiennts can be deefined assocciated to thee lift and the drag forcees:
A liift coefficiennt ( Cl ):
Cl 

Rl
1
ρSU 2
2

(1-2)

A ddrag coefficiient ( Cd ):
Cd 

Rd
1
ρSU 2
2

(1-3)

wheere S is the upper or lo
ower side ssurface areaa of airfoil. The value of the lift and
a drag
coefficients are linkked to the incidence
i
anngle
evolutioon of Cl andd Cd with

of th
he airfoil reelative to thhe flow. Thee typical

is shown in Figure 1-4. As it caan be easilyy observed, with the

augmenntation of , the lift inccreases signnificantly. This
T propertty is exploittable in thee landing
phase w
when the plaane needs a sufficient
s
li ft at a low velocity.
v
Ho
owever, a larrge augmen
ntation of
may trrigger a suddden fall of the
t lift valuee due to the boundary laayer separattion on the extrados.
e
This bouundary layeer separation
n produces iindeed a reccirculation bubble
b
on thhe extrados in which
the veloocity is mucch lower an
nd thus the pressure iss much high
her than in the main fllow. The
presence of this higgh pressure zone leads both to a deecrease of th
he lift and tto an increaase of the
drag. Thhis sudden fall
f of the lifft value is naamed “stall”” which is of
o course verry dangerou
us for the
plane annd should be totally avo
oided.

Figure 1-4. Variation of
o
┅┅┅Ree = 3.1×10

Cl

and

Cd

in functionn of

in case of
o a plane airfo
foil.13 ────
── Re = 6.5×
×105,

4
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1.2

Separaation con
ntrol meethods
In aaerodynamics, flow sep
paration cann often resu
ult in increaased drag, pparticularly pressure

drag whhich is causeed by the prressure diffeerence betw
ween front an
nd rear surfa
faces of the object
o
as
it travels through thhe fluid. Forr this reasonn, much effo
ort and reseaarch has gonne into the design
d
of
aerodynnamic and hydrodynam
h
mic surfacess which dellay the flow
w separationn. Researchers have
proposeed many sollutions to acchieve this ggoal. In gen
neral, these solutions liie in two cattegories:
passive and active flow contro
ol strategies .
Passsive flow coontrol techn
niques
Passive controol techniquees are the m
most conveentional and
d simplest w
ways to red
duce the
aerodynnamic drag, which are based
b
on thee modificatiion of the sh
hape of the wall. Howeever, this
simpliciity is also thhe main draawback of suuch devicess which are often irreleevant when the flow
configuuration channges 14. The most repreesentative applications
a
of passive control maay be the
vortex ggenerators and
a the wing
g fences em
mployed on airfoils
a
as illlustrated inn Figure 1-5
5.

Figure 1-5. a) sketch of a working vortex generatoor;15 b) wing fences
f
on the airfoil of Migg-17

Vorrtex generattors are wid
dely employyed on airp
planes and can
c be conssidered as wings,
w
at
reducedd scale, perppendicular to
t the mainn wing. As it can be seen in Figuure 1-5a, th
he vortex
generatoors are mouunted with an angle off attack relaative to the airflow in order to geenerate a
series oof vortices along
a
the su
urface of thhe wing. Ass the created streamwiise vortices develop
downstrream of the wing and induce
i
mom
mentum tran
nsfer betweeen the free-sstream and the near
wall reggion, the bouundary layeer separationn and the aeerodynamic stalling cann be delayed
d and the
effectiveness of wiings and control surfacces can thuss be largely improved. The appliccation of
vortex ggenerators on
o a modified Ahmed body has also been ex
xploited by A
Aider et al..16 and it
has beenn demonstraated that thiis kind of coontrol meth
hod can lead
d to a signifiicant drag reduction
for low aspect ratioo 3D bluff-b
bodies, like road vehiclles.
6
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Wing fences, also called boundary layer fences, are fixed aerodynamic devices attached to
the aircraft wings. They are often used to obstruct span-wise airflow along the wing and prevent
the entire wing from stalling at once. They are often seen on swept-wing aircrafts as shown in
Figure 1-5b.
Active flow control techniques
On the contrary, active control methods permit to modify the boundary layer in relation
with the flow configuration and need energy supply. Thus, these methods necessarily require
actuators to interact with the flow. Many different types of actuators, such as thermal actuators,
electromagnetic actuators, pneumatic actuators, synthetic jets, oscillators, etc.17, 18, have been
developed for active flow control applications. A detailed summary and comparison of various
actuators have been proposed by Cattafesta et al. 7 as shown in Table 1-1.
These actuators can be classified into three main categories: fluidic actuators, moving
surface actuators and plasma actuators. In each category, some sub-categories can also be
found. Among those, the fluidic oscillators are drawing more and more attention because they
can operate in a large operating frequency and velocity range when supplied with a pressurized
fluid, without requiring any moving part. Their oscillations are totally self-induced and
self-sustained and only depend on the internal flow dynamics, which is a great advantage in
terms of reliability and robustness.

Table 1-1. Summary of common unsteady flow control actuators proposed by Cattafesta et al. 7
Type

Subtype

Advantages

Disadvantages

ZNMF

Requires no external fluid source

Peak velocities typically limited to low
to moderate subsonic speeds
Resonant devices

Fluidic

Unsteady
valves

Oscillators

Combustion

Amenable to various types of drivers and
sizes
Suitable for feedback control
Capable of high velocities with either fast
time response or high bandwidth but
generally not both
Capable of producing large disturbances
Amenable to a range of sizes and hence
frequencies
Potential extensions possible to enable
independent control of frequency and
velocity
Capable of producing large perturbations
in high-speed flows

May not be amenable to feedback
control
Requires an external flow source
Standard versions not suitable for
feedback control
Requires an external flow source

Currently limited to relatively low
frequencies (a few hundred hertz)
Requires combustion
7
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Moving surface
Piezoelectric
flaps

Active
dimples

Simple design amenable to different
frequency ranges of interest
Can produce spanwise or streamwise
vorticity
Suitable for feedback control
Potentially suitable for feedback control
of turbulent wall-bounded flows

Has constant product of max deflection
and bandwidth
Susceptible to fluid loading
Resonant devices
Further development needed to achieve
required size and frequency response

Plasma
SDBD

Sparkjet

Easily installed on models
Low mass
Fast time response
No moving parts
All solid-state device capable of
producing large perturbations in
high-speed flows

Limited velocity output
Requires high voltage (kV)

Potential issues associated with EMI,
acoustic level, and high temperature

Abbreviations: EMI, electromagnetic interference; SDBD, single dielectric barrier discharge; ZNMF, zero-net mass flux

1.3

Introduction to fluidic oscillators
Fluidic oscillators were originally developed in the 1960s as amplifiers for fluidic logic

applications, as detailed in the works of Morris19, Foster20 and Kirshner21. The comprehensive
introduction and overview of the fluidic amplifier technology can be found in the book of
Kirshner22 and NASA report23, 24.
Fluidic oscillators have also been widely used as flowmeter devices since their operating
frequency can be directly related to the flow rate in some operation conditions25-28. During the
last decade however, the interest for fluidic oscillators has been renewed, notably due to the
possible application of this kind of actuator for flow control. Fluidic oscillators are very
attractive within the aerodynamic community for flow control purpose for the reason that they
are able to produce unsteady blowing within a wide range of operating frequency and without
moving parts, which reduces reliability and lifetime issues and facilitates their implementation
in harsh environments such as high temperature. An overview of the works recently conducted
on fluidic oscillators for flow control applications can be found in the review papers of Gregory
and Tomac29, and Raghu30.
According to Gregory and Tomac29, these devices can be classified into two main
categories related to different underlying operating mechanics: Wall-attachment fluidic
oscillators and jet-interaction fluidic oscillators. However, in his review paper30, Raghu Surya
separates the oscillators into "pulsing jet fluidic oscillators" and "sweeping jet fluidic
oscillators" depending on the properties of the generated jets.
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Walll-attachmeent fluidic oscillators
o
Thee working principle
p
off these deviices is baseed on the bi-stable attaachment off a jet to
adjacennt walls due to the Coan
nda effect. T
They can thu
us also be caalled Coandda fluidic osccillators.
As show
wn in Figuure 1-6, there are two typical typ
pes of walll-attachmennt fluidic osscillators
accordinng to the form
f
of thee feedbackk control lo
oops and th
hus the souurce of distturbance
provokiing the oscilllation.

Figure 1-6. Illustrationn of the basic configurations
c
s of wall-attacchment fluidic oscillators: (aa) sonic oscilllator 31and
8
tion is from bo
ottom to top in
n both cases
(b) relaxaation oscillator . The primarry flow directi

Sonnic oscillatoors operate ty
ypically by the propagaation of com
mpression annd expansio
on waves
at sonic speed throuugh the feed
dback loop that conneccts the two control
c
portts P1 and P2
2 (Figure
When the poower jet attaches to thee right walll W2, entraiinment of thhe jet decreeases the
1-6a). W
local prressure at thhe right conttrol port P2 due to the limited volume availabble for entraainment.
This redduction in pressure
p
pro
oduces an exxpansion wave
w
that propagates thhrough the feedback
f
loop. Siimultaneoussly, as soon as the jet atttaches the right wall W2,
W the presssure at the leeft outlet
O1 (am
mbient) acts on the leftt control poort P1. Thiss sudden in
ncrease in ppressure pro
oduces a
compresssion wavee in the feeedback loopp, starting from
f
the leeft control pport P1. When
W
the
disturbaances propaagate throug
gh the loopp and reach
h the oppossite side coontrol portss, the jet
switches between attachmen
nt walls. T
Thus, the interconneccted controol ports seet up a
self-sustained oscilllation of the power jet between th
he two attach
hment wallss.
Relaxation osccillators, alsso named “nnegative flu
uidic oscillaators” in thhe original patent
p
of
Warren332, have twoo feedback loops, F1 aand F2 (cf. Figure 1-6b). It is alsso composeed of two
9
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outlets O
O1 and O2. The main jet
j issuing from the in
nlet nozzle attaches
a
to oone of the tw
wo walls
W1 or W
W2. The attaachment eitther to wall W
W1 or to wall W2 depeends on the initial cond
ditions or
is the reesult of speccific actions on the jet. IIf there was no feedback loop and iif the outlet sections
were larrge, the attaachment to wall W1 oor wall W2 would be stable
s
and tthe flow wo
ould exit
throughh the correspponding outtlet, O1 or O
O2, respectiively. With feedback looops, when the jet is
attachedd to wall W1, part of th
he flow fills in the feedb
back loop F1 and a presssure increaase in the
left sidee of the devvice is obserrved, due too the hydrau
ulic restriction at outleet O1. This pressure
increasee forces thee jet to swittch toward tthe right sid
de. Following the jet sswitching, the
t same
phenom
menon develops in the riight side of tthe oscillato
or and resultts in a self-ssustained osscillating
behavioor, with a puulsed flow alternatively
a
y exiting outtlets O1 and
d O2.29, 33
Theese two walll-attachmen
nt oscillatorrs can also be called pulsing
p
jet ooscillators since
s
the
jet is ejeected from the two outtlets alternaatively, resu
ulting a tem
mporally unssteady pulsiing jet at
each ouutlet.
Jet--interaction
n fluidic osccillators
Eveen without attachment walls nor feedback loops,
l
theree are in theese devices internal
feedbacck paths thatt drive the instability.
i
T
The basic principle
p
is the
t unsteady
dy interactio
on of jets
within a cavity thaat lead to an
n unsteady external jett. The temp
poral develoopment of flow
f
jets
inside a typical jeet-interactio
on fluidic ooscillator iss shown in Figure 1-77.34 In thiss fluidic
oscillatoor, there aree two inlets but only onne outlet. With
W constan
nt inlet flow
w in both inleets, after
complexx interactioons inside th
he cavity, tthe resultin
ng outlet jett is unsteaddy and its direction
d
varies w
within an raange with a certain freqquency. Thiis kind of geenerated jett is called sweeping
jet sincee it oscillatees spatially.

Figure 1-7. Two-dimennsional CFD results
r
of a jet--interaction flluidic oscillato
or internal andd external flow
ws34

Sweeeping jet Coanda
C
fluiidic oscillato
tors
Figuure 1-8a preesents the conceptual
c
ggeometry off a typical sweeping
s
jett Coanda oscillator,
and its inner flow pattern. Th
he generatedd jet with water
w
is vissualized in Figure 1-8b
b and its
i similar to
t that of th
the jet-interraction fluid
dic oscillatoor (cf. Figu
ure 1-7).
sweepinng pattern is
10
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Howeveer, its oscilllation is pro
ovoked by tthe self-ind
duced switch
hing motionn of the intternal jet
which iss initiated by
b the back flow througgh the feedb
back channeels due to thhe Coanda effect.
e

Figure 1-8. a) sketch of the geometry
y of a sweepinng jet Coandaa fluidic oscillaator and its innternal flow paattern; b)
its sweepping pattern visualized with water35

Oth
her kind of oscillators
o
In ttheir review
w on fluidicc oscillatorss, Campagn
nuolo and Henry
H

33

alsso introduced some

other kiinds of fluiidic oscillattors like weedgetone osscillators, ringtone
r
osccillators and
d vortex
oscillatoors.
How
wever, among all kindss of fluidic osicllators described above,
a
the w
wall-attached fluidic
oscillatoors based on
o the Coan
nda effect s eems the more
m
promissing ones fo
for the simp
plicity to
control the oscillatiion frequency.

1.4

Coand
da oscilla
ators: th
he state of
o art
Coaanda effect is a basic fluidic
f
princciple, nameed after Hen
nri Marie C
Coanda (188
85-1972)

who waas a Romannian aeronau
utical enginneer and inv
ventor. Onee of his maj
ajor contribu
utions to
fluid tecchnology is his discovery in the 19 30s of the “Coanda
“
Efffect” which explains wh
hy, when
a free jeet emerges from
fr a nozzlle or orifice,, it will tend
d to be attraccted to a neaarby curved
d surface.
This phenomenon is
i illustrated
d in Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-9. Coanda efffect 36
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a) A free jet (solid lines) passes through a narrow pass opening into a large chamber where
it entrains fluid molecules (dashed lines) from both sides.
b) In the chamber, less air is available for entrainment on the left side of the jet than on the
right side because of the angle of the nearby surface. Thus a partial vacuum or low
pressure area forms at the left of the jet and tends to attract the jet towards the angled
surface
c) As long as the supply of molecules on the other side remains constant the low pressure
area continues to attract the jet and forces it to flow closely to the angled surface until
additional molecules can be introduced into the low pressure area.
d) The effect only works when the curvature or angle is not too sharp. If both sides of the
nozzle are angled the low pressure area tends to form on the side with smallest angle. 36
1.4.1

Sonic fluidic oscillator

The sonic fluidic oscillator was firstly patented by Warren37, but it was made famous by the
study of Spyropoulos38. After the studies of Tippetts et al.

25

, Viets39, Hayashi et al.40 and

Raman et al. 41, it has been illustrated that there exists a critical value of Re under which no
fluctuation would occur. The feedback loop length, diameter, operating medium and the size of
control ports all play important roles in determining the oscillation frequency. The longer the
feedback loop length is, the lower the frequency is because of the longer wave propagation time
along the tube. Moreover, the smaller the diameter is, the lower the frequency is because of the
higher fluidic resistance. It has been found that there exists a pressure difference threshold
between the control ports to deflect the jet, and only above this threshold value can the jet
deflection happen. 42
Tesař et al.31 studied a sonic fluidic oscillator which can generate hybrid-synthetic jet with
suction effect, as shown in Figure 1-10. The authors argued that the oscillator operates in two
regimes: one is the constant Strouhal number regime at low inlet Re conditions and the other
one is the constant propagation velocity regime at high inlet Re conditions.
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Figure 1-10. A sonic fluuidic oscillato
or based on a bbi-stable diverrter valve dev
veloped by Tessař V. et al. 31

In order to cllarify and find an innvariant of the investiigated phennomenon, the
t bulk
propagaation velocitty in the feeedback loopp ca was inittially defineed by:

2 Lt
 2 fL
f t
(1-4)
T
where Lt is the lenngth of conn
nection tub e, T is the oscillation period, andd f is the osscillation
ca 

frequenncy. Then, a modified Strouhal
S
nuumber Srm was
w introducced by multtiplying thee relative
n
Sr based on th
he oscillatio
on frequenccy, the veloccity u of
length Lt / w by the Strouhal number
the mainn jet in the inlet
i
throat section andd the width w of this thrroat sectionn.

fw
(1-5)
u
Srm  2  Sr  Lt / w  2 fLt / u
(1-6)
Thee Srm dependence on Ree is shown iin Figure 1--11. It is app
parent that tthe non-dep
pendence
Sr 

of Strouuhal numberr to Reynold
ds number uusually adm
mitted25 only
y holds at veery low Re, and that
there is a distinctlyy different regime at tthe high Ree range of investigationn. When Ree is low,
approximately Re < 3500, wh
hich may bee interpreted
d as the lam
minar regim
me of the jett issuing
from thhe supply noozzle, Srm is
i apparentlly independ
dent of Re : this is thee so-called constant
Strouhaal number reegime.
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Figure 1-11. Modified Strouhal num
mber Srm as a ffunction of Reeynolds numbeer Re31

ca is also plotteed as a funcction of inleet nozzle Reynolds num
mber as shoown in Figu
ure 1-12.
Two vaariation regiimes can allso be foundd in this fig
gure: in thee first regim
me, the prop
pagation
velocityy increases linearly
l
with
h inlet Re; inn the second
d regime, th
he velocity sstays constan
nt which
is calledd the constaant propagattion velocityy regime. This
T is in acccordance w
with the obseervations
by Spyrropoulos38 and Hayash
hi40 that whhen the inleet pressure (or inlet fllowrate) is low, the
frequenncy increasees with the inlet
i
pressurre, while th
he frequency
y keeps connstant once the inlet
pressuree is higher than
t
a critical value.
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Figure 1-12. Propagation velocity deevelopment ass a function off inlet Re, for different feeddback tube diaameters31

1.4.2

Sweeping jet Coand
da fluidic ooscillator

Thee sweeping jet
j Coanda fluidic
f
oscilllator, as sho
own in Figu
ure 1-8, has bbeen widely
y studied
in recennt years for active
a
flow control
c
appllications, th
hough it wass initially paatented by Stouffer43
as an ‘ooscillating sppray devicee’. It was firrstly used to
o suppress th
he cavity reesonance44, and then
applied to the airfooil to delay the flow seeparation an
nd improve the perform
mance of airrfoil and
flap.45-48 Recently, it has been applied on the verticall tail of a Boeing 757 pplane in a reeal flight
test.49 Itt was also teested to redu
uce the dragg on a rectan
ngular bluff body 35, 50, 551. It’s efficiency has
been deemonstratedd both expeerimentally110 and num
merically52

53
5

, both in the incomp
pressible

regime554-56 and coompressiblee regime w
with maxim
mum outlett Mach nuumber of 157. Two
frequenncies were found
fo
by Go
osen et al577 in the spectra of the oscillation ssignals as shown
s
in
Figure 11-13. The main
m frequen
ncy was of tthe order off 500 Hz, reelated to thee volumetricc growth
of the reecirculationn bubble req
quired to prrovoke the jet
j switchin
ng and to thhe flow rate injected
by the feedback channel
c
in this recircculation bu
ubble. The second freqquency also called
resonannce frequenccy, was of th
he order of 3000 Hz an
nd linked to the pressurre wave prop
pagation
in the ffeedback chhannel. Thiis bi-frequeency pheno
omenon link
ked to the co-existen
nce of a
capacitiive and a propagative
p
e effect, w
was also fou
und in the study of a monostablee fluidic
oscillatoor by Khelffaoui et al.588.
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Figure 1-13. Frequencyy spectra of diifferential signnal between sy
ymmetrically paired pressuure taps for inv
vestigated
supply raates57

Thee oscillator’s main frequ
uency is plootted versuss the supply flowrate annd the Mach
h number
in the ouutlet nozzlee as shown in Figure 1- 14. It can bee clearly ob
bserved that the main frrequency
is only independennt of the su
upply rate w
within a lim
mited rangee when the inlet flow
w rate or
pressuree is higher. The frequen
ncy increasses with the inlet pressu
ure almost llinearly in low
l inlet
flow ratte conditionns. This kin
nd of frequeency variation pattern is
i very simi
milar to that of sonic
fluidic ooscillators (cf.
( Figure 1-12).
1

Figure 1-14. Oscillatioon frequency as
a a function oof the supply rate
r 57

1.4.3

Pulsing jet
j relaxatiion fluidic ooscillator

metry of a ty
ypical pulsiing jet relax
xation fluidiic oscillatorr is shown in Figure
Thee basic geom
1-6b andd it was firsstly patented
d by Warrenn32 as a “neg
gative feedb
back oscillattor”. It was declared
that its ooscillation performanc
p
e is a functiion of the pressure of th
he fluid pow
wer source, the area
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of the atttached-walll region, th
he distance ffrom the power nozzle to the splittter, the typee of fluid
employeed, etc. Butt no specificc function w
was proposed.
In thhe work of Simoes et al.
a 59, as show
wn in Figurre 1-15, the microfluidic
m
c oscillatorss include
a Supplly input (S), an interacction region , two Outpu
uts (O), and
d two Feedbback Arms (FA) (or
loops). T
The authorss proposed an
a equation to predict th
he oscillatio
on frequencyy, in case off gases as
workingg material:
L
1
l
2 f  )
 1/ 2(
(1-7)
2  τt  τ s 
c u
t
of thee pressure wave
w
throug
gh the feedbback loop, τs is the
where τt is the traansmission time
f 

switchinng time thatt depends on
n the jet vellocity, Lf is the Feedbacck Loop Len
ength (FBL)), c is the
speed of wave proppagation (iff the duct is not small, the
t speed off wave proppagation ten
nds to the
speed oof sound), u is the velo
ocity of maiin jet, l is the
t nozzle-tto-splitter ddistance and
d

is an

empirical constant which has a value betw
ween one an
nd two.

Figure 1-15. Geometriccal characterisstics of Simoees' device: a) main
m parts of the
t device, b) detail of the
gths59
interactioon region, and c) configurations with feeddback arms off different leng

Expperiments were
w carried out to test their behav
viors, especiially their osscillation frrequency
by hot w
wire anemoometers, an
nd with diffferent gasess (nitrogen, argon and carbon dio
oxide) as
workingg material. Figure
F
1-16 shows the eexperimentaal evolution
n of the osciillation frequ
uency as
a functioon of the gaas mass flow
w rate, with the length of
o the feedb
back arm as a parameteer. As the
oscillatiion frequenccy increasess with the v olumetric flow
fl rate in incompressi
i
ible and mo
oderately
compresssible condiitions (e.g.,, supply floow less than
n 200 sccm
m), these devvices can bee used as
flowmetters. Whenn the inlet flow contiinues increaasing, the frequency becomes relatively
stagnannt, which is similar to the
t responsee pattern off sonic fluid
dic oscillatoors (cf. Figu
ure 1-12)
or sweeeping jet Coanda fluidicc oscillatorss (cf. Figuree 1-14).
17
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Figure 1-16. Oscillatioon frequency as
a a function oof FBL Lf59

Cerrretelli et al.8 studied a similar
s
fluiddic oscillato
or whose sch
hematic is shhown in Fig
gure 1-17.
This pullsing jet relaaxation fluid
dic oscillatoor has been successfully
y tested in vvarious appllications,
like the flow controol in a hump
p diffuser 60, 61, the separration contrrol on wind tturbine blad
des62 and
airfoil 633.

Figure 1-17. Pulsing jeet relaxation flluidic oscillatoor: switching mechanism. Ps indicates thee supply total pressure8

Acccording to the
t authors, the operatiion of this kind of osccillator can be analyzed in two
parts: oone is the switching
s
of
o the bi-staable ampliffier, and thee other is tthe responsse of the
feedbacck network. Two oscilllators were designed and
a named Oscillator A and Oscillator B,
whose kkey geomettrical param
meters are suummarized in Table 1--2. They haave the sam
me nozzle
width, ssame nozzlle depth an
nd same exxit channel width, but very differrent feedbaack loop
capacitoor volumes.. Oscillator A has a cap
apacitor volu
ume which is 20 timess larger than
n that of
oscillatoor B.
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Table 1-22. Features of the
t fluidic osccillators in Ceerretelli’s study
y8

O
Oscillator A

Osscillator B

Nozzle wiidth

0.050 in.

00.050 in.

Nozzle deepth

0.120 in.

00.120 in.

E
Exit channel width

0.055 in.

00.055 in.

C
Capacitor voolume

0.320 in3

00.016 in3

Thee measured frequency responses
r
too the inlet pressure and
d the samplee jet velocity
y signals
of both oscillator A and B are shown in F
Figure 1-18. It can be observed
o
thhat the maxiimum jet
velocityy for both oscillators can reachh about 200
0 m/s. How
wever, osciillator B iss almost
pressuree-controlledd as its freq
quency variees with the inlet pressure which is similar to those
describeed

above

(cf.

Figu
ure 1-14,

Figure 1-16),
1

while oscillat
ator A is almost

pressuree-insensitive and operates at a coonstant freq
quency in the
t same innlet pressurre range.
These ddifferent freqquency resp
ponses havee not yet beeen clearly ex
xplained.

Figure 1-18. Frequencyy response to inlet pressuree and sampled velocity signaal by hot wiree measurement, a)
oscillatorr A, b) oscillattor B 8

In thhe experimeental study of Tesař an d Peszynski on this kin
nd of oscillaator64, the frrequency
response is plottedd as a functiion of the innlet mass fllow rate(cf. Figure 1-119). In this case,
c
the
frequency increases proportion
nally to thee inlet mas flow
f
rate, which
w
is com
mpletely diffferent to
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what waas observedd by Simoess et al59 (cf. Figure 1-16
6) and by Cerretelli
C
et aal8 (cf. Figu
ure 1-18).
No reasonable physical explan
nation has bbeen proposed yet to ex
xplain the st
strong differrences in
behavioors observedd between th
he various ooscillators described
d
ab
bove.

Figure 1-19. Measuredd oscillation frrequency as a function of th
he inlet flow raate, with diffeerent FBLs 64

1.4.4

Other kiinds of Coa
anda oscillaator

Kheelfaoui et aal.58 studied
d the mechaanism of th
he jet switcching in a m
mono-stablee fluidic
oscillatoor both num
merically and
d experimenntally. The schematic
s
off the studiedd device is shown
s
in
Figure 11-20.

Figure 1-20. Sketch off a mono-stable fluidic oscilllator based on
n an amplifierr 58

This kind of osscillator hass only one fe
feedback loo
op. One of the
t interestss of this dessign is to
allow thhe suction of a secondarry fluid by tthe control port
p C2 for micro-mixin
m
ng applications. The
authors experimenntally and numerically
n
y studied th
hree differeent configur
urations in order to
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explain its behavior. They poin
nted out thee relationshiips between key parameeters such as
a supply
pressuree, oscillatioon frequenccy, thresholld pressuree levels and
d geometriccal parameters and
examineed the oscilllation modees in detail.
Twoo oscillationn modes were found, similar to the
t findingss of Gosen et al57. It was
w thus
demonsstrated that the
t main osscillation is controlled by a capaciitive effect, in relation with the
volume connected to the closed branch w
while the seecondary osscillation, ssuperimposeed to the
main onne, is drivenn by a propaagative effecct, in relatio
on with the propagationn of pressurre waves
in the feeedback looop.
Tesař et al65 prroposed mo
ore recentlyy a new con
ncept of fluiidic oscillattor, as illustrated in
Figure 1-21. The main
m
featurre of this neew design is
i the absen
nce of feedb
dback loop channels
c
compareed to the abbove mentioned oscillattors. Its jet switching
s
iss controlled by the com
mpression
and exppansion waves in the resonance channels. As
A shown in
i Figure 11-21, the reesonance
channell which is connected
c
to
t the contrrol terminal X1 is closeed, and the other chann
nel X2 is
open innto atmosphhere. The jeet oscillationn is caused
d by weak shock
s
wavees generated
d by the
sudden change in pressure, traveling fo
forth and back
b
throug
gh the resoonance chan
nnel. Its
switchinng frequenccy is mainlly determinned by the length L of
o the resoonance chan
nnel and
indepenndent of the mass flowrate passing through thee oscillator. However, iit is difficultt to keep
an arrayy of this kinnd oscillatorr synchronizzed since it is difficult to make anny link betw
ween two
oscillatoors without modifying the resonannce channel working dy
ynamics.

Figure 1-21. New idea of fluidic osccillator propossed by Tesař et al.65

1.5

Efficieent separration coontrol by
y periodiic jets
It hhas been dem
monstrated by numerouus researchees 6, 66-68 thaat active floow control based
b
on

periodicc fluidic exxcitations is much morre efficient, with a gaiin of as higgh as two orders
o
of
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magnitude in terms of added momentum coefficient compared to control based on steady
blowing. For the purpose to evaluate and compare the efficiency of an injection jet on the
separation control, two dimensionless numbers, the injection momentum coefficient C and the
velocity ratio VR, are defined.
For steady blowing,

mbU b

C 

where

1
(1-8)
ρU 2 L
2
U
VR  b
(1-9)
U
is the span width of the controlled flow, mb is the blowing mass flow rate, Ub is the

blowing velocity, and L is the flow characteristic length. For unsteady injection, the mean
values of momentum added are used to calculate C , while the maximum blowing velocity
U bmax is used to calculate VR :
C 

mbU b
1
ρU 2 L
2

VR 

U bmax
U

(1-10)

(1-11)

In most of the previous works, L is the distance between the injection location and the
diffuser trailing edge

69

or the reattachment point70-72, but it may also be defined as the ramp

heights73, 74. In the present work, L will be defined as the length between the ramp slant edge
and the separation point.
In the unsteady injection case, a dimensionless injection frequency F+ is also defined:
F   fL / U 

(1-12)

where f is the oscillation frequency, U∞ is the free stream velocity.
Since the fluidic oscillators developed in this thesis aims to be applied to the flow
separation control on a ramp, the key parameters of some representative works on ramp or
hump flows are listed in Table 1-3. Large discrepancies can be observed between the optimal
values of some of these parameters, especially C , found by the different groups, which can be
explained by the differences in the studied configurations(e.g., geometry of the ramp or the
hump, position and orientation of the controlling jets, etc.). However, the optimal values found
for the velocity ratio VR are between 2 and 3 for all the studies and the optimal F+ is about 1 in a
majority of cases. It was also found in the study of Seifert et al 70, that the superposition of weak
suction on the periodic excitation enhances the control efficiency.
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Table 1-3. Key parameters of representative studies on separation control of ramp or hump flow

Optimal Optimal Optimal
Cμ
VR
F+

authors

flow type

actuation method

U∞ m/s

Cμ

VR range

F+ range

Cerretelli et al.61

Hump diffuser

Discrete steady blowing

2.16

0 - 6%

(0,7.7)

--

4%

2

--

Cerretelli et al.69

Hump diffuser

Fluidic oscillator

25.9

0 - 6%

8

0.6 - 5

5%

--

0.7

Vikas et al.75

Straford ramp

Discrete steady blowing

40 - 60

--

(8,10)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

2%

2

--

0-4%

--

--

0.8%

1.26

--

--

--

0.4-2.0

--

--

1.6

0.24%

0.814

--

--

--

--

0.65 - 2

0.45-1.94

--

>1

1.05-1.35

Slot steady blowing
Seifert et al.70

Wall-Mounted Hump

Slot steady suction

85

Oscillatory excitation
Slot steady suction
Greenblatt 71, 72

Zhang et al73

Wall-Mounted Hump

Two-Dimensional Ramp Discrete synthetic jets

Kourta et al76, 77 Two-Dimensional Ramp
Joseph et al.74

Slot zero mass flux
Oscillatory excitation

Two-Dimensional Ramp

34

13.6 – 40.8 0.01%-3%
6.5

--

0.63 - 1.57

0.8 -2.4

--

--

--

Discrete pulsed jets

20

0.165%

3

0.795 &
1.98

--

--

--

Discrete pulsed jets

20 - 40

0.08% 1.9%

2-6

0.1 - 4

1.9%

--

2.7
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1.6

Conclusions
The study of actuators for active flow control has been in broad expansion in the last

decades, with different goals such as reducing drag on bluff bodies, increasing lift on airfoils or
enhancing mixing in combustion chambers. Compared to traditional passive control methods or
steady blowing methods, the active flow control based on periodic fluidic excitations is much
more efficient. Various kinds of actuators which can provide periodic fluidic disturbances have
been summarized. Among them, fluidic oscillators can emit oscillating jets when supplied with
a pressurized fluid without requiring any moving part. Their oscillations are indeed totally
self-induced and self-sustained and only depend on the internal flow dynamics, which shows a
great advantage in terms of reliability and robustness.
Various kinds of fluidic oscillators have been reviewed and three sub-categories of Coanda
fluidic oscillator have been highlighted: including the sonic fluidic oscillator, the sweeping jet
Coanda fluidic oscillator and the pulsing jet relaxation fluidic oscillator.
For both of sonic fluidic oscillators and sweeping jet oscillators, with fixed geometry and
operating medium, the frequency increases with the inlet flow rate at low Re conditions. This
increases the complexity in determining the factors optimizing the flow control efficiency since
the frequency is correlated to the injection momentum which is proportional to the inlet mass
flowrate. However, in a pulsing jet relaxation fluidic oscillator, it is possible to have a
quasi-constant frequency response, independent of the inlet pressure or flowrate while keeping
all the advantages of other kinds of fluidic oscillators, such as a high velocity and frequency
range, the facility to control the oscillation frequency, the possibility to synchronize an array
of more than two oscillators, etc.
It has been demonstrated that the jet switching in a sonic fluidic oscillator is controlled by
the wave propagation along the feedback loop, and it that operates in two regimes: the constant
Strouhal number regime at low inlet Re conditions and the constant propagation velocity
regime at high inlet Re conditions. The jet switching process inside a sweeping jet Coanda
fluidic oscillator is rather controlled by the growing of the recirculation bubble in the mixing
chamber which is fueled by the feedback channel flow. However, the pulsing jet relaxation
fluidic oscillator operates differently compared to the two other kinds of fluidic oscillator.
Despite the tentatives made by several researchers to identify the physical mechanisms
governing the dynamic behaviors of these devices, no clear consensus has been found yet in
the literature.
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The main objective of the present work will thus be to study in detail the working
dynamics of a pulsing jet relaxation fluidic oscillator in order to propose guiding rules for its
design and its application to active flow control.
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Chapter 2. Design and Experimental
Characterization of Fluidic Oscillator
Prototypes
A first oscillator prototype designed during the work of W. Ghozlani 12, has been tested in
the framework of two experimental campaigns. However, these measurements have evidenced
important assembly difficulties leading to leakages and possible modifications of the device's
internal dimensions, making it very difficult to analyze the behavior of this oscillator in relation
with the geometrical and operation parameters. In addition, numerical models built on the CFD
software ANSYS/FLUENT have shown an important sensibility to critical settings such as the
transient discretization scheme and the time step, not allowing their exploitation for an in-depth
analysis of the actuator's behavior. This part of our work is detailed in Annex 1.
As a consequence, four new oscillator prototypes have been developed, solving the
identified assembly problems, in order to get more accurate experimental data which could help
in identifying and understanding the relation between the actuator's performances and the
geometrical parameters as well as operating conditions.
These four actuators have the same designed central part in order to better compare their
performances. However, two of them have a fully 2D shape (i.e., large ratio of depth to
transversal dimensions), including the feedback loops, in order to facilitate the validation of the
2D numerical models presented in chapter 3, while the two other ones have changeable
feedback loops permitting the analysis of the influence of the length and volume of the
feedback tubes on the oscillator's performances.

2.1

Design of new prototypes
The first and second prototypes have feedback loops of rectangular sections with the same

depth (10 mm) as for the central part, ensuring a two-dimensional behavior of the flow in the
whole device. The feedback loops of these two prototypes have the same volume but different
widths (1.26 mm and 3.2 mm) and lengths. These two devices are named Osc.1 and Osc.2
respectively and their detailed sketches and dimensions are shown separately in Figure 2-1 and
Figure 2-2. The feedback loop length of Osc.1 (from section A1 to section P1) is Lf = 391
mm, while that of Osc.2 is Lf = 163 mm. The third and fourth prototypes, named Osc.3 and
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Osc.4, hhave the sam
me geometrry, as shownn in Figure 2-3. Their feedback looops are chaangeable
by linkiing connectors α and β in each sidde by plasticc tubes of different
d
inteernal diameeters and
lengths.. The objecctive are heere firstly too test the in
nfluence off the geomeetrical unceertainties
linked tto the manuufacturing and
a assembbling processses on the oscillator'ss performan
nces and
secondly to test meethods allow
wing the synnchronizatio
on of severaal similar acctuators.
In tthe sketches of Figuree 2-1 and F
Figure 2-2, in order to
o facilitate the analysiis of the
oscillatoor's internall flow patterrns in the foollowing chaapters, six representativ
r
ve sections, noted A,
B, C, D
D, E, P, havee been seleccted; they reepresent thee branch inlet, the brannch center, the loop
inlet, thhe loop center, the loop outlet and the control port, respecctively, withh 1 represen
nting the
oscillatoor’s left sidee and 2 reprresenting itss right side.

Figure 2-1. Sketches annd designed dimensions
d
of Osc.1 (left sid
de) and Osc.2(right side), ( in mm)
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Figure 2-2. Detailed diimensions of the
t switching zone of the deesigned oscillaator prototypees, (in mm)

Figure 2-3. Sketch andd overall dimen
nsions of Oscc.3 and Osc.4, (in mm)

Duee to the com
mplex geom
metry of the pprototypes, especially the high asppect ratio an
nd small
width off the throat section, it iss very difficcult to realizze the design
n by direct m
milling. Insstead, the
oscillatoors are com
mposed of seeveral alumiinum sub-pieces assem
mbled betweeen three plates also
made inn aluminum (cf. Figure 2-4). Osc.22, for examp
ple, is shown
n in Figure 22-4: it consiists of an
inlet plaate and a maain body wh
hich includees a base plate, a coverr plate and aan air chann
nel layer.
The inleet plate is attached
a
to the main b ody by fasttening it to the base annd cover pllate with
screws. Between thhe inlet platte and mainn body, therre is a gaskeet to avoid lleakage. (cff. Figure
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2-4b), aas well as beetween the cover/base plate and air
a channel layer
l
(cf. Fiigure 2-4c). The air
channell is formed by five sep
parated piecces (cf. Figure 2-4a), and
a their reelative posittions are
fixed byy locating pins.
p
Each piece has aat least two
o locating pins.
p
At lastt, the main body is
assemblled by fastening screwss.

Figure 2-4. Photos of assembled
a
Oscc.2

2.2

Hot wiire chara
acterizattion of Osc.1
O
and
d Osc.2
In oorder to get more
m
inform
mation abouut the perforrmance of a typical fluiidic oscillato
or and to

better vvalidate the numerical models,
m
hott wire anem
mometry is used
u
to meaasure the frrequency
response and the ouutlet velocitty evolutionn pattern of Osc.1 and Osc.2.
O

2.2.1

D
Description
n of the test bench

Thee calibrated velocity raange of the hot wire (T
TSI 1210-T
T1.5, single cylindricall sensor,
wire diaameter 3.8 μm,
μ wire len
ngth 1.27 m
mm ) is 0 to 140 m/s. Tw
wo separate coordinate systems
are estabblished in both
b
outlets as shown inn Figure 2-5. The origiin of each ccoordinate system
s
is
defined as the outleet slot edge which
w
is in the same sid
de as the ou
utlet flow dirrection, e.g., the left
slot edgge for the lefft outlet.
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Figure 2-5. Definition of coordinate systems

Thee frequency and temporral velocity evolution pattern
p
are measured
m
att the point (-0.25, 0)
(in mm)) for inlet absolute
a
preessures in thhe range fro
om 0.1 MP
Pa to 0.3 MP
MPa. The acq
quisition
frequency is 25 kH
Hz and the sampling duuration is 10
0 s. A picturre of the tesst bench is shown
s
in
Figure 22-6. A micrrometric in-line positiooning stagee is used to
o set the Y coordinate with an
accuracy of 0.01 mm,
m while a positioningg table asso
ociated to a distance-m
monitor allow
ws to set
the X ccoordinate with
w a preccision of 0..001 mm. The
T micro camera serrves to mon
nitor the
positionn of the hot--wire and fin
nd the zero coordinate with a high
h accuracy.

Figure 2-6. Test bench for hot-wire measurements
m
s

2.2.2

F
Frequencyy response

Thee measured frequency
f
of
o Osc.1 andd Osc.2 for inlet
i
pressurres ranging ffrom 0.1 to 0.3 MPa
is show
wn in Figure 2-7. It can be easily oobserved thaat these two
o devices haave totally different
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frequency responsees even though their ceentral parts have the same dimennsions in design and
their feeedback loopps have the same volum
me. This ressult implies that in this bi-stable pu
ulsed-jet
oscillatoor design, thhe volume of
o the feedbback loops is
i not the keey parameteer controllin
ng of the
oscillatiion frequenncy unlike what
w
was deemonstrated
d by Kelfhaaoui et al.588 for a mon
no-stable
oscillatoor.

Figure 2-7. Frequency response of Osc.1
O
(Lf = 3911 mm) and Ossc.2 (Lf = 163 mm) measureed by hot wiree

In aaddition, osccillations are more diffiicult to indu
uce for Osc.1 which onlly begins to oscillate
when thhe inlet presssure is high
her than 0.116 MPa whiile in case of
o Osc.2, thhe threshold value is
0.11 MP
Pa. The sim
mplicity and
d robustnesss to initiate the oscillattion are verry importan
nt for the
applicattion of the fluidic
f
oscilllator to sepparation con
ntrol. The difficulty
d
off Osc.1 to in
nitiate its
oscillatiion could be
b due to the
t small ffeedback lo
oop width. A more de
detailed anaalysis, in
particular using nuumerical sim
mulation to have accesss to the intternal flow pattern, is however
h
needed to confirm this
t assump
ption.
How
wever, it shhould be no
oted that thhe frequency decrease observed ffor Osc.2 when
w
the
inlet preessure increeases has never been iddentified in literature.
l

2.2.3

Sample vellocity signa
als of Osc.1

Thee velocity siignals of Ossc.1 in the c enter of botth outlets (-0
0.25, 0) whe
hen Pi = 0.2 MPa are
shown iin Figure 2--8. The sing
gle hot wiree used in th
hese experim
ments givess only access to the
magnituude of the velocity but not
n its direcction. Thus the smaller peak of thee signal corrresponds
to a sucction flow at
a the considered outleet, which co
ould improv
ve the contrrol efficienccy of the
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actuatorr as already shown by Seifert
S
and Pack 70. ΔT
T1 is the durration whenn the jet su
uction in,
while ΔT2 is the duuration when
n the jet bloowing out.

Figure 2-8. Velocity evvolution with time
t
in the cennter of both ou
utlets of Osc.1, Pi = 0.20 M
MPa

From the sampple signals, the
t mass fluux on each outlet durin
ng one periood can be caalculated
and the inlet total mass
m flow raate can also bbe obtained
d by multiply
ying the sum
m of the mass fluxes
on eachh outlet on one
o period by
b the oscill ation frequeency.
By assuming that
t
both thee outlet vellocity and air
a density in each outllet slot are uniform,
u
and thatt all the outllet areas aree the same aas the design
ned one, thee mass flux m in a timee interval
ΔT can be calculateed by

m   dm   ρAoU b dt  ρAo  U b dt  ρAo  T (U b dt )
T

T

T

(2-1)

where ρ is the air density
d
at atm
mospheric cconditions, Ao is the areea of outlet slot in desig
gn, Ub is
the instaantaneous velocity
v
meaasured by hoot wire, dt is
i the data acquisition
a
ttime intervaal. Thus,
the inlett mass flow
w rate can bee calculated by

m  f (m1  m2  m3  m4 )

(2-2)

where m1 is the left
ft outlet sucttion mass fllux during ΔT
Δ 1, m2 is th
he left outleet ejection mass
m flux
during Δ
ΔT2, m3 is the
t right ou
utlet suctionn mass flux
x during ΔT
T1, m4 is thee left outlet ejection
mass fluux during ΔT
Δ 2 in one period, andd f is the oscillation frrequency. Inn the end, the inlet
0 4 kg / s .
mass floow rate is caalculated to
o be m  0.22167  Ao f  3.404  10
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As tthe inlet total pressure is equal to 00.2 MPa (i.ee., higher thaan the criticcal pressure of about
0.18 MP
Pa needed to
t reach son
nic conditioons in a sim
mply converrgent nozzlle, cf. Figurre A1-2,
Annex 1), it can bee assumed that the flow
w velocity iss sonic at th
he throat. Asssuming in addition
that the velocity is uniform in this cross ssection, the throat widtth w can bee calculated by from
the soniic mass flow
w rate relatio
on:
m Ti*
(2-3)
 0.073 mm
KPH
i
mperature, K is a constan
nt which
where At is the throoat area, H iss the depth, Ti* is the inlet total tem
w  At / H 

is 0.04004 (m s-1 k-00.5) for air, Pi is the inleet total pressure. The th
hroat width calculated from the
inlet maass flow ratee is only ab
bout 0.073 m
mm which is
i much smaaller than thhe designed
d 0.2 mm
value.
Thee maximum
m velocities at
a both outllets are simiilar and of the order oof 70 m/s. However,
H
the main ejection time
t
ΔT2 iss much longger at the leeft outlet th
han that at tthe right on
ne which
implies that the inteernal geomeetry is not tootally symm
metrical.

2.2.4

Sample vellocity signa
als of Osc.22

Thee velocity siignals of Ossc.2 in the c enter of botth outlets (-0
0.25, 0) whe
hen Pi = 0.2 MPa are
shown iin Figure 2-99. The averaage velocityy at the left outlet
o
is abo
out 80 m/s w
with an amp
plitude of
80 m/s, while at thee right outlett, the averagge velocity is
i about 115
5 m/s and thee amplitudee is about
30 m/s w
which is muuch smaller.. In both of the outlets, no suction flow has beeen found.

Figure 2-9. Sample vellocity evolutio
on pattern in th
the center of both
b
outlets off Osc.2, Pi = 00.20 MPa
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Witth the samee method ussed in the ccase of Osc..1, the totall mass flow
wrate in the Osc.2 is
calculatted to be m  0.37235 ρAo f  11.556  10 4 kg / s . And th
he real area oof the throaat section
can be aalso roughly estimated
d by the equuation (2-3)): w = 0.24
46 mm. Aggain, the caalculated
throat w
width has 255% deviatio
on to the deesigned 0.2 mm width. These largge deviation
ns of the
throat ddimension for
f both Osc.1 and O
Osc.2 have been verifiied by the X-ray tom
mography
technoloogy describbed in chapter 3.
In aaddition to the designeed differencce of the feeedback loop
ps’ width annd length, these
t
big
deviatioons in real throat
t
width
h may alsoo contribute to the large differencee observed between
Osc.1 annd Osc.2 off the jet velo
ocity evoluttion with tim
me.

2.2.5

Sensitivity of the internal geomeetry

As described above,
a
the real criticaal dimension
ns, like thee throat secction area, are very
differennt to the desiigned ones due to assem
mblage unccertainties. In order to vverify the seensitivity
of the pperformancces to the internal
i
geoometry, the oscillators have beenn disassemb
bled and
re-assem
mbled. Theen their freequency re sponses weere measurred by a ppressure traansducer
(Endevcco high sennsitivity pieezoresistive pressure trransducer, model
m
85066-2, whose pressure
range iss 0-2 psi, annd resonancce frequencyy is 45 kHzz) in a largee inlet presssure range from
f
0.1
MPa to 0.7 MPa. The
T test ben
nch is the saame as thatt shown in Figure 2-6, but in a siimplified
version:: the hot wire
w is replaaced by thee pressure transducer, as shown in Figure 2-10,
2
no
camera is needed since the disstance to thee outlet has no effect on
n the measuured frequen
ncy.

Figure 2-10. Position of
o the pressuree transducer reelative to the tested
t
oscillato
or
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Thee results aree shown in Figure 2-111. For both Osc.1 and Osc.2, the ffrequency response
r
profiles are very similar
s
to th
hose shownn in Figure 2-7. As Pi is larger than 0.3 MPa,
M
the
frequenncy of Osc.22 stops decreeasing and kkeeps almost constant.
Com
mpared to thhe values presented in Figure 2-7 where Osc.1 frequenccy keeps con
nstant at
265 Hz and Osc.2’s frequency
y declines fr
from 580 Hzz to 470 Hzz as the inlet
et pressure increases
from 0.12 to 0.3 MPa,
M
a 20% frequency ddecrease forr Osc.1 and
d a 10% freqquency decrrease for
Osc.2 hhave been obbserved. Th
hese frequenncy deviatio
ons imply th
hat the oscilllator’s perfo
formance
is very ssensitive too its internall geometry, and that the internal geometry, esspecially thee critical
dimensiions like thee throat secttion, are verry sensitive to the assem
mblage and iinstallation method.

Figure 2-11. Frequencyy responses off Osc.1 and O
Osc.2 as a funcction of Pi/Patm
embling proceess
m, after re-asse

2.2.6

R
Remarks and
a commeents

1, tthe oscillatoor’s perform
mances, eithher frequenccy or tempo
oral evolutiion of velo
ocity, are
very sennsitive to itss internal geeometry
2, thhe throat width
w
plays a key role nnot only on
n the averag
ge outlet veelocity valuee due to
mass coonservation,, but also on
n the tempooral evolutio
on of velocity. With a laarger throat width, a
higher aaverage outtlet velocity
y can be exxpected, ho
owever, no suction floow appears and the
amplituude of the veelocity variaations is muuch smaller.
3, tthe outlet velocity
v
ev
volution patttern may be
b controlled by moddifying the internal
geometrry in order to
t obtain the outlet veloocity evoluttion pattern needed.
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2.3

Frequeency cha
aracterizzation off Osc.3
Thee objective of
o these tessts was to iddentify the relation
r
betw
ween the osscillation frrequency

and the FBL. A pressure sensorr has thus beeen preferreed to a hot wire
w for robuustness reasons. The
5. The inlet total
t
pressuure range is from 0.1
test bennch is similaar to that desscribed in seection 2.2.5
MPa to 0.7 MPa annd the data acquisition
a
frequency is
i 25 kHz while
w
the acqquisition du
uration is
10 s. Since Osc.3 and
a Osc.4 have
h
identiccal internal geometry, only
o
the freequency resp
ponse of
Osc.3 iss measured in
i this part of
o the workk. The comparison betw
ween their peerformances will be
presenteed in chapteer 5 prelimin
narily to thee synchronization test.
2.3.1

IInfluence of
o FBL on the
t oscillatiion frequen
ncy

Thee frequency responses for
f Osc.3 w
with 4mm diameter feed
dback loops of different lengths
are show
wn in Figuure 2-12 forr Pi rangingg from 0.1 to
t 0.3 MPaa. Whateverr the feedbaack loop
characteeristics, the measured frequencies
f
when Pi ≥ 0.3 MPa are almost coonstant, and thus not
presenteed in the figgure. For comparison, the frequeency respon
nse of Osc..1, whose feedback
f
loop secction area is the same as that of a 4mm diam
meter tube, is also pressented. In eaach case,
the osciillation freqquency startts to increasse with the inlet pressu
ure, but reacches a consstant and
maximuum value foor inlet presssures highher than a critical
c
value of about 0.17 MPa for both
devices and whatevver the FBL
L. The frequuency respon
nse profiles are similar to the casess of both
sonic flluidic oscilllators(cf. Fiigure 1-12) and sweep
ping Coandaa fluidic osscillators(cff. Figure
1-14).

Figure 2-12. Frequencyy response verrsus inlet presssure for Osc.1 and for Osc.3 with variouus FBL.
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A first analysis of the frequency response of the oscillator, as shown in Figure 2-12,
suggests that when the sonic regime is reached at the nozzle, i.e., when the inlet pressure Pi is
higher than 0.17 MPa, the frequency f can be approximated by the equation
f  Co / 4 L f



(2-4)
where Co is the sound velocity at ambient conditions (340 m/s) and Lf is the FBL from
section A to section P (cf. Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2), including the connecting tube length and
the internal channel length (86 mm). In Table 1, the measured frequencies, for a supply pressure
of 0.2 MPa, are compared to the frequencies calculated according to Eq.(2-4). Deviations
between calculated and experimental values of the frequency are always smaller than 15%.
Table 2-1. Comparison between the measured and estimated frequencies at Pi = 0.2 MPa

Lf (mm)

Co/(4 Lf ) (Hz)

f (Hz)

deviation

Osc.3

286

297

263

13%

Osc.3

386

220

208

5.8%

Osc.3

486

175

174

0.6%

Osc.3

586

145

150

-3.3%

Osc.3

686

124

132

-6.1%

Osc.3

852

100

110

-9.1%

With the purpose to further explore the relationship between the frequency response and the
FBL, the oscillation period is drawn in Figure 2-13 as a function of the FBL for five values of
the inlet pressure (0.115, 0.13, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25 MPa as indicated by the vertical black lines in
Figure 2-12). A linear fitting of these curves is performed and the regression equations are
presented in Figure 2-13, in which T is the oscillation period.
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Figure 2-13. Oscillatioon period as a function of thhe FBL of Oscc.3. A linear fittting T  a Lf  b is proposeed.

In eeach case, thhe oscillatio
on period haas an almosst perfect lin
near relationnship with the
t FBL.
Howeveer, as the inllet pressure increases, thhe slope of the
t regression line decrreases. Com
mpared to
the estim
mated functtion which has
h been prooposed:
T

1
4

Lf
f Co

(2-5)

withh 4/Co = 11.7×10 s m-11, the slope coefficient experimenttally obtaineed has a clo
ose value
(11.46×10 s m-1) onnly for the lo
owest testedd Pi (0.115 MPa).
M
However, Eq. (22-5) can be modified
m
in a sim
milar way thhan in the paper of Sim
moes et al.599 (cf. Eq.(1-7)), by intrroducing a constant
switchinng time:
T

1 4
4
L f  2τ s
 L f  2τ s 
Co  u
f C

(2-6)

wheere C is thee average propagation
p
n velocity of
o the pressure wave iinside the oscillator
o
which ccan be estim
mated as the sum of thee sound velo
ocity Co and
d the averagge velocity u of the
fluid, w
while τs is thee jet switchiing durationn. With this modified expression oof T, the varriation of
the sloppe coefficiennts for diffeerent inlet prressures can
n be relativeely well expplained: as the inlet
pressuree increases,, the air flo
ow velocityy in the air channels also
a
increasses while th
he sound
velocityy remains thhe same, thu
us the slope coefficientt decreases. However, aaccording to
o Simoes
et al.59, the jet swittching time τs can be esstimated to be of the order of 0.022 ms which is much
smaller than the im
mplied valu
ue obtained from the liinear fitting
g which is aaround 0.6 ms (τs =
b/2). Thhus, the valiidity of the assumptions
a
s made to obtain
o
Eq.(2-6) is still uunclear, in particular
p
concernning the rolee played by the
t pressuree waves in th
he switching mechanism
m. In order to better
understaand the phhysical phenomena coontrolling th
he dynamiccs of the ooscillator's internal
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unsteaddy flow, nuumerical sim
mulations hhave been implementted and aree presented
d in the
followinng chapter.

2.3.2

F
First obserrvations of the influen
nce of feedb
back loops diameter/w
d
width

Thee frequency responses for
f various feedback tu
ubes diameters have alsso been testted. Four
diameteers were choosen which are
a 5.5 mm,, 4.0 mm, 2.7 mm and 2.0
2 mm. Theeir relative variation
v
trend is the same whatever the FBL is. Thuus, only the results for a FBL Lf =5586mm are shown
s
in
Figure 22-14 for illuustration.
Twoo main behhaviors can be observved. Firstly, the relatio
on between the feedbaack loop
diameteer and the freequency evo
olves with th
the inlet presssure. For reelatively sm
mall supply pressure,
p
the osciillation freqquency is higher
h
for laarger diameeters. On th
he contrary,, for inlet pressures
p
higher tthan 0.5 MP
Pa, the largeer the diameeter the loweer the oscilllation freque
uency is.
In aaddition, thee oscillation
ns are moree easy to acctivate when
n the diameeter of the feedback
f
loops iss larger. It can
c be obseerved indeeed that the device
d
startts to oscillaate for smalller inlet
pressurees when the feedback tu
ube diameteer is larger (e.g., Pi ≥ 0.115 MPa foor 4 mm tubees and Pi
≥ 0.17 M
MPa for 2 mm
m diameteer tubes).

Figure 2-14. Oscillatioon frequency as
a a function oof the inlet totaal pressure forr various feedb
dback loop diaameters
but same FBL Lf = 5866 mm

All the above observation
o
ns imply thaat in additio
on to the FB
BL, the feeddback loop diameter
d
also plaays an imporrtant role on
n the oscillaator’s perforrmance. In addition, itt seems that a large
feedbacck loop diam
meter could
d lead to thee non-depen
ndence of th
he oscillatioon frequenccy to the
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inlet pressure, which could be a great advantage for flow control application. However, the
underlying mechanisms of the observed behaviors still need more exploration.

2.4

Conclusions
According to the experimental studies described in this chapter, it can be concluded that the

outlet average velocity is controlled by the oscillator’s throat section and inlet pressure.
However, the outlet velocity amplitude and temporal evolution profile can be affected also by
the throat section and/or other internal geometrical factors. With a small throat width (Osc.1), a
suction flow phenomenon has been observed and the velocity amplitude is about 2 times the
average velocity value. The ejected flow is similar to a typical pulsed jet in which the
maximum velocity keeps nearly constant during the ejection phase. With a larger throat width
(Osc.2) however, the velocity amplitude is of the same order as the average velocity value, and
no suction appears.
Both the feedback loop length and diameter play important roles on the oscillator’s
performances, in particular its frequency response. An equation, deducted from the acquired
experimental data, has been proposed to estimate the oscillation frequency as a function of the
feedback loops length. However, the validity of the assumptions made to obtain this equation is
still unclear, in particular concerning the role played by the pressure waves in the switching
mechanism. In addition, further investigations should be conducted to better understand the
influence of the feedback loops diameter on the oscillation frequency and on the minimal
supply pressure needed to initiate the oscillating mechanism. In order to better understand the
physical phenomena controlling the dynamics of the oscillator's internal unsteady flow, and due
to the very small dimensions of the studied devices making it very difficult to visualize internal
flows or to get local velocity or pressure data, numerical simulations have thus been
implemented and are presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3. Numerical Tools and Validation
In order to complete the experimental analysis of the oscillators' behavior and thus to better
understand the physical phenomena controlling the dynamics of their internal unsteady flow,
numerical models of these actuators have been developed and tested. Due to the tiny
dimensions of the studied devices, the very short time scales of the involved unsteady flows, as
well as their transonic characteristics, it was indeed very difficult to get local experimental data,
such as velocity or pressure.
As detailed in Annex 1, first numerical models built on the CFD software
ANSYS/FLUENT have shown an important sensibility to critical settings such as the transient
discretization scheme and the time step, not allowing their exploitation for the detailed analysis
of the oscillator's behavior. New numerical simulations have then been performed on the open
source CFD package OpenFOAM because of its free license, high parallel capacity efficiency
and flexibility. This chapter, after a brief presentation of this CFD code, will thus be focused on
the description of the developed numerical models and their validation thanks to comparisons
with the experimental measurements previously performed.

3.1

Introduction to OpenFOAM
OpenFOAM (Open source Field Operation And Manipulation) is a free, open source

software for computational fluid dynamics (CFD), based on the Finite Volume Method, written
in C++, fully objective-oriented, developed primarily by CFD Direct, on behalf of the
OpenFOAM Foundation. The code has been used to solve problems in CFD, electromagnetics,
solid mechanics and even finances. OpenFOAM can serve both the engineering use because of
various integrated solvers and free license, and academic research because of its flexibility to be
modified and expanded 78.
To run a simulation, OpenFOAM should be installed in a LINUX environment, and a main
folder is needed, containing three sub-folders:
Folder 0 or time directories, which contains the boundary conditions and initial fields to
begin the simulation.
Folder constant, which contains the mesh folder and the files for fluid and turbulence
properties.
Folder system, which contains the solver specifications, numerical discretization schemes
and calculation control parameters.
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A schematic illustration of
o the organnization of folders
f
is sh
hown in Figgure 3-1, wh
hich is a
general and summ
marized exam
mple. The ttime directo
ories folderr is rather a set of fold
ders that
containss saved resuults for the user’s
u
speciified time stteps than a single
s
foldeer.

79
Figure 3-1. Sketch of thhe organizatio
on of an OpennFOAM case folder
f

Thee OpenFOA
AM version used
u
in this thesis is thee 2.3.0 whicch was releaased on 17, February
F
2014.
Sincce the oscilllator's interrnal flow is sonic in thee throat, sup
personic jusst beyond th
he throat
and subbsonic in thee other partss for most oof the operatting cases, the
t sonicFoaam solver is chosen
in this study. The governing
g equations are comprressible Nav
vier-Stokess equations in their
conservvative form, including
g the continnuity equattion or mass conservaation equattion, the
momenttum conserrvation equaation and thhe energy conservation
c
n equation with the fo
ollowing
approximations andd hypothesiis:
○ coontinuum hypothesis;
h
○ coompressiblee gas fluid flow;
f
○ non-reactive mono-speccies gases;
○ non-hypersonic flows (M
Ma < 6 for aair);
○ loow temperatture differen
nces to negllect radiatio
on;
○ thhermodynam
mic equilibrrium so thatt the perfectt gas equatio
on can be uused;
○N
Newtonian fluid
fl
with th
he dynamic vviscosity vaarying only with tempeerature;
○ Froude numbber large en
nough to negglect gravity
y effects.
Forr more detailled informaation about bboth usage and
a underlyiing theory, iit is possiblee to refer
to the offficial guidee of OpenFO
OAM and ggeneral fluid
d dynamics textbooks 779 80 81 82.
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3.2

Numerical settings
The solver chosen here is sonicFoam which is integrated in OpenFOAM as a transient

solver for transonic/supersonic flow of a compressible gas.
Given the complexity of the internal geometry and the turbulent flow, a series of numerical
sensitivity studies have been carried out to find out the optimal numerical settings considering
both accuracy and cost. This study is detailed in Annex 2.
Discretization schemes
Table 3-1 summarizes the discretization schemes adopted after the sensibility study.
Table 3-1. Adopted discretization schemes

Scheme

Precision

ddt

backward

2nd order

gradSchemes

Gauss linear

2nd order

LaplacianSchemes

Gauss linear corrected 0.5

Blend of 1st and 2nd order

divSchemes

Gauss linearUpwind grad( )

2nd order

Boundary conditions
Similarly, Table 3-2 summarizes the type of boundary conditions used for each equation.
Table 3-2. Boundary conditions used in the simulations for each equation

equation

inlet

wall

outlet

p

totalPressure

zeroGradient

fixedValue

U

pressureInletVelocity

fixedValue

zeroGradient

T

inletOutlet

zeroGradient

inletOutlet

k

turbulentIntensity-KineticEnergyInlet
intensity 0.05;

kqRWallFunction

zeroGradient

epsilon
omega

turbulentMixingLength-DissipationRateInlet
epsilonWallFunction zeroGradient
mixingLength 0.0005;
turbulentMixingLength-FrequencyInlet
mixingLength 0.0005;

omegaWallFunction zeroGradient

Turbulence model and other related schemes
Considering the calculation precision and efficiency, the realizable k-epsilon turbulent
model, with moderate mesh density (average Y+ ≈ 10, cf. Figure A2-2, Annex 2) and normal
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wall funnction have been found
d to be the beest choice fo
or the follow
wing work. The optimized time
step is 55×10-9 s, leaading to a maximum
m
coourant numb
ber smaller than 0.3.

3.3

Validaation of the
t numeerical models

3.3.1

Measureement of th
he oscillatorrs' internall geometry by X-ray to
tomography
y

As highlightedd in section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, the in
nternal dim
mensions of the prototy
ypes may
undergoo large moddifications during
d
the aassembling process.
p
X--ray tomogrraphy has th
hus been
implemented to meeasure the reeal internal ddimensions after assem
mblage. Thiss micro-tom
mography
system - Easytom 130, has a 3D resoluution of 254
4 μm (norm
mal case) too 5 μm (m
maximum
zoomedd case) per pixel, whicch permits to measuree the insidee channel ddimensions without
disassem
mbling the oscillator.
o
Thee global view
w and zoom
med view off the throat part
p of Osc.1 are shownn in Figure 3-2. The
throat w
width is meaasured to be about 0.10 mm which is much smaller than thhe designed one (0.2
mm)butt very close to the width
h calculatedd from the ou
utlet velocitty measuredd by hot-wirre (0.073
mm, cff. section 2.2.3). From Figure 3-22b, it can bee also obserrved that thhe throat po
osition is
deviatedd from the designed
d
sym
mmetrical ccenter line, and
a obvioussly prone to the left sidee branch.
This observation exxplains why
y the jet ejeccted in left outlet
o
slot laast much lonnger than th
hat in the
right ouutlet slot as shown
s
in Fiigure 2-8.

Figure 3-2. X-ray visuaalization of in
nternal channeels of Osc.1. a)) global view of the central part, b) zoom
med view
witching zone
of the sw

Figuure 3-3 shows the glob
bal view andd zoomed view
v
of the throat
t
part oof Osc.2. Th
he throat
width iss measured to be abou
ut 0.28 mm
m which is also
a
very cllose to the width calcu
ulated in
section 2.2.4 from the
t outlet velocity meaasured by ho
ot-wire (0.2
246 mm).
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Figure 3-3. X-ray visuaalization of in
nternal channeels of Osc.2. a)) global view of the central part, b) zoom
med view
witching zone
of the sw

Whhen the key dimensionss of the inteernal geomeetry are measured from
m the X-ray
y photos,
some prroblems muust howeverr be taken iinto account. Firstly, ex
xcept in thee central paart of the
image, the lens disstortion is significant
s
and does not
n permit to
t get accurrate dimenssions. In
additionn, when the oscillator is
i mounted and fixed on
o the test bench,
b
the iinternal dim
mensions
may also be affecteed by the strress due to tthe fastenin
ng process.
Witth the samee numericaal settings ppresented in section 3.2,
3 flow ssimulations in both
designed geometryy and scanneed geometryy are carried
d out. The prredicted resuults are com
mpared to
the meaasured ones in order to validate thee chosen nu
umerical setttings.

3.3.2

F
Frequencyy prediction
n capabilityy

Tabble 3-3 preesents a co
omparison between the
t
frequen
ncy deduceed from nu
umerical
simulatiions on the scanned geeometry fs-s , the frequency obtaineed numericaally on the designed
d
geometrry fs-d and thhe measured
d value fm , for an inlet total pressu
ure of 0.25M
MPa. The maximum
m
deviatioon between the simulatted and meaasured frequ
uencies is about
a
5% wh
which meanss that the
chosen numerical tools
t
and seettings are vvery suitable to predictt the oscillaators’ frequeency and
that the numerical models
m
may
y be suitablee for analyzzing the oscillation dynnamics.
Table 3-33. Comparisonn of predicted and measuredd frequency, Pi=0.25 MPa

fm/ (Hz)

fs-s / (Hz))

deviation

fs-d / (Hz)

deviation

Osc.1

272

286

+5..15%

275

-1.0
09%

Osc.2

497

485

-2.41%

506

+1.8
81%
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3.3.3

Velocity prediction capability

For an inlet pressure of 0.2 MPa, the evolution with time of the outlet velocity magnitude
in the center of both left and right outlet slots for Osc.1 and Osc.2, obtained from the numerical
simulations on the scanned internal geometry, are presented in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5
respectively, and are compared to those obtained from hot wire measurements.
The simulated maximum velocity for Osc.1(cf. Figure 3-4) is about 110 m/s, which is
much higher than the measured 70 m/s. The simulated maximum suction velocity is about 25
m/s which is also a little higher than the measured 20 m/s. This deviation of about 57% on
maximum velocities could be partially explained by the possible errors made on the throat
width due to the measurement problems described in section 3.3.1. Assuming a uniform
velocity on the outlet section, it is indeed possible to calculate the ejected flowrate on a period
from the velocity temporal evolution curve and thus to deduce a throat width of 0.073 mm,
which is 27% smaller than the value used in the simulation.
In both measured and simulated results, the suction velocity can be obviously observed and
the suction duration in one period in the left outlet slot is shorter than that in the right because of
the asymmetry observed in the throat region. In addition, the simulated velocity evolution
profile doesn’t present a plateau as in the experimental case (cf. Figure 3-4b), showing that in
the simulations, the jet switching process is long compared to the oscillation period.
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Figure 3-4. Velocity magnitude
m
evolution with tim
me in the centeer of Osc.1’s both
b left and rright outlet slo
ots, Pi=0.2
r
from hhot wire measu
urements
MPa; a) rresults from siimulation, b) results

Forr Osc.2, the higher velo
ocity value iin the right outlet slot than
t
that inn the left onee, due to
the inteernal geom
metry asymm
metry and observed experimentally in Figgure 3-5b, is well
reproduuced in the simulation((cf. Figure 3-5a). How
wever, the siimulated veelocity amp
plitude is
much laarger than the measu
ured one, thhough the average veelocity obtaained in nu
umerical
simulatiions is just a little loweer than the eexperimentaal one.
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Figure 3-5. Velocity magnitude
m
evolution with tim
me in the centeer of Osc.2’s both
b left and rright outlet slo
ots, Pi=0.2
r
from hhot wire measu
urements
MPa, a) rresults from siimulation, b) results

3.4

Conclu
usions
Takking both thhe calculatio
on precisionn and efficiency into account,
a
thee optimal ch
hoices of

numericcal settings for the present case aree realizable k-epsilon tu
urbulent moodel, moderaate mesh
density, normal wall function
n, time stepp of 5×10-99s corresponding to a maximum courant
numberr of 0.35 andd second ord
der discretizzation schem
mes for both spatial annd temporal terms.
Theese settings offer a quitee precise esttimation of the operatin
ng frequencyy, but have a limited
capabiliity for prediicting the ou
utlet velocitty evolution
n pattern. Th
his is maybee due to the fact that
the outllet velocity is much more
m
sensitivve to the internal geom
metry deviattions. Despite these
limitatioons, the devveloped num
merical moddels are able to provide important ddata for a qu
ualitative
analysiss of the intternal unsteeady flow, which cou
uld be explo
oited to bet
etter understand the
physicaal mechanism
ms involved
d in the osciillating proccess.
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Chaapter 4.
4 Nu
umericcal Analysis of Osccillatio
on
Dyn
namicss
As it has beenn described in section 2.1, in the sketches off Figure 2-11 and Figurre 2-2, in
order too facilitate thhe analysis of the oscilllator's behaavior, e.g., pressure prropagation, velocity
evolutioon, etc., sixx representaative sectionns, noted (A
A, B, C, D, E,
E P), have been selectted; they
represennt the brancch inlet, the branch cennter, the loop
p inlet, the loop
l
center,, the loop ou
utlet and
the conttrol port, resspectively, with
w 1 repreesenting thee oscillator’s left side w
while 2 reprresenting
the righht side. Thesse sections have
h
been reeminded on
n windows I and II of FFigure 4-2a.
As it has beenn discussed
d in section 3.4, the nu
umerical simulations aare able to provide
importaant data for a qualitativ
ve analysis oof the intern
nal unsteady
y flow, and help underrstanding
the undeerlying osciillation mech
hanics. Thuus, a simulattion on the designed
d
geoometry of Osc.1
O
has
been caarried out. In
I order to
o reach a reegular perio
odic behaviior, more thhan 20 perriods are
simulateed. A sampple signal of the area-aaverage preessure in th
he left loop center secttion D1,
correspoonding to thhe last four periods of tthe simulatiion, is show
wn in Figuree 4-1. The siimulated
oscillatiion period is 4.3 ms, which
w
corressponds to an
n oscillation
n frequency of 231 Hz, close to
the expperimental frequency
f
of
o 226 Hz (cf. Figuree 2-11) obttained for tthe same operating
o
conditioons, i.e., at Pi = 0.25 MPa.
M

Figure 4-1. Area-averaaged pressure in
i the left loopp center sectio
on of Osc.1 veersus time; Pi = 0.25 MPa
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4.1 Identification of the key factors controlling the oscillations
4.1.1

Qualitative analysis of the switching process inside the oscillator

The switching process can be examined by comparing at the same time the pressure and
velocity magnitude contours, as shown in Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. It can be
clearly observed that the jet oscillation is mainly caused by the pressure wave propagation in
the two feedback loops alternatively. In each of the following figures, the top left (window I) is
a global view of the pressure contours and the top right (window

) is a zoom of the pressure

contours in the interaction zone. The down windows of these figures are their counterparts for
the velocity magnitude contours (down left window

and down right window

). In the

global views, a large part of the feedback loop in each side is not represented but symbolized by
a blank space in the loop in order to save space. Six important times during the oscillation
period T, which is equal to 4.3 ms in these simulations, have been chosen to highlight the
dynamics of the jet switching process:
t = 0: at this time, the main jet is just starting to switch from the right branch to the left
branch as it can be observed on the velocity contours in window

in Figure 4-2a. The main

part of the flowrate is still leaving the oscillator through the right outlet, although the main jet
has already been deviated in the left branch. The pressure in the right feedback loop is
approximately 4×104 Pa higher than that in the left loop, especially between the control ports.
This pressure difference between the control ports at the base of the jet is particularly important.
t = 0.03 T: the switching time duration is quite short compared to the whole period T, as
discussed in section 2.3.1. Just 0.03 T after its initial deflection, the main jet has totally attached
to the left branch as shown in window

in Figure 4-2b. In addition, as the main jet switches

toward the left side, a high pressure wave propagates in the left side simultaneously to fill in the
left feedback loop. Meanwhile, in the right side, air is evacuated from the right loop through the
right branch. At this time, since the pressure at the right control port P2 is significantly higher
than at the left one P1, the main jet is perfectly attached to the left branch.
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Figure 4-2. Contours of
o static pressu
ure (upper winndows) and veelocity magnittude (down wiindows) in a global
g
ft windows) annd zoomed vieew (right winddows) a) at t = 0; b) at t = 0.03 T
view (left

t high preessure comppression wav
ve (HPCW) reaches thee left contro
ol port P1,
t = 00.225T: as the
the low
w pressure expansion wave
w
(LPE
EW) is stilll propagatin
ng in the riight feedbaack loop.
Howeveer, the presssure differrence betw een the tw
wo control ports decreeases, leadiing to a
destabillization of thhe jet at its base as shoown by the velocity contours in w
window

in Figure

4-3a.
CW and LP
PEW have reached
r
the control porrts, they refflect and
t = 0.258T: onnce the HPC
propagaate in the revverse directtions. As a cconsequence, the pressure differennce between
n the two
control ports decreeases rapidlly and evenn reverse as
a illustrated by the prressure con
ntours in
ws
window

and

in Figure 4-3b. Undeer these preessure condiitions, the j et detachmeent from

the left wall becom
mes more ob
bvious. How
wever, even the jet beco
omes clearlyy unstable (window
(
in Fiigure 4-3b), the main part of the flu
luid still flow
ws out throu
ugh the leftt branch and
d outlet.

Figure 4-3. Contours of
o static pressu
ure (upper winndows) and veelocity magnittude (down wiindows) in a global
g
ft windows) annd zoomed vieew (right winddows) a) at t = 0.225T ; b) at
a t = 0.258 T
view (left
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PCW and LPEW in thee left and rig
ght loops
t = 00.49 T: duee to the refleected propaggation of HP
and brannches respectively, the pressure diffferences beetween left and
a right braanches and between
left andd right contrrol ports reaach their maaximum vallues (windo
ows

and

in Figurre 4-4a).

These ppressure connditions causse a strong bbending of the
t jet whicch is about too switch to the right
branch oof the oscilllator, as show
wn by the vvelocity conttours in win
ndow

in FFigure 4-4a. A small

part of tthe jet alreaady flows th
hrough the riight branch.
r
from
m the left sid
de to the rig
ght side as shhown in win
ndow
t = 00.5 T: the jeet switches rapidly
in Figurre 4-4b. Thhen, anotherr half periodd of the osccillation beg
gins. The prressure and velocity
fields arre symmetriical to the ones
o
presentted in Figurre 4-2a.

Figure 4-4. Contours of
o static pressu
ure (upper winndows) and veelocity magnittude (down wiindows) in a global
g
ft windows) annd zoomed vieew (right winddows) a) t = 0.49 T ; b) t = 0.5
0 T
view (left

From the abovee analysis of
o various snnapshots of the pressuree and velociity contourss, we can
concludde that the jeet switching
g is mainly ccaused by th
he propagation of pressuure waves in
nside the
oscillatoor's feedbacck loops an
nd branchess. It seems that the prressure diffe
ference betw
ween the
control ports at the jet base is not
n sufficiennt to cause the
t jet switcching, whichh only occu
urs when,
in additiion, the pressure difference betweeen the two branches
b
reaaches its maaximal valu
ue, due to
the refleected propaagation of the
t pressuree waves in the feedback loops. T
This back and
a forth
propagaation of the pressure
p
waaves during half a perio
od may partiially explainn the coefficcient 4 in
Eq. (2-55) used to estimate
e
thee oscillationn period, co
ontrary to th
he coefficieent 2 in the relation
proposeed by Simoees et al.59.
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4.1.2

Detailed
d study of th
he oscillatioon process inside the device
d

In oorder to confirm the asssumptions m
made above about the physical mecchanisms go
overning
the osciillation dynaamics, the evolution
e
off the pressurre and veloccity magnituude with tim
me in the
six sections in eachh side of th
he oscillatorr as defined
d in Figure 2-1 and Figgure 2-2, haave been
tracked and comparred. The disstances betw
ween these sections
s
are lAB =11.75 mm; lBC =13.7 mm;
lCD =1777.7 mm; lDEE =183.6 mm
m; lEP =4.6 mm, respecctively. Thee evolution oof same parrameters
with tim
me in the couunterpart seections of riight side of the device have
h
also beeen tracked
d.
Figuure 4-5 andd Figure 4-7 respectivelly show the evolution with
w time ovver one perio
od of the
area-aveeraged staticc pressure and
a velocityy in sections B1, C1, D1
1 and E1 (cff. Figure 2-1
1, Figure
2-2). Pressure and velocity
v
evo
olutions in tthe two otheer sections (branch
(
inleet A and con
ntrol port
P) on booth sides aree compared
d in Figure 44-6 and Figu
ure 4-8, resp
pectively.

Figure 4-5. Evolution of
o the area-averaged pressuure with time in
i sections B1, C1, D1 and E
E1
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Figure 4-6. Evolution of
o the area-averaged pressuure with time in
i sections A1, A2, P1 and PP2

o the area-averaged velocitty with time in
n sections B1, C1, D1 and E
E1
Figure 4-7. Evolution of
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Figure 4-8. Evolution of
o the area-averaged velocitty with time in
n sections A1, A2, P1 and PP2.

In F
Figure 4-8, it
i can be observed that at the simulated time 114.2
1
ms, w
which corresponds to
the startting point of
o the oscillation periodd defined in
n the previo
ous section ((t = 0), the velocity
magnituude in sectioon A2 (rightt branch inleet) begins to
o decrease dramatically
d
y from 120 m/s
m to 30
m/s, whhile the veelocity mag
gnitude in section A1
1 (left bran
nch inlet) begins to increase
significaantly from 60
6 m/s to 12
20 m/s, whiich means th
hat the main
n jet is switcching from the right
side braanch to the left side arou
und this tim
me. As the jeet switches from
f
the rigght branch to
o the left
one, thee pressure inn each sectio
on of the le ft side increeases consequently, folllowing the pressure
wave prropagation in
i the left brranch and feeedback loo
op. In Figuree 4-5, it cann be clearly seen
s
that
the wavve propagatees from section C1 (lefft loop inlett) to section
n D1 (left looop center) during a
time intterval ΔT1 = 0.452 ms with a velo city U1 = lCD/ΔT1 = 393 ms-1 andd leads to a pressure
augmenntation of 200 kPa in bo
oth sections with a delaay ΔT1 betw
ween them. In the sam
me way, a
delay ΔT2 = 0.474 ms
m is needed for the preessure wavee to reach seection E1 (leeft loop outtlet) with
similar velocity U2 = lDE/ΔT
T2 = 387 m
ms-1 and preessure increase. The prressure prop
pagation
velocityy in the loopp during this period is aapproximately equal to
o the sum off the sound velocity
(~ 340 m
m/s) and thhe local fluid
d velocity ((~ 55 m/s as shown in Figure 4-7 ) since the pressure
wave prropagation has
h the sam
me direction as the flow..
Justt before the jet switchin
ng from righht to left (t = 0), the preessure differrences between both
branch inlets (sectiion A1, A2) and both control porrts (section P1, P2) reaach their maximum
m
values, i.e., 10 and 40 kPa resp
pectively (F
Figure 4-6). After switcching, the ppressure stay
ys nearly
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constant at sections A1, A2, P1, P2 until the pressure waves reach section P1 and P2 leading to
a sudden inversion of the pressure difference between both sides of the jet base. Even if this
pressure difference is not sufficient to provoke the jet switching in the other direction, it induces
a destabilization of the jet which is clearly evidenced by the strong chaotic temporal variations
of the velocity (cf. Figure 4-8) and of the pressure (cf. Figure 4-6) at the branch inlets. The
velocity increase in the left branch observed just after t = 0.225T (cf. Figure 4-8) is due to the
flow coming from the left control port and entrained by the main jet.
The velocity of the order of 30 m/s observed in Figure 4-8 at section A2 (blue diamond line
between 0 T and 0.225 T) when the jet is attached to the left wall is due to the strong suction
effect of the jet, the velocity in the right branch being directed towards the nozzle. During the
same time interval, the velocity at section P1 is only of the order of 5 m/s (black hexagon
between 0 T and 0.225 T) which indicates that the flow is blocked by the main jet attached to the
left wall, while the velocity of the order of 70 m/s at section P2 (green star line between 0 T and
0.225 T) is due to the rapid emptying of the right feedback loop helped by the suction effect of
the main jet.
The reflection of the pressure wave once it reaches the control port is shown in Figure 4-5
by the additional pressure jump occurring, between t = 0.225T and t = 0.5T, in each section of
the feedback loop with a time lag depending on the wave propagation velocity. The total
propagation time after reflection along the feedback loop: ΔT = ΔT3 + ΔT4 = 1.14 ms, implies a
propagating velocity: U3 = lCE/ΔT = (lCD + lDE)/ΔT = 317 ms-1,which is approximately equal to
the difference between the sound velocity and the local fluid velocity (15 m/s) which is opposite
to the wave propagation direction. At the end of this half period, when the pressure wave
reaches section B1 leading to a sudden pressure increase in this section (cf. Figure 4-5, t = 0.5
T), the main jet is finally pushed toward the other side of the device and the second half period
begins.
According to the above analysis, the jet oscillation frequency has a direct relationship with
the forth and back propagation of the pressure wave in the branch and the feedback loop, from
section A to section P.
The oscillation period can thus be estimated by the following function:
T

1
1
1
 2( τ t  τ s )  2(
Lf 
Lf  τs )
f
Co  u1
Co  u 2

(4-1)

where Lf is the FBL, Co is the sound velocity, u1 is the local fluid velocity in front of the wave in
the first quarter of the period while u2 is the local fluid velocity in front of the reflected wave in
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the secoond quarter of
o the period, and τs is tthe switchin
ng time of th
he order of 0.01T whicch can be
ignoredd and is in accordance
a
with the eestimation of
o Simoes et al.59. The error generated by
ms Co + u1 and Co − u2 in Eq.((4-1) to the term C o  u in Eq.(2-6) is
modifyiing the term
accumuulated to thee intercept teerm b, resullting in a much
m
larger value,
v
whicch explains the
t large
deviatioon between the empiriccal τs got froom the data fitting (cf. Eq.(2-6) annd Figure 2-13)
2
and
that from
m the estim
mation in liteerature.
In ggeneral, u1 and
a u2 are sm
mall compaared to the sound
s
velocity, especial
ally when th
he supply
pressuree of the osciillator is low
w. If u1 and u 2 are assum
med negligib
ble compareed to Co, in addition
to the faact that τs caan be ignoreed, Eq.(4-1)) becomes

4L
1
 2τ t  f
(4-2)
Co
f
which iss exactly the same as th
he empiricaal formula Eq.(2-5)
E
obttained from
m measured results.
r
T

4.2

Numerrical study of thee effects of two pressure
p
e differen
nces
Thee results obbtained abov
ve indicate that the jet switching
g is not onlyy controlled
d by the

pressuree differencee at the base of the jet, bbut also by th
he pressure difference iin the two branches.
b
In orderr to validatee this assum
mption, threee series of simplified
s
simulations
s
were carrieed out. A
simplifiied geometrry which rep
presents the central partt of a typicaal oscillator has been ch
hosen, as
shown iin Figure 4-9. This simp
plified oscilllator has th
he same dim
mensions as tthe above siimulated
oscillatoor but withoout feedback
k loops. Presssures at both branch ou
utlets (sectiions G1 and G2) and
both looop outlets (ssections E1 and E2) caan be set in
ndependently
y. In this w
way, the effect of the
pressuree differencee between the two si des of the jet base and
a the effeect of the pressure
differennce betweenn the two braanches can be tested seeparately or in combinaation.

Figure 4-9. Simplified geometry which representss the central part of a typicaal oscillator
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In tthe first stepp of this num
merical anallysis, the in
nlet total preessure is sett to 0.25 MP
Pa, and a
static prressure of 0..1 MPa is im
mposed in seections Gl, G2, El and E2. Figure 44-10 (case 0)
0 shows
the veloocity contouurs obtained
d for this baasis case, ind
dicating thaat the jet is aattached to the right
branch, despite the small recirrculation zonne visible between
b
the jet and the wall.

4.2.1

Isolated effect of th
he pressuree differencee between th
he control pports

In tthe second step, startin
ng from thee configuration obtaineed in case 00, inlet pressure and
outlet pressures aree not changed while thhe pressure at
a section E1,
E PE1, is reeduced to 0.09 MPa
which iss the smalleest pressuree observed iin this sectio
on in the prreceding num
umerical sim
mulations
(cf. Figuure 4-5). In the same waay, the presssure at sectiion E2, PE2, is graduallyy increased from 0.1
to 0.2 M
MPa. A total of 5 simulaations, denooted as casess 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5, are carrried out,
correspoonding to PE2 of 0.125,, 0.15, 0.16,, 0.18 and 0.2
0 MPa, resspectively.
Thee obtained velocity
v
fiellds after a dduration of 1 ms are prresented in FFigure 4-10
0. As the
pressuree at the righht side is incrreased graddually, the jeet gets more and more bbended with
h even an
attachm
ment of the jet
j base to the
t left walll. Nevertheeless, the jett always floows out thro
ough the
right ouutlet, whateever the preessure differrence at thee control po
orts, provinng that, for an inlet
pressuree of 0.25 MP
Pa, the oscilllations wouuld not occu
ur if the presssures in thee two branch
hes were
kept at ttheir initial level.

Figure 4-10. Velocity contours
c
in thee simplified osscillator modeel for different values of thee pressure PE22 at the
right conttrol port. Pi = 0.25 MPa, PG2
= PG1 = 0.11 MPa, PE1 = 0.1
0 MPa (casee 0) or 0.09 M
MPa for all other cases.
G
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4.2.2

Isolated effect of the pressure difference between the two branches

In the third step, also starting from the simulation results of case 0, the inlet total pressure of
0.25 MPa is unchanged, PG1, PE1 and PE2 are kept at 0.1 MPa while PG2 is gradually increased
from 0.1 to 0.2 MPa in order to generate a pressure gradient between the two branches. A total
of 8 values of PG2 have been tested: 0.11, 0.12, 0.125, 0.135, 0.145, 0.16, 0.18 and 0.2 MPa.
The obtained results are presented in Table 4-1. For low pressures (0.11 or 0.12 MPa) in the
section G2, the jet does not switch to the opposite branch within the simulation time which was
higher than half a period of the complete oscillation (T/2 = 2.15 ms; cf. section 4.1). Higher
pressure differences between the branches lead to the jet deflection but with a dynamics
strongly dependent on the pressure difference. The deflection time decreases when the pressure
difference increases, to reach a minimal value of 0.01T for pressure differences between section
G1 and G2 higher or equal to 0.18 MPa. The deflection time td is defined as the time needed for
the jet totally entering the left branch from the beginning of the simulation.
Table 4-1. Time needed for jet switching as a function of the pressure difference between the two branch outlets

PE1 (MPa)

PE2 (MPa)

PG1 (MPa)

PG2 (MPa)

td (ms)

td / T

Case 2-1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.11

--

--

Case 2-2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.12

--

--

Case 2-3

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.125

0.78

0.18 T

Case 2-4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.135

0.58

0.13 T

Case 2-5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.145

0.22

0.05 T

Case 2-6

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.16

0.22

0.05 T

Case 2-7

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.18

0.06

0.01 T

Case 2-8

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.06

0.01 T

4.2.3

Combined effects of both pressure differences

In this series of simulations, the combined effects of the two pressure differences are
explored. Firstly, the pressures in the two control ports and the left outlet are fixed, and only the
pressure in the right outlet is modified leading to an increasing value of ΔPG2-G1 and a fixed
value of ΔPE2-E1 = 0.035 MPa. Then, the pressure difference between the two outlets ΔPG2-G1 is
kept constant as 0.01 MPa while the pressure difference between the control ports ΔPE2-E1 is
gradually increased.
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4.2.3.1 Increasing ΔPG2-G1 with fixed ΔPE2-E1
The right outlet pressure is modified gradually from 0.1 to 0.14 MPa. The inlet total
pressure is still 0.25 MPa, the pressures at sections E1 and E2 are fixed to 0.09 and 0.125 MPa,
respectively, while the left outlet pressure is 0.1 MPa as in the first series of simulations. The
simulation result of case 1-1 is used as an initial condition for all tested configurations in this
series of simulations. The time needed to complete the switching process in each case is
presented in Table 4-2.
As observed in Figure 4-10 (case 1-1), an isolated ΔPE2-E1 = 0.035 MPa is not sufficient to
provoke the jet switching. However, if in addition a pressure difference ΔPG2-G1 exists between
the two branches, the jet switches to the other branch in a very short time, even when this
difference is as low as 0.01 MPa (Case 3-1), which cannot trigger the switching process by
itself as shown by case 2-1. When the right outlet pressure increases, the time needed to
complete the switching decreases quickly to reach a minimum value for pressure differences
between the branches higher than 0.14 MPa.
Table 4-2. Time needed to complete the switching process with increasing ΔPG2-G1 and fixed ΔPE2-E1

PE1 (MPa)

PE2 (MPa)

PG1 (MPa)

PG2 (MPa)

td (ms)

td / T

Case 3-1

0.09

0.125

0.1

0.11

0.53

0.12 T

Case 3-2

0.09

0.125

0.1

0.12

0.16

0.04 T

Case 3-3

0.09

0.125

0.1

0.13

0.13

0.03 T

Case 3-4

0.09

0.125

0.1

0.14

0.10

0.02 T

4.2.3.2 Increasing ΔPE2-E1 with fixed ΔPG2-G1
The pressure in right control port PE2 is increased from 0.1 to 0.125 MPa, while the
pressure in left control port PE1 is kept constant as 0.09 MPa. The inlet total pressure is still 0.25
MPa and the pressures at sections G1 and G2 are fixed to 0.1 and 0.11 MPa, respectively. The
simulation result of case 2-1 is used as an initial condition for all tested configurations in this
series of simulations. The time needed to complete the switching process in each case is
presented in Table 4-3.
As presented in case 2-1, the jet switching cannot be provoked just by a pressure difference
of 0.01 MPa between sections G1 and G2. Nevertheless, if in addition a pressure difference
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ΔPE2-E1 exists between the two control ports, even when this difference is as low as 0.035MPa
which cannot trigger the switching process by itself as shown by case 1-1, the behavior of the
jet is totally changed: it switches to the other branch in a very short time, except in the case
where there is only a pressure difference of 0.01 MPa between the two control ports (case 4-1).
The time needed to complete the switching decreases as the ΔPE2-E1 value increases.
Compared to case 3-1, case 4-3 needs shorter time to complete the switching process, even
though the same value of ΔPE2-E1 and ΔPG2-G1 are applied in both cases. In case 3-1, ΔPG2-G1 is
applied on the final configuration of Case1-1 for which ΔPE2-E1 has played a role for a
duration of T/2; on the contrary, in case 4-3, ΔPE2-E1 is applied on the final configuration of
case 2-1 for which ΔPG2-G1 has played a role for a comparable duration. This implies that the
switching process is also sensitive to the sequential order in which the pressure differences are
applied between the two branches and between the two control ports.
Table 4-3. Time needed to complete the switching process with increasing ΔPE2-E1 and fixed ΔPG2-G1

PE1 (MPa)

PE2 (MPa)

PG1 (MPa)

PG2 (MPa)

td (ms)

Case 4-1

0.09

0.1

0.1

0.11

> 3 ms

Case 4-2

0.09

0.11

0.1

0.11

0.45 ms

0.105 T

Case 4-3

0.09

0.125

0.1

0.11

0.35 ms

0.081 T

td / T

All preceding simulation results thus confirm the hypothesis that the oscillation dynamics
is not only controlled by the pressure difference between the two control ports ΔPP2-P1, but also
by the pressure difference between the two branches ΔPA2-A1 or ΔPB2-B1.

4.3
Numerical study of the influence of inlet pressure on the
oscillation dynamics
4.3.1

First analysis on a simplified geometry

With the same simplified geometry as in section 4.2, the isolated effect of the inlet pressure
on the oscillator dynamics has been studied. The two pressure differences (between the
branches and between the control ports) are applied separately with a fixed value. The pressure
difference between the branches ΔPG2-G1 is set to 20 kPa, with PG1 = 0.1 MPa, while PG2 = 0.12
MPa. The pressure difference between the control ports ΔPE2-E1 is set to 35 kPa, with PE1 = 0.09
MPa, while PE1 = 0.125 MPa. The initial status is obtained after a simulation duration of 5 ms
with uniform boundary conditions PG1 = PG2= PE1 = PE2 = 0.1 MPa in each case in order to get
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a fully converged initial flow field. The time needed to complete the switching process from the
initial status in each case is shown in Table 4-4. The time averaged velocity Ut and Mach
number Mat at the middle point of the throat section are also shown.
The velocity of the nozzle jet and the Mach number logically increase with the inlet
pressure. Values of the Mach number higher than 1 at the throat can be explained by the fact that
the sonic line shape is very complex due to the jet bending downstream from the nozzle exit. As
the flow has more inertia with higher velocity, it becomes more difficult to be deflected to the
other side. When a pressure difference ΔPG2-G1 = 20 kPa is applied between the branches, no
switching is indeed observed within the 3 ms simulation duration if the inlet pressure is higher
than 0.2 MPa, while the switching time decreases to 0.2 ms when the inlet pressure is decreased
from 0.2 MPa to 0.13 MPa. When the pressure difference is applied between the control port
(ΔPE2-E1 = 35 kPa), a similar behavior can be observed.
Table 4-4. Time needed to complete the switching process for various values of supply pressure Pi, and various
values of ΔPE2-E1 and ΔPG2-G1

Pi / MPa

Ut (m/s)

Mat

ΔPE2-E1=35 kPa
PG1=PG2=0.1 MPa

ΔPG2-G1=20 kPa
PE1=PE2=0.1 MPa

Case 5-1

0.30

342.5

1.1

> 3 ms

> 3 ms

Case 5-2

0.25

334.5

1.068

> 3ms

> 3 ms

Case 5-3

0.20

312

0.98

0.6 ms

> 3 ms

Case 5-5

0.15

250

0.763

0.52 ms

0.3 ms

Case 5-6

0.13

205

0.613

0.05 ms

0.2 ms

4.3.2

Detailed numerical analysis of the inlet pressure effects

Numerical simulations performed on the designed geometry of Osc.2(cf. the right part of
Figure 2-1), for inlet pressure ranging from 0.11 MPa to 0.30 MPa show that the oscillation
frequency is nearly constant at about 510 Hz. To explain this result, the pressure differences
between the two sides of the oscillator in sections A (branch inlets), B (branch centers) and P
(control ports) are analyzed for different values of inlet pressure.
In the case of 0.25 MPa inlet pressure, the variations of area-averaged velocity in y
direction Uy in sections A1 and A2, as well as the above mentioned pressure differences are
shown in Figure 4-11.
As it has been discussed at the end of section 4.1.2, the oscillation period can be roughly
predicted by a simple function Eq.(4-2).
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T

4L f

(4-2)
Co
Under this assumption and for analysis the relation between the oscillation dynamics and
the FBL, the period of a working oscillator can be divided into four basic time units which are
equal to:
t  L f / Co

(4-3)
At time t0 which can be viewed as the beginning of a period, the main jet is switching from
the left side to the right side since the area-average velocity Uy in section A1 is decreasing while
that in section A2 is increasing dramatically. Just before this time, the value of ΔPA1-A2 becomes
positive and reaches its highest value. Immediately after time t0, both the values of ΔPA1-A2 and
ΔPB1-B2 drop down severely because of the sudden switch of the main jet. As this jet has been
switched and attached to the right side branch, the values of ΔPA1-A2 and ΔPB1-B2 becomes
positive and steady again, since the flow velocity in the right branch becomes much higher
than that of left branch.
At time t1, i.e., one basic time unit Δt after t0, as the high pressure compression wave
(HPCW) arrives in section P2 and the low pressure expansion wave (LPEW) arrives in section
P1 almost simultaneously, the pressure difference ΔPP1-P2 evolves suddenly from its highest
positive value to a negative value inducing a destabilization of the main jet which explains the
chaotic fluctuations observed on the area-averaged velocity Uy in sections A1 and A2, and on
the pressure difference ΔPA1-A2. The HPCW and LPEW are then reflected back and continue
propagating along the feedback loops. When they arrive in sections B2 and B1, respectively, the
value of ΔPB1-B2 decreases quickly. Then the waves reach sections A2 and A1 leading to a
similar decrease of ΔPA1-A2 and provoke the main jet switching from the right side to the left
side at time t2 which is just the half point of a period. Then, the other half period takes place
similarly until time t3.
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Figure 4-11. Area-averrage velocity Uy in sections A, and pressu
ure differencess between thee two sides of the
A B, P; Pi=0.2
25 MPa
oscillatorr in sections A,

Thee jet switchhing processs can thus bbe linked to
o the evoluttion of the pressure diifference
betweenn the two branches,
b
which
w
can bbe represen
nted by ΔPB1-B2
and thhe evolution of the
B
pressuree differencee between th
he control p orts ΔPP1-P22.
From t0 to t1, i.e., the first quarter pperiod, the pressures
p
both
b
in the lleft branch and left
control port are higgher than tho
ose in the riight side, (Δ
ΔPP1-P2 ~ 35 kPa and ΔP B1-B2 ~ 5k
kPa). The
main jett is perfectlyy attached to
t the right bbranch.
From t1 to t2, i.e., the seccond quarterr period, thee pressure in
i the left bbranch is still higher
than thaat in the right branch (ΔPB1-B2 ~ 5kPa), while
w
the pressure in thhe left conttrol port
becomees lower thaan that in th
he right cont
ntrol port (Δ
ΔPP1-P2 ~ -30 kPa). Thhe main jet becomes
b
unstablee, but is stilll ejected thrrough the riight outlet.
Oncce the pressure in the riight branch becomes allso much lo
ower than thhat in the lefft branch
(ΔPB1-B22 ~ -35 kPaa) at time t2, the main jjet switchess suddenly from
fr the righht side to left one. A
similar pprocess thenn occurs du
uring the seccond half peeriod from t2 to t3.
Thee maximum value of ΔP
PP1-P2 whichh is reached just beforre t1 (the endd of the first quarter
period),, and the maximum ΔP
PB1-B2 valuee which is reached
r
justt before t0 (tthe beginnin
ng or the
ending oof a period)), are of the same orderr, i.e., 35 kP
Pa for an inlet pressure of 0.25 MP
Pa.
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Thee maximum
m values of ΔP
Δ P1-P2 andd ΔPB1-B2 are plotted in Figure 4-1 2 as functio
on of the
inlet preessure, in thhe range 0.1
11 MPa to 00.3 MPa. Both of thesee maximal ppressure diffferences
increasee approximaately linearlly with the iinlet pressurre and their values stayy close to each other.
In addittion, their evvolutions with
w time aree similar wh
hatever the inlet
i
pressurre which leaads to an
almost cconstant freequency ressponse. Thi s can be ex
xplained by the fact thhat with higher inlet
pressuree, the mass flowrate an
nd momentuum of the main
m jet beco
ome higher.. As a conseequence,
higher ppressure diffferences beetween the ccontrol portts and betweeen the brannches are needed to
provokee the jet swiitching.

Figure 4-12. Maximal ΔP
Δ P1-P2 and maximal
m
ΔPB1-BB2 as functions of the inlet total
t
pressure,, for the design
ned
geometryy of Osc.2

4.4

Conclu
usions
It hhas been clarrified that in
n a bi-stablee pulsing jeet relaxation
n fluidic osccillator, the main jet

deflectioon is provokked not only
y by the pre ssure difference betweeen the contrrol ports ΔP
PP1-P2 like
in the caase of a sonic fluidic osscillator, butt also by thee pressure difference
d
beetween the branches
b
ΔPB1-B2. In general, the thresho
old value off ΔPP1-P2 needed to prov
voke by itseelf the jet deeflection
is muchh higher thhan that of ΔPB1-B2. H
However, when
w
these effects aree combined, the jet
deflectioon happenss for much
h lower vallues of theese pressuree differencee. It has allso been
demonsstrated that these
t
pressu
ure differennces were du
ue to the baack and forrth propagation of a
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high pressure compression wave and a low pressure expansion wave in the two branches and
feedback loops, which leads to a new function to estimate the oscillation period

T

4L
1
 2τ t  f
f
Co

(4-2)

in which a coefficient of 4 appears, contrary to the coefficient 2 in the relation proposed by
Simoes et al.59. This new function deduced from numerical analysis, has also been obtained
from the experimental results presented in section 2.3.1 (cf. Eq.(2-4) and Eq.(2-5)).
is exactly the same as the empirical formula Eq.(2-5) obtained from measured results.
Finally, we have shown that the maximal pressure differences between the branches and
between control ports increase approximately linearly with the inlet pressure, and that the
evolution of these pressure difference with time were similar whatever the inlet pressure,
which leads to an almost constant frequency response. On the other hand, when the inlet
pressure increases, the mass flowrate and momentum of the main jet become larger and, as a
consequence, higher pressure differences between the control ports and between the branches
are needed to provoke the jet switching. The balance between these two effects explains the
non-dependence of the oscillation frequency to the supply pressure.
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Chapter 5. Synchronization Study of Fluidic
Oscillators
In order to use fluidic oscillators for controlling a separated flow, for instance on a ramp, an
array of these fluidic actuators will be needed. However, even if all the devices have the same
designed dimensions there exists minor differences because of the machining and assemblage
dispersions, which lead to discrepancies on the working frequency and the time evolution
profile of the jet velocity. In addition, it would be interesting to control the phase difference
between the pulsed jets generated in the array in order to test the efficiency of various
configurations (random phase lag, no phase lag, fixed phase lag,..). Therefore, efforts must be
done to find some ways to synchronize similar but non-identical fluidic oscillators.
In the patents of Ciro et al.83 and Koklu84, methods to synchronize an array of both pulsed
jets and sweeping jets wall-attached fluidic oscillators have been proposed using the concept of
shared feedback accumulator which is complex to be controlled or to be modified. In this study,
new and simpler methods to synchronize a fluidic oscillators array are proposed and studied
both experimentally and numerically in order to clearly identify the underlying mechanisms
governing the dynamics of synchronized oscillators.

5.1

Synchronization of two oscillators
First experimental tests have been performed on two oscillators, which is the simplest

configuration. Different inter-connection patterns have been proposed and tested for validation.
5.1.1

Inter-connection patterns for the synchronization of two oscillators

The objective of this work was to verify if the synchronization of two oscillators was
possible, simply thanks to inter-connections between their connectors, or, in other words, by
sharing their feedback loops. The two oscillators are Osc.3 and Osc.5 which are identical in
design as described in section 2.1 (cf. Figure 2-3).
Four inter-connection patterns have been proposed and are presented in Figure 5-1. In all
these configurations, the lengths and diameters of the connecting tubes are the same.
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Figure 5-1. Inter-conneection patternss proposed forr the synchron
nization of two
o oscillators

5.1.2

Descripttion of the test
t bench

Figure 5-2. Test bench for the validaation of the syn
ynchronization
n methods

Thee experimenntal test beench used for the vallidation of the synchrronization methods
presenteed above is shown in Figure
F
5-2. Two pressu
ure sensors (Endevco 8510B-2 in
n the left
sidewithh 0-2 psig pressure
p
range and 70 kkHz resonan
nce frequenccy; Endevcoo 8506-2 in the right
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side witth 0-2 psig pressure raange and 455 kHz reson
nance frequency) are pllaced in fro
ont of the
right ouutlets of the two oscillaators which are supplieed at the sam
me pressuree. The tubess used to
synchroonize these oscillators
o
have
h
a lengthh of 500 mm
m and a diam
meter of 4 m
mm. The acq
quisition
frequency is 25 kH
Hz for both pressure
p
trannsducers.

5.1.3

Test resu
ults

Firsstly, the freqquency resp
ponses of eaach oscillato
or working separately
s
hhave been measured
m
for inlett pressures ranging
r
from
m 0.12 MPaa to 0.27 MP
Pa and are presented in Figure 5-3. Limited
but nonn negligible deviations can be cleaarly observeed between the
t frequenncy responsees of the
two devvices. These differencees, betweenn 2% and 8 %, are prrobably duee to machin
ning and
assembllage disperssions as evo
oked at the bbeginning of
o this chapter.

Figure 5-3. Separated frequency
f
resp
ponse of Osc.33 and Osc.4 and
a synchronizzed frequencyy

Tests have beeen then con
nducted, coonnecting th
he oscillators accordinng the four patterns
presenteed in Figuree 5-1.
No oscillationss have been
n observed w
with the syn
nchronizatio
on methodss 2 and 3. However,
H
positivee results havve been ob
btained withh the 1st an
nd 4th inter-connection methods described
d
above. T
These resultts are also presented
p
inn Figure 5-3.
Witth the first syynchronizattion methodd, both oscilllators work at the samee frequency which is
in-between the twoo frequencies of the osscillators working
w
separately. Thiis implies that their
workingg dynamicss are almost the sam
me in both separated and synchrronized casses. The
auto-corrrelation annd cross-corrrelation of the pressurre signals frrom Osc.3 aand Osc.4 shown
s
in
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Figure 55-4 permit to
t calculatee the phase lag between
n the two pu
ulsed jets w
which is ΔT = 0.46T,
i.e., appproximately half a perio
od.

Figure 5-4. Auto-correlation and cro
oss-correlationn sequences off the pressure signals from O
Osc.3 and Osc.4 – 1st
synchronnization methood

Witth the 4th syynchronizattion methodd, the comm
mon workin
ng frequenccy is about 105 Hz
which iss much smaaller than thee frequenciees around 15
50 Hz of thee oscillatorss working seeparately.
This larrge frequenccy change im
mplies that the oscillattors’ dynamics in this sy
synchronized case is
very diffferent from
m that in the separated ccase.
A saample of their auto-corrrelation andd cross-corrrelation sign
nal is also shhown in Fig
gure 5-5.
The phaase lag in thhis case is ΔT = 0.253T,
T, i.e., approx
ximately a quarter
q
periiod.

Figure 5-5. Auto-correlation and cro
oss-correlationn sequences off the pressure signals from O
Osc.3 and Osc.4 – 4th
synchronnization methood
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5.2
Numerrical ana
alysis of the flow
w dynamics in syn
nchronizzed
configguration
ns
In oorder to better understan
nd the oscilllation dynam
mics when the
t oscillatoors are synch
hronized,
the interrnal flow paatterns havee been analyyzed with th
he help of CF
FD. The num
merical metthod and
settings described in
i chapter 3 are used. However, in order to reduce
r
the ssimulation time,
t
the
FBL hass been madee much shorrter than in tthe real experimental co
onfigurationn. This FBL
L is equal
to Lf = lAP = 75.622 mm, which gives, acccording to Eq.(4-2),
E
an oscillation frequency of about
1124 Hzz.
Theese modifiedd models off Osc.3 andd Osc.4, ren
named Osc.3
3s and Osc..4s respectively, are
presenteed in Figuree 5-6. In ord
der to reprodduce numeriically, the sm
mall differeences in the working
frequencies observved on the prototypes,
p
tthe outlets width
w
of Ossc.3s has beeen set to 0.375 mm
while thhat of Osc.44s was kept to 0.5 mm aas in the oriiginal design
n.

Figure 5-6. Sketch andd overall dimen
nsions of the ssimulated osccillators.

5.2.1

Simulatiion of two separated
s
ooscillators

Thee predicted evolution with
w time oof the velocity Uy in th
he center off left outletss of both
oscillatoors are comppared in Fig
gure 5-7, higghlighting th
hat these tw
wo oscillatorrs have, as expected,
e
differennt frequenciees (1127 Hzz for Osc.3ss, 1104 Hz for Osc.4s) but close tto the value roughly
estimateed by Eq.(4-2).
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Figure 5-7. Evolution with
w time of th
he velocity Uy at the left ou
utlets of Osc.3s and Osc.4s

5.2.2

Simulatiion of two oscillators
o
ssynchronizzed with 1st inter-connnection patttern

Figuure 5-8 preesents a sk
ketch of thee simulated
d configurattion. In ordder to facilitate the
analysiss of the osccillator behaavior, three representattive section
ns, noted (A
A, D, P), haave been
selectedd: they repreesent the braanch inlet, tthe loop cen
nter, and thee control porrt, respectiv
vely. The
digit 1 is relative too the section
ns along the tube conneected to the left
l control port and lefft branch
of Osc.33s; digit 2 is
i relative to
o the sectionns along thee tube conn
necting the rright contro
ol port of
Osc.3s tto the left branch
b
of Osc.4s; digit 3 is relativee to the secttions along the tube con
nnecting
the left ccontrol portt of Osc.4s to
t the right bbranch of Osc.3s,
O
and digit
d
4 is rellative to the sections
along thhe tube connnected to the right coontrol port and right branch
b
of O
Osc.4s. In this 2-D
simulatiion, the trannslational periodic
p
bouundary cond
dition is imp
plemented tto virtually connect
the D2 ssections andd D3 section
ns defined oon each oscillator.
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Figure 5-8. Sketch of thhe configuratiion used in thee numerical siimulation of th
he 1st synchroonization meth
hod

From Figure 5-9
5 where the
t velocitiies Uy in th
he center of
o left outleet slots of the two
mpared, it can be seeen that they
y are succeessfully synnchronized with an
oscillatoors are com
identicaal frequencyy of 1107 Hzz which is aalso very clo
ose to the vaalue estimatted by Eq.(2
2-4). The
phase laag is equal to
t

T  0.35003/ 0.9113T
T  0.384 T

(5-1)

han the phasse differencee of 0.46T found
f
duringg the experiiments.
whiich is a littlee smaller th

Figure 5-9. Comparisoon of the veloccity Uy in the ccenter of left outlets
o
of Osc.3s and Osc.44s; 1st synchron
nization
method
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Several critical times are chosen for better analyzing the flow patterns inside the oscillators
and explaining the synchronization dynamics. These times are defined according to the
evolutions of velocity Uy in the branch inlet sections of each oscillator which are shown in
Figure 5-10.
t0 is defined when the main jet in Osc.3s is switching from the left branch to the right one,
i.e. when the positive velocity Uy in the left branch inlet section A1 crosses the negative
velocity Uy in the right branch inlet section A3. This time is assumed to be the beginning point
of an oscillation period in our analysis. In the same time, the main jet in Osc.4s is attached to the
right branch, which is indicated by the positive value of Uy in section A4 while Uy is negative in
section A2.
t1 is chosen when the main jet in Osc.4s is switching from the right branch to the left one.
while the main jet in Osc.3s is attached to the right branch.
t2 and t3 are defined as one basic time unit Δt later than t0 and t1, respectively. In these
simulations, the basic time unit, already defined in section 4.3.2 (cf. Eq.(4-3)), is Δt = Lf / Co =
0.2245 ms.
t4 is defined as the mid-point of a period which means t4 = t0 + 0.5T ≈ t0 + 2Δt ≈ t1 +
ΔT. In the second half period, it can be clearly observed that the pressure and velocity
variation profiles are similar to those in the first half period, thus, detailed analysis is focused
on this first half period.
Figure 5-11 presents the evolution of the pressure differences between the branch inlet
sections A1 and A3, ΔPA1-A3, and between the control port sections P1 and P2, ΔPP1-P2, in
Osc.3s together with their counterparts in Osc.4s, ΔPA2-A4 and ΔPP3-P4.
For each of the critical times defined above, a simplified sketch showing the main jets
direction and the propagation of pressure waves along the feedback loops in each oscillator is
also presented in Figure 5-12. The pressure levels in section A, D and P in each side of each
oscillator are schematically represented by a level in a cylinder: an empty cylinder means that
the pressure at this time has the lowest value calculated on the whole period, while a fully filled
cylinder means that the pressure has reached its highest value. These pressure level
representations are relative: the maximum pressure level in section A is not necessarily higher
than the minimum one in section D.
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Figure 5-10. Evolutionn with time of the velocity U y in the brancch inlet sections A of Osc.33s and Osc.4s

ntrol port P annd branch inlett A
Figure 5-11. Evolutionn with time of the pressure ddifferences between the con
sections oof Osc.3s and Osc.4s

Tim
me t0 : from Figure 5-11
1, it can be oobserved that at t0, the pressure
p
in ssection P1 is
i 27 kPa
higher tthan that in section P2, while the p ressure in section A1 iss also a littlee higher thaan that in
section A3. The coombination of these tw
wo pressure differencess provoke th
the switchin
ng of the
main jett in Osc.3s from
f
the left
ft branch to tthe right on
ne. Concerniing the jet inn Osc.4s, though the
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pressure in section P4 is 20 kPa higher than that in section P3, the main jet is still attached to the
right branch since the pressure in section A4 is still about 6.8 kPa lower than that in section A2.
This is consistent with the fact, demonstrated in section 4.4, that the jet switching mechanism in
a single oscillator is provoked the combination of the pressure differences between the control
ports and between the branches.
Time t1 : From t0 to t1, about 0.125T later, a high pressure compression wave (HPCW)
propagates along the tube 3, from A3 to D3, and a low pressure expansion wave (LPEW) also
moves from A1 to D1 due to the entrainment effect of the main jet. At the same time, in Osc.4s,
a HPCW propagates from D4 to A4 and provokes the switching of the main jet from the right
side to the left one.
Time t2 : After a duration of Δt from t0, the HPCW in tube 3 arrives in section P3, which is
the left control port of Osc.4s, leading to a pressure augmentation from its lower level to the
higher one. Similarly, the LPEW in tube 1 arrives in section P1 leading to a pressure decrease
from its higher level to the lower one. In the case of a single oscillator, the pressure in one of the
control ports would decrease simultaneously when the pressure increase in the other control
port, leading to the inversion of the pressure difference provoking a destabilization of the main
jet. However, in this synchronized case, the pressure in P2, is maintained at its lower level since
the HPCW in tube 2 needs another 0.125T to reach P2. Similarly, the pressure in P4, is
maintained at its higher level since the LPEW in tube 4 needs another 0.125T to reach P4. Thus,
ΔPP1-P2 is still positive and ΔPP3-P4 still negative at time t2, although their absolute values have
decreased a lot (cf. Figure 5-11). As a consequence, the main jets in both oscillators stay very
stable, as it can be seen on the Uy evolution curves in Figure 5-10.
Time t3 : At t1 + Δt, the pressure differences ΔPP1-P2 and ΔPP3-P4 are reversed since the
HPCW and the LPEW arrive in sections P2 and P4, respectively. As the pressure differences in
sections A have not yet reached their maximum levels, the main jets in Osc.3s and Osc.4s do not
switch but become unstable. The velocities Uy in sections A3 and A2 begin to decline.
Time t4 : After almost T/2 or 2Δt from t0 and 0.125T after t3, the HPCW reflected from the
section P3 in tube 3, reaches the section A3 and thus provoke the switching of main jet in
Osc.3s from the right side to the left one. The first half period is finished.
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Figure 5-12. Sketch shhowing the maain jets directioons and propaagation of presssure waves al
along the feedb
back
c
time; leeft side Osc.3 s, right side Osc.4s
O
loops at eeach defined critical
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5.2.3

Simulatiion of two synchronize
s
ed oscillato
ors with 4thh inter-connnection pattern

Figuure 5-13 preesents a sketch of the siimulated configuration. Three secttions, noted (A, D, P)
are selected in the same way than in the pprevious con
nfiguration.. Here, digiit 1 is relativ
ve to the
sectionss along the tube
t
conneccting the lefft control po
ort of Osc.3ss to the righht branch off Osc.4s;
digit 2 is relative too the section
ns along the tube connecting the rig
ght control pport of Osc.3s to the
left brannch of Osc.44s; digit 3 iss relative to the sections along the tube
t
conneccting the lefft control
port of O
Osc.4s to thhe left brancch of Osc.3ss, and digit 4 is relativee to the secttions along the tube
connectting the righht control po
ort of Osc.4ss to the righ
ht branch off Osc.3s. In tthis 2-D sim
mulation,
translatiional perioddic boundary
y conditionss are implem
mented to viirtually connnect the sections D1,
D2, D3 and D4 deffined on eacch oscillatorr.

Figure 5-13. Sketch off the configuraation used in thhe numerical simulation off the 4th synchrronization meethod

From Figure 5-14 where the velocitiies Uy in th
he center of the left outtlet slots off the two
mpared, it can be seeen that they
y are synch
hronized suuccessfully with an
oscillatoors are com
identicaal frequencyy of 889 Hz which is m
much lower than
t
the vallue estimateed by Eq.(4-2). This
frequency decreasee is very siimilar to thhat observeed experimeentally. In aaddition, th
he phase
differennce is equal to

1
 ΔT 
ΔT  
4T  T
T  0.24
4
 T 

(5-2)

whiich is almosst the same as the phasee differencee of 0.253 T found durin
ing the expeeriments.
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Figure 5-14. Comparisson of the velo
ocity Uy in thee center of leftt outlets of Ossc.3s and Osc. 4s; 4th synchrronization
method

Witth the samee analysis procedure
p
ass in the lasst configuraation, severaal critical tiimes are
chosen according to
t the evolu
ution of the area-averaged Uy in each
e
A sectiion shown in Figure
i chosen ass the beginnning point of
o a period when
w
the m
main jet of Osc.3s
O
is
5-15. Thhe time t0 is
switchinng from thee left branch
h to the rigght one, i.e.. when the positive
p
vellocity Uy in
n the left
branch iinlet sectionn A3 crosses the negatiive velocity
y Uy in the riight branch inlet sectio
on A4.
t1 iss defined as one basic time
t
unit Δtt later than t0, t1 = t0 + Δt.
Δ
t2 iss chosen whhen the main
n jet of Oscc.4s is switcching from the
t right braanch to the left one,
i.e. wheen the posittive velocitty Uy in thee right bran
nch inlet seection A1 ccrosses the negative
velocityy Uy in the leeft branch in
nlet section A2. As the jet in Osc.4
4s switches at t2 in the opposite
direction (right to left)
l
than the jet in Osc .3s at t0 (lefft to right), thus,
t
t2 = t0 + (T/2 − ΔT
T).
t3 iss defined as two basic time
t
units 22Δt later thaan t0, t3 = t0 + 2Δt.
t4 iss defined as one basic time
t
unit Δtt later than t2, t4= t2 +Δtt.
t5 iss chosen whhen the main
n jet of Oscc.3s is switcching from the
t right braanch to the left one,
markingg the end off the first haalf period.
Figuure 5-16 presents
p
thee evolutionn of pressu
ure differen
nces betweeen the bran
nch inlet
sectionss A3 and A4,
A ΔPA3-A4, and betweeen the conttrol port sections P1 aand P2, ΔP
PP1-P2, in
Osc.3s together with
w
their co
ounterparts in Osc.4s,, ΔPA2-A1 and
a
ΔPP3-P44. Similarly
y to the
previouus configuration analysiis, for each oof the critical times deffined above,, a simplifieed sketch
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showingg the main jets direction
n and the prropagation of
o pressure waves
w
alongg the feedbaack loops
in each oscillator iss also presen
nted in Figuure 5-17.

Figure 5-15. Evolutionn with time of the area-averaage velocity Uy in the brancch inlet section
ons A of Osc.3s and
Osc.4s, 4th method

ntrol port P annd branch inlett A
Figure 5-16. Evolutionn with time of the pressure ddifferences beetween the con
nchronization method
sections oof Osc.3s and Osc.4, 4th syn
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Time t0 : from Figure 5-16, it can be observed that at t0, the pressure in section P1 is 21
kPa higher than that in section P2, while the pressure in section A3 is also a little higher than
that in section A4. The combination of these two pressure differences provoke the switching of
the main jet in Osc.3s from the left branch to the right one. In Osc.4s, at this time, the main jet
has been in the right branch for almost a quarter period (cf. Figure 5-15). The pressures in both
the left branch and control port of this oscillator are higher than those in its right side,
resulting in a stable attachment of the main jet to the right branch.
Time t1 : One basic time unit Δt later, the HPCW coming from the section A4 along the
tube 4 arrives at the control port section P4 and reflects, while the LPEW propagates from A3
to P3 and then reflects. As a consequence, the value of ΔPP3-P4 decreases from 20 kPa to a
negative value. However, the |ΔPA2-A1| value is still too small to provoke the jet switching,
which is in accordance with what has been shown on a single oscillator in section 4.2.3.
Time t2 : The pressure difference |ΔPA2-A1| between the branches of Osc.4s has now
reached a value large enough to provoke, in conjunction with the large value of |ΔPP3-P4|, the
switching of the jet in this oscillator. At this time, along tube 2, the HPCW starts to propagate
from section A2, and along tube 1, the LPEW starts to propagate from A1. While at the same
moment, the fronts of the pressure waves in tube 4 (HPCW) and tube 3 (LPEW) are already in
middle of the tubes.
Time t3 : At this time, i.e. two basic time units after t0, both the HPCW in tube 4 and the
LPEW in tube 3 have reached back section A4 and section A3 respectively, which makes the
pressure difference between the branches ΔPA3-A4 changing from positive to a slightly negative
value. However, the pressure difference at the control ports ΔPP1-P2 is still largely positive, not
allowing the jet switching.
Time t4 : One basic time unit Δt later than t2, the HPCW in tube 2 arrives in section P2
and the LPEW in tube 1 arrives in section P1, provoking the destabilization of the main jet of
Osc.3s. This is particularly visible on Uy profiles in section A3 and A4: these 2 velocities are
indeed very close and very perturbed between t4 and t5.
Time t5 : The conjunction of the two pressure differences ΔPP1-P2 and ΔPA3-A4 provokes
the switching. The time difference t5 - t4 can be related to the deflection time.
From t4 to t5, under the combined effect of the two pressure differences in Osc.3s, the main
jet switching is provoked in a short time from comparably stable status.
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Figure 5-17. Sketch shhowing the maain jets directioons and propaagation of presssure waves al
along the feedb
back
c
time; leeft side Osc.3 s, right side Osc.4s
O
loops at eeach defined critical
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5.3

Synchronizatio
on of an array of fluidic oscillatoors
Thee 1st propossed synchro
onization meethod seem
ms to be mu
uch easier too implemen
nt for an

array off fluidic osciillators than
n the 4th one . A numericcal simulatio
on has been conducted to verify
the feassibility of thhis synchron
nization meethod in an array. As sh
hown in Figgure 5-18, there
t
are
four osccillators in this
t simulattion. All off them have the same geometry
g
exxcept the ou
utlet slot
width ass shown in Figure 5-6. Osc.3s-1 aand Osc.3s-2
2 have an outlet width of 0.375 mm
m while
Osc.4s-1 and Osc.44-2 have an outlet widtth of 0.5mm
m. The brancches are virt
rtually conn
nected by
translatiional perioddic boundarry conditio ns. The inllet pressuree Pi is set tto 0.25 MP
Pa in the
simulatiion. The ouutlet velocitty Uy in thhe center off the left outlet slot oof each osciillator is
monitorred during thhe simulatio
on.

Figure 5-18. Sketch off the configuraation used in thhe numerical simulation off the synchroniization of an array
a
of 4
oscillatorrs using the 1stt proposed inter-connectionn pattern

Thee evolution with time of monitoored Uy in the center of the left outlet slot of each
oscillatoor of the arrray is shown
n in Figure 5-19. It can
n be clearly observed thhat these osscillators
are veryy well synchhronized. Th
heir oscillattion frequen
ncy is aboutt 1101 Hz w
which is close to the
estimateed value given by Eq.(4-2). Osc. 3s-1 is alm
most in the same phasee as Osc.3s-2 while
Osc.4s-1 is nearly in phase wiith Osc.4s-22. The phase lag between two nextt oscillatorss is close
to 0.5T
T, higher than 0.375T found num
merically in the case of
o the syncchronization
n of two
oscillatoors. The ouutlet velocity
y ranges annd evolution
n profiles with
w time inn each oscilllator are
similar, despite thee differences in outlet sslot widths,, which is also
a differennt to the casse of the
synchroonization off two oscillaators shown in Figure 5-9.
5
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Figure 5-19. Numericaal evolution with time of Uy in the center of the left outtlet slot in eacch oscillator of the array,
4th synchrronization meethod

5.4

Conclu
usions
Twoo synchroniization meth
hods based on inter-co
onnections between
b
thee feedback loops of

two sim
milar oscillattors have beeen both exp
xperimentallly and numeerically valiidated and analyzed
a
in detaill. The first method
m
lead
ds to a simillar oscillatio
on frequency as the onee obtained when
w
the
oscillatoors work seeparately. The
T pulsed jets generaated by thee two oscilllators have a phase
differennce close to half a period. The othher method
d leads to a much lowerr frequency
y and the
phase ddifference iss about 0.2
25T. It is foound that the
t parametters controllling the osscillation
dynamiccs are the saame as in th
he case of a single oscilllator, i.e. th
he pressure ddifferences between
the conttrol ports annd between the
t branch iinlets of thee actuators. However,
H
aas the evoluttion with
of pressurre waves allong the
time off these presssure differences is duue to the propagation
p
feedbacck loops, the
t
differen
nces in thee inter-con
nnection paatterns thuss lead to different
propagaation timess, explainin
ng the siggnificant frequency
f
difference between the
t
two
synchroonization meethods. The first synchrronization method
m
has also been appplied to an
n array of
4 similaar fluidic oscillators and
d validated through nu
umerical sim
mulations.
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Chaapter 6.
6 Effficienccy of the Osccillatoor Arra
ay
in C
Controlling Separa
S
ated Flow in
n a Ram
mp
An array of fluuidic oscillators has bbeen design
ned accordin
ng to the prrevious studies and
implemented to control
c
a separated flow overr a backw
ward-facing ramp. Th
he basic
characteeristics of thhis oscillato
or array andd its efficien
ncy in controlling the sseparated raamp flow
are pressented

6.1

Design
n and Ch
haracterristics of an array
y of fluid
dic oscilllators

6.1.1

Design of
o the oscillator array

Thee array is maade of 12 osscillators inn total as sho
own in Figu
ure 6-1. Rathher than asssembling
various pieces to form
f
the insside flow chhannels likee the protottypes in chhapter 2 (cff. Figure
2-4a), thhe internal flow
f
channeels in this arrray are milled by CNC machine inn a depth of 0.37
0 mm
which ccan mitigatte the assem
mbling erroor. The arraay is comprised of a baase plate where
w
the
internal channels arre milled an
nd a cover p late where only
o the outtlet slots aree milled. Th
he array’s
total width is 455 mm.
m Howev
ver, it is diviided into 3 pieces in th
he machininng process as
a shown
in Figuure 6-1. Thee materials of both basse plate and
d cover plaate are alum
minum and they are
assemblled togetherr by countersunk head bolts in ord
der to keep a smooth ssurface in th
he cover
plate.
Thee key dimeensions of each oscilllator are shown
s
in Figure
F
6-2aa and the detailed
dimensiions of the switching zone
z
are thee same as in
i previous designs (FFigure 2-2). It has a
throat w
width of 0.2 mm, and ou
utlet hole sllot is about 0.5×1.0 mm
m2 in designn.

Figure 6-1. Sketch of thhe fluidic oscillator array
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Figure 6-2. a) key dimeensions of thee designed fluiidic oscillatorr in the array; b)
b photo of a rreal fluidic osscillator
during tesst

Beffore manufaacturing thee whole arraay, a single oscillator with
w the sam
me design has
h been
manufacctured as thhat shown in
i Figure 66-2b. This oscillator
o
haas been useed to check that it
operatess properly with much thinner chhannels and
d to providee preliminaary results about
a
its
perform
mances.

6.1.2

Prelimin
nary tests on a single ffluidic oscilllator

Afteer manufaccturing this isolated osscillator, itss real key dimensions
d
are measu
ured (3D
measureement machhine Alicon
na InfiniteFoocusSL, hig
ghest resolu
ution of 1000 nm), in particular
p
its outleet slot area and
a its throaat section arrea as shown
n in Figure 6-3a,b,c. Thhe outlet slo
ot area is
measureed to be Ao = 0.52 mm
m 2, whilee the throatt cross section area is At = 0.09
97 mm2.
Comparred to the deesigned geo
ometry, the ddeviation in
n the throat section
s
areaa is about 20
0% while
it is aboout 10% in the
t outlet sllot area. In tthe other paarts of the device,
d
withh larger dim
mensions,
the deviiations are much
m
smalleer and accorrdingly hav
ve been negllected.
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Figure 66-3. Verificattion of the oscillator's kkey dimensio
ons on a 3D measurem
ment machinee Alicona
InfiniteFoocusSL. a) dim
mensions of outlet
o
slot; b)) indication off the throat seection locationn; c) dimensions of the
throat crooss-section

By assuming that
t
the flow
w in the thrroat section
n is sonic wh
hen Pi=0.2 MPa (as Pi > Pcr =
0.19 M
MPa for a coonverging nozzle),
n
thee average velocity
v
<U
U> in the outlet slott can be
calculatted:

 U  K

Pi At

K

Pi At Rg Tatm

 37 m / s
(6-1)
2 Patm Ao
2 ρatm Ao Ti *
where Pi is the inleet total presssure, At is thhe throat areea, Ao is thee outlet slot area, ρatm is the air
density in atmosphhere condition, Ti* is thhe inlet totall temperaturre which is treated equ
ual to the
atmosphhere temperrature Tatm, K is a connstant which
h is 0.0404 (m s-1 K-0.55) for air, Rg is the
specificc gas constannt (287 Jkg-1K-1).
Thee tube used in
i Figure 6--2b to link tthe connecto
or and form the feedbacck loop has a length
of Lt = 880 mm and an internal diameter
d
off 2mm. The total FBL in
ncluding thee connectorss and the
internal flow channnels is Lf = 200 mm
m approxim
mately. Thu
us, accordinng to Eq.(4
4-2), the
oscillatoor’s operatinng frequenccy can be esstimated to be
b f = 340/((4×Lf) = 4255 Hz.
Thee same hot wire
w anemo
ometry systtem as that introduced in section 2.2 is employed to
acquire both the puulsed jet freequency andd the outlett velocity. However,
H
sinnce the outllet slot is
much sm
maller thann the utilized
d hot wire, the calibraation process is modifieed in order to get a
reasonab
able result. Rather than
n calibratinng the hot wire
w on a dedicated
d
nnormalized jet, it is
calibrateed directly in
i front of one
o of the ooutlet slots by
b the follow
wing methood:
1; bblock the other
o
outlet slot so thaat the wholle inlet flow
w rate is ej
ejected through this
unblockked outlet sllot;
2; m
monitor thee inlet masss flow rate using a hig
gh precision
n flowmeterr (BRONK
KHORST
D-6210, 0-10 ln/m
min air flow
wrate range with an uncertainty lo
ower than 33% of the measured
m
value), tthus the outtlet velocity
y can be calcculated from
m the inlet total
t
flowratte.
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3; m
monitor andd save the ho
ot wire signnals;
4; iincrease thee inlet presssure and floowrate, and
d then repeaat step 2 annd 3 until th
he entire
velocityy range is coovered.
8
Using the calibbrated functtion of Kingg’s law (by L.V. King85
) betweenn velocity in
n a range

of 0-80 m/s and thhe hot wire voltage signnals, after unblocking
the other ooutlet slot, th
u
he outlet
velocityy and frequeency respon
nse in functiion of inlet pressure
p
can
n be measurred.

Figure 6-4. Hot wire inn front of an outlet
o
slot of thhe new oscillaator prototype

Whhen Pi=0.2 MPa,
M the meeasured outleet velocity sample
s
in on
ne outlet is sshown in Fiigure 6-5.
It can bee observed that
t the averrage velocitty is about 40
4 m/s which is very cloose to the caalculated
37m/s, tthough the signals
s
are very
v noisy. T
The amplitu
ude is aboutt 20m/s whiich is just haalf of the
averagee value.
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Figure 6-5. Generated jet
j velocity saample, Pi=0.2 MPa

Thee operating frequency decreases ffrom about 410 Hz to about 3900 Hz when the inlet
pressuree increases from 0.12M
MPa to 0.3M
MPa as show
wn in Figurre 6-6a. Thiis frequency
y is very
close to the 425 Hzz estimated by
b Eq.(4-2) . In addition
n to the erro
or due to thee assumptio
ons made
to estabblish Eq.(4-22), this deviiation may bbe explaineed by the mo
ore significaant boundarry effects
of both bbase plate and
a cover plate due to thhe small dep
pth of the deevice. It cann also be obsserved in
Figure 66-6b, that thhe mean ou
utlet velocitty and its ro
oot mean square
s
increease almostt linearly
with thee inlet presssure.

Figure 6-6. a) working frequency off the new oscilllator prototyp
pe vs inlet presssure; b) meann value and RMS
R
value
of its outllet velocity vss inlet pressuree
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6.1.3

Synchronization test of the arrray

Afteer having verified
v
the proper
p
operration of a single
s
oscillator, the whhole array, as
a shown
in Figurre 6-1, has been machiined. The brronze conneectors in the isolated ooscillator (cff. Figure
6-2b) arre replaced by much smaller
s
steeel ones whicch can mucch better inttegrate togeether the
plastic ttubes. The array is sy
ynchronizedd with the 1st interconnection paattern discu
ussed in
chapter 5. As indiccated by thee red lines iin Figure 6--1, the uppeer connectorr in one osccillator is
linked to the adjaceent oscillato
or’s lower c onnector ex
xcept at the two ends off the array.
Twoo transient pressure
p
sen
nsors are useed to test th
he synchroniization of thhe oscillatorrs of this
array. A
As shown in Figure 6-7,, one pressuure sensor (E
Endevco 8510B-2, 0-2 psig pressu
ure range
and 70 kkHz resonaance frequen
ncy) is fixedd just in fron
nt of the outlet 12-1 (cff. Figure 6--1) while
the otheer pressure sensor (En
ndevco 85006-2, 2 psig
g pressure range and 45 kHz reesonance
frequency) is placeed in front of the left ooutlet slot of
o each osccillator (from
m Osc.1 to Osc.11)
sequenttially. The sensor
s
is placed just inn the centerr of each outlet
o
slot aand is aboutt 0.5mm
from thee outlet surfface in ordeer to get a bbetter signall. The movin
ng sensor iss adjusted manually
m
along itts bracket which
w
is parrallel to the ramp surfaace (Figure 6-7a). The signals of th
hese two
sensors are acquireed simultaneeously withh an acquissition frequeency of 25 H
Hz during 10s. The
inlet preessure is sett to 0.2 MPaa for these ttests.

Figure 6-7. test bench used
u
for analy
yzing the arrayy synchronizaation, a) overall view; b)zooomed views
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As a result, alll the oscillaators have thhe same freequency as Osc.12 whiich implies that this
array off oscillatorss is perfectly
y synchroniized. The phase lag in
nformation iis also obtaained by
correlattion analysiis of the tw
wo sensors’ signals. The
T auto-corrrelation annd cross-correlation
signals of Osc.11 and
a Osc.12 are shownn, for examp
ple, in Figu
ure 6-8. Theese two sign
nals have
obvioussly an identtical frequeency. In adddition, it caan be obserrved that thhe phase diifference
betweenn the two siggnals is ΔT  0.4T, wheere T is the oscillation period.

Figure 6-8. Auto-correlation and cro
oss-correlationn sequences off the pressure sensor’s simuultaneous sign
nals from
Osc.11 annd Osc.12

Thee phase diffeerence of alll the oscillat
ators of the array
a
relativ
ve to that of O
Osc.12 are obtained
in this w
way and shoown in Figurre 6-9. Unliike in the sim
mulation ressults, done oon a series of
o only 4
oscillatoors and for which
w
the adjacent
a
devvices were in
n phase opp
position, thee phase lag between
two adjaacent oscillators is closse to 0.5T bbut varies beetween 0.39
9T to 0.49T.. The origin
n of these
irregulaar phase diffference havee not yet beeen complettely identifieed but couldd be linked to slight
differennces in the supply
s
presssure of eachh oscillator (generated
(
by
b pressure drops in th
he supply
circuit) and/or to sm
mall differences in the feedback tu
ube lengths.

Figure 6-9. Phase lag of
o each oscillaator relative too Osc.12
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Thee synchronizzed frequen
ncy responsee is also meeasured for different
d
sup
upply pressu
ures Pi as
shown iin Figure 6-10. The leength of thee tubes to synchronize
s
e the array iis 100 mm with an
uncertaiinty of 5mm
m. The tube’s internal ddiameter is 1mm. With Lf =135 m
mm in this case,
c
the
estimateed frequenccy is about f = 340/(4×L
Lf) =630 Hz which is very
v close too the measu
ured one,
especiallly when Pi > 2.2 Patm.

Figure 6-10. Frequencyy of a synchro
onized fluidic oscillator arraay as a functio
on of the suppply pressure

6.2

Descriiption off the ram
mp flow test
t bencch
Thee experimenntal assessm
ment of the actuator eff
fficiency waas conductedd in the win
nd tunnel

S2, in P
PRISME labboratory, Orléans.
O
Forr a prelimin
nary test, thee average vvelocity fielld of the
baselinee flow without control as well as the controllled flow fieeld was meaasured by means
m
of
Particle Image Veloocimetry (PIIV). Thus, tthe characteristics of thee wind tunnnel, the ramp
p and the
PIV sysstem are brieefly describ
bed.

6.2.1

Wind tunnel and ra
amp

Thee schematicc of this win
nd tunnel iss shown in Figure 6-11. It is an E
Eiffel type subsonic
s
wind tuunnel and iss comprised
d of 4 parts.. Before thee air flow entering
e
the test section
n part, it
passes through thhe honeycom
mb and coonverges in
n a contracction ratio of 16:1. Both
B
the
honeycoomb designn and the contraction
c
design can
n largely reduce the rresidual turrbulence
intensityy and assurre the homo
ogeneity of the flow in
n the test seection. Afteer the test seection, a
diffuserr is used to slow down
n the flow before its evacuation,, which cann limit the pressure
fluctuattions in the test
t section.
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Figure 6-11. Sketch off the wind tunn
nel S2 in PRIS
SME laboratory

Thee test sectioon is in the center of thhe wind tun
nnel. It has a length oof 2 m and a square
cross-seection of 0.55m×0.5m. The
T air flow
w in test sectiion is generrated by a faan which is powered
p
by a tri-phase elecctrical moto
or in the ennd of the wiind tunnel. The velociity entering
g the test
section U∞ is deduucted from the pressurre differencce measured
d between tthe two sidees of the
converggent part, i.ee., the largesst section annd the smallest section of
o the tunneel. The flow velocity
obtainedd in the tesst section raanges betweeen 2 ms 1 and 60 mss1 , with a residual turrbulence
intensityy smaller than
t
0.25%
%. More deetailed info
ormation caan be founnd in the work
w
of
Feuvrier86.
Thee ramp is innstalled in th
he bottom oof the test section.
s
It iss composedd of four asssembled
parts, naamely Part I,
I II, III and IV, as show
wn in Figuree 6-12. The flow
f
converrges a little in Part I,
then goes through Part II, and
d reaches thhe ramp in Part III, and flows outt after Part IV. This
design ffacilitates thhe parametric study off various raamp since Part
P III cann be replaceed easily
withoutt modifying the others parts.
p
The raamp used in
n our experriments has a slant angle of 25°
and a heeight h=30 mm.
m
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Figure 6-12. Sketch off the ramp in th
he test sectionn

In tthis study, Part
P III has been
b
fitted with the arrray of fluidiic oscillatorrs. As for th
he single
fluidic ooscillator shhown in Figure 6-2b, thhe internal flow
f
channeels in the arrray are milled in the
base plaate, and the outlet slots are machinned in the co
over plate. Then,
T
the covver plate, base plate
The center of outlet
and the ramp are asssembled to
ogether by ccountersunk
k head screw
ws or bolts. T
slots of the array arre at a distan
nce of 0.2m
mm upstream
m to the ram
mp slant edgge.

Figure 6-13. CAD moddel of Part III of the ramp

6.2.2

Measureement devicces

Thee 2D mean velocity
v
fiellds were capptured by using a 2D-2
2C PIV syste
tem in the mid-span
m
plane off the ramp, which is also the symm
metry planee of the array between O
Osc.6 and Osc.7,
O
as
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shown iin Figure 6--1. The skettch of the syystem posittions is show
wn in Figurre 6-14. Thee images
are recoorded by a PowerView
w Plus® CC
CD camera (4MP seriees, 2048 × 2048 pixells²). The
camera is equippedd with a Nikon® lens (N
Nikkor AF series,
s
f2.8D
D) with a foccal length off 28 mm.
The cam
mera aperturre is fixed att 5.6 to limiit saturation
n of the CCD
D sensor duee to laser reflections
on the wall. The laser
l
beam is generateed by a Quaantel Twins® double-ppulse Nd: Yag
Y laser
(Ultra 000 series, 2 × 200 mJ at
a 532 nm). A TSI bran
nd synchron
nizer (seriess 610035) iss used to
synchroonize the two laser pulses with the camera. Th
he image acq
quisition syystem is man
naged by
the Insigght softwaree (developeed by TSI). T
This softwaare is also ussed for proccessing images. The
flow is seeded withh olive oil particles
p
(Pivvtec® geneerator) with a diameter of about 1 μm. The
time steep between two
t images is 40 μs, annd a total off 2000 imagees are averaaged to get the
t mean
velocityy field. The image proccessing algoorithm is a two-pass "standard" tyype algorith
hm from
64×64 ppx² to 32×332 px². The measured vvelocity fields thus con
nsist of 1277×127 vecto
ors in an
area of 337×337 m
mm2. Each instantaneoous velocity field is analyzed
a
byy a post-processing
algorithhm to eliminnate the erro
oneous vecttors. The filtter used con
nsists of deffining the minimum
m
and maxximum thresholds on each of the ccomponentss of the disp
placement.

Figure 6-14. Sketch off the PIV systeem positions

6.3

Measu
ured flow
w field
Thee 2D mean velocity fields
fi
are m
measured fo
or 4 operatting conditiions which
h are the

baselinee flow withoout control and the conntrolled flow
ws by activaating the fluuidic oscillattor array
using 3 inlet pressuures. In all cases,
c
the frree stream velocity
v
is 20 m/s, correesponding to a Re =
ρhU∞/ = 3.8×104 . In the con
ntrolled casees, inlet preessures are Pi=0.2 MPaa, 0.25 MPaa and 0.3
MPa resspectively, and their co
orrespondinng controllin
ng parameters are pressented in Taable 6-1.
All the nnormalized parameters,

F  ,VR annd C are folllowing the definitions given in secction 1.5.
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The characteristic length Lr is the streamwise distance between the ramp slant edge where
separation occurs and the reattachment point in the baseline flow without control, which is
about 145 mm as shown in Figure 6-15. f is the measured frequency of the synchronized fluidic
oscillator array as shown also in Figure 6-10.
Assuming that the jet oscillates in a sinusoidal pattern, the momentum coefficient can be
calculated by Eq.(1-10):
C 

mbU b
1
ρU 2 L
2

2

N (U b  U brms 2 ) A

1 2
U  Lr
2

(6-2)

where N is the total number of outlet slots which is N = 24.
The mean blowing velocity U b and the RMS value of blowing velocity U brms are extracted
from Figure 6-6b which is the velocity response to inlet pressure of the single fluidic oscillator
whose internal dimensions are the same as those in the oscillator array. However, both their
feedback loop tube diameter and length are different. Thus, the mean blowing velocity U b
should be the same due to the conservation of mass flow rate while there might be deviations in
the value of U brms . Nevertheless, the U brms value is very low compared to U b and the error
due to this approximation is believed to be acceptable.
Table 6-1. Controlling parameters of three controlled flow cases

6.3.1

Pi /(MPa)

0.2

0.25

0.3

f /(Hz)

716

660

660

F

5.2

4.8

4.8

U b / (m/s)

44

57

70

U brms / (m/s)

6.4

7.7

9.2

VR

2.5

3.2

4.0

C

0.16%

0.27%

0.41%

Mean field of baseline flow

The mean flow field of the baseline flow is presented in Figure 6-15. The ramp wall is
represented by the red line. The data obtained near the wall are not reliable because of the
light reflection and thus are abandoned. The separation of the incoming boundary layer is
induced by the sharp expansion of the test section. Downstream of the separation point, the
flow is marked by a large mean recirculation region where Ux < 0, which extends up to the
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reattachment point where the separated shear layer hits the wall. The separation line is the
external boundary of the recirculation region. In this study, it is defined by the isoline Ux = 0
on the mean streamwise velocity field, cf. the white line in Figure 6-15. The recirculation
region is usually characterized by its length Lr, which corresponds to the streamwise distance
between the separation point and the reattachment point. In this baseline case, Lr / h ≈ 4.8
which is very close to that obtained in a larger scale ramp by Kourta et al76 where Lr / h ≈
5.0. The topologies are comparable with different Re and the main difference is the location of
the mean reattachment point which moves upstream for increasing Re76. Lr can also be
interpreted as the streamwise scale of shear layer development.
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Figure 6-15. Mean flow flow field of the baseline separated flow, Re=3.8×104

The streamwise evolution of the shear layer is often characterized by a generalized
momentum thickness

SL

which is defined according to Dandois et al87 as:

U x ( x, y )  U min ( x )
U ( x, y )  U min ( x )
(1  x
) dy
ymin U ( x )  U
U  ( x )  U min ( x)

min ( x )
where Umin(x) is a local minimum streamwise velocity.
SL

( x)  



(6-3)

The expansion rate of this shear layer is defined as:

( x)
(6-4)
dx
can be found from Figure 6-16 when 0 < x / Lr < 0.5


A constant expansion rate of
which is d

SL

SL

d

SL

/ dx  0.21/ 4.8  0.044 .
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Figure 6-16. Shear layer thickness

SL

evolution along streamwise direction

The spreading rates of typical free turbulent mixing layers modeled by Browand &
Toutt88 is:


Eq.(6-5) yield d

SL

d

( x)
U ( x)  U min ( x )
 0.034 
dx
U  ( x )  U min ( x)
SL

(6-5)

/ dx  0.045 , to be compared to the measured value of 0.044. this

good agreement suggests that the separated shear layer behaves similarly to a free shear layer
in a large region downstream of the upper edge of the ramp. However, the growth rate of
SL

/ h decreases for x / Lr > 0.5 and Eq.(6-5) is no longer an acceptable approximation.

6.3.2

Mean flow fields with fluidic oscillator actuation

The mean velocity fields in the streamwise direction obtained in both baseline case and
controlled cases are shown together in Figure 6-17. In the first controlled case (C = 0.16%),
the flow separation has been totally eliminated and no reverse flow can be observed. When C
continues increasing to 0.27%, the situation becomes even better. In case of C = 0.41%, no
significant modification can be observed compared to the case C = 0.27%.
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(b), C = 0.16%
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(c), C = 0.27%
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Figure 6-17. Streamlines and mean Ux field contours under various conditions

Similar observations can be obtained by plotting the profiles of the velocity differences
between Ux and the free stream velocity ΔU = Ux − U∞, as shown in Figure 6-18. In freestream
(i.e. z/h > 1), the relative velocity is 0, thus the plot markers in each case are overlapped to the
position line. While in areas where Ux is smaller than the U∞, resulting in a negative relative
velocity, (e.g. z/h < 0.3), the plot markers will be deviated to the left side of the position line.
Blue lines are added to indicate the position where the Ux would be 0. The separation happens
once the markers pass on the left of this blue line.
From the global view in Figure 6-18, the flow patterns of free-stream and separation
regions in both uncontrolled and controlled cases can be clearly observed and compared. In
case of baseline flow (C = 0), marked by the blue circles, the deviation to each vertical line is
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more significant compared to the controlled cases. The largest deviation appears around x/h ≈
2.3 where the strongest separation happens. As the flow goes further, the deviation becomes
smaller and smaller, though still larger than those of controlled cases ( x/h ≈ 9). All three
controlled cases (C = 0.16%, 0.27%, 0.41%) show obvious improvement of the separated flow
demonstrated by the sharp reduction of deviations to corresponding position lines compared to
the baseline flow case. In the trailing flow, i.e. x/h >5, no obvious differences can be observed
among the controlled cases. In the ramp region, a zoomed view is used to inspect the controlling
effects in the three studied cases. From this zoomed view, with the help of added blue lines, it
can be clearly observed that the separation is always totally eliminated, since no markers
surpass the blue lines in all cases. In addition, the last two cases with higher C work a little
better than the case of smaller C = 0.16%. However, no observable difference can be found
between the case with C = 0.27% and that with C = 0.41%.

Figure 6-18. Profiles of velocity difference between Ux and U∞ at different positions along the ramp: global view
and zoomed view

Compared to the studies reviewed in Table 1-3 where the optimal C equals 0.8%, the
present study shows that unsteady blowing with C = 0.16% is able to totally eliminate the
separation in a ramp flow, utilizing a synchronized array of fluidic oscillators. Moreover, when
C is larger than 0.27%, no additional benefit can be obtained.

6.4

Discussion about the control mechanisms
In the following, only the baseline flow C = 0 and the controlled flow with C = 0.16%

are analyzed and compared in order to clarify the controlling mechanisms.
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6.4.1

Momentum equations governing the mean flow:

Given the Reynolds decomposition of an instantaneous velocity U (x,y,z,t):
U ( x, y, z , t )  U ( x, y, z , t )  u '( x, y, z , t )

(6-6)

where  U ( x, y, z , t )  is the ensemble-averaged or mean velocity, u '( x, y, z , t ) is the
fluctuating velocity. Thus, for an incompressible flow, the governing Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation in tensor form is:
U j

U j

 2U j   ui ' u j ' 
1 P
 Ui



ρ x j
t
xi
xi xi
xi

(6-7)

where Uj are the mean velocity components, uj’ are the fluctuation velocity components, P is
the ensemble-averaged pressure, ρ is the ensemble-averaged density, is the kinetic viscosity,
<X> means the ensemble-averaged value of term X.
In a 2-dimensional average flow and giving the emphasis to pressure gradient terms,
Eq.(6-7) can be reformulated to:

U x
U x
 2U  2U
P
  u 'u '    u 'v ' 
)  ρ(
)  ( 2x  2x )
  ρ(U x
U y

(6-8)
x
x
y
x
y
x
y
U y
U y
 2U
 2U y
P
  u 'v '    v 'v ' 
)  ρ(
)  ( 2y 
)
  ρ(U x
U y

(6-9)
y
x
y
x
y
x
y 2
From the PIV test, the variable fields of Ux, Uy,  u ' u '  ,  v ' v '  and  u ' v '  have
been obtained. Thus, from, Eq.(6-8) and Eq.(6-9), the mean pressure gradient fields in both x
direction and y direction can be calculated.
6.4.2

Pressure gradient field of both baseline case and controlling case

Figure 6-19 presents the pressure gradient field of the baseline flow in both y direction
and x direction. The high value of P / y in the upstream, especially above the recirculation
bubble (x/h ≈ 3) illustrate the higher pressure which push the main stream flowing
downside in the ramp, and the low value of P / y at the end of the recirculation region and
the near wall region reflects the effect of wall boundary which forces the downside flow back
the main flow direction. The topology of the x direction pressure gradient field P / x is
much different. The flow accelerates a little just before the ramp (x/h < 0) because of the
negative value of P / x . Then a shear layer is formed where very high values of P / x
can be found which means the flow velocity in this layer decreases quickly because of the
strong entrainment effect from the main flow above the layer to the recirculation region
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downside the layer. In the first half part of recirculation region (0<x/h < 2.5), the significantly
negative value of P / x shows the flow is accelerating from very low streamwise velocity.
A large region of high positive value of P / x can be found just in the end of recirculation
bubble (x/h ≈ 4). The huge pressure increase in this region plays a significant role to make
the main flow separated and is a main source of flow energy loss.
In the controlled case, the pressure gradient in both directions are significantly changed as
shown in Figure 6-20. Firstly, both the high positive gradient regions are moving upstream.
Secondly, the highest gradient values in both direction increase a lot, e.g., the highest P / y
is increased from 750 to 1300 Pa/m. Thirdly, the highest gradient values all appear near the
actuator excitation location (x/h ≈ 0). Fourthly, the value of P / x becomes much larger in
the whole ramp region.
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Figure 6-19. Pressure gradient field of the baseline flow. a) y direction gradient; b) x direction gradient
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Figure 6-20. Pressure gradient field of the controlled flow, C = 0.16%. a) y direction gradient; b) x direction
gradient

All the above observations and comparisons demonstrate that the actuation of fluidic
oscillator array largely modifies the flow field structure and the gradient field structure. For
the purpose to find out the most important controlling factors, deeper analysis about each
component in the governing equations should be conducted. Since the separation is mostly
controlled by the x direction pressure gradient, the analysis is thus focused on Eq.(6-8).
6.4.3

Focus on analysis of pressure gradient in x direction:

After examining each term in Eq.(6-8) from PIV results (cf. Annex 3), it is found that
some components are not significant, thus can be ignored in our analysis process. Only the
important components are kept and rearranged as follows:

U x
U x
P
  u 'u ' 
  u 'v ' 
 ρU x
  ρU y
ρ
ρ
x
x
y
x
y
U x

  u 'u ' 
  u 'v ' 
1
ρ
ρ
( P  ρU x 2 )   ρU y
x
y
x
y
2

(6-10)
(6-11)

1
2

The static pressure plus the dynamic pressure in x direction P  ρU x 2 is a stagnation
pressure which describes the force or energy the fluid contains. Thus, the left term of Eq.(6-11)
which is the gradient of this stagnation pressure can be approximately treated as the force loss
or force gain denoted by Φ along the streamwise direction. Since the term related  u ' u ' 
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is small (cf. Figure A3- 1), Φ is mainly controlled by the two other terms:
2



1

 U y

U x
and
y

  u 'v ' 
.
y

Φ

The contours of

1

,

2



1

, and

2

U x   u ' v ' 

(6-12)
y
y
in both baseline case and controlled case are presented



2

 U y

in Figure 6-21, Figure 6-22 and Figure 6-23 respectively. Within the shear layer immediately
after the separation point, both terms are positive and of the same order (cf. Figure 6-21a, and
Figure 6-22a).

1

represents the force gain which is related to the mean flow while

2

represents the force loss along the flow which is related to the turbulence terms. In the
baseline case,

1

is dominant compared to

2

in the shear layer(cf. Figure 6-23a), but not

sufficiently to avoid the separation.
In order to overcome the separation, more forces are needed in the shear layer region.
From Eq.(6-12), either increasing term
However, direct modification of term

1

1

or decreasing

2

is possible to increase

.

would be very costly since it is related to the main

flow compared to modifying the turbulence related term

2

. Decreasing

2

seems also

difficult since the turbulence level is hard to reduce directly. However, with the actuation of
fluidic oscillator array,

2

can be increased easily as shown in Figure 6-22b, which means

the force loss is increased because of the oscillator actuation. At the same time, as can be
observed in Figure 6-21b,
in force gain from

1

1

which represents the force gain is also increased. The increase

is however much larger than the increase in force loss from

is evidenced by the significant increase of

2

, which

in the shear layer and ramp region in Figure

6-23b.
It can also observed that the topology of the

contours in the controlled case (cf.

Figure 6-23b) is very similar to the contours of P / x in the ramp region (cf. Figure 6-20b).
In particular, the high levels of

in this zone explain why the flow is not separated despite

the large positive values of P / x .
Thus, from the above analysis, the controlling mechanism seems to be that the actuator
affect the turbulence terms, i.e. <u’v’>, then the turbulence terms affect the mean flow term,
U y

U x
, and this mean flow term transfers more forces from the free flow to the shear layer,
y

which helps the flow to overcome the pressure gradient and to reattach to the wall.
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Turbulent Kinetic Energy and turbulence production analysis

The Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE or k) can be calculated as:

k

1
 ui ' ui ' 
2

(6-13)

The governing equation of k is:

k
k
 Ui
 Dif  Ρ 
t
xi

(6-14)

Where

Dif  

1
 1
(  ui ' u j ' u j '    ui ' p '  2  u j sij )
ρ
xi 2
U i
Ρ    ui ' u j ' 
x j
sij 

(6-15)

(6-16)

 2  sij sij 

(6-17)

1 ui ' u j '

(
)
xi
2 x j

(6-18)

Dif is the diffusion term. Ρ is the production of TKE, or simply the production and this

term can increase the TKE of the flow. is the dissipation rate of TKE. From the obtained PIV
results, the TKE field and production field of the mean flow can be calculated directly as:
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1
1
 ui ' ui '  ( u ' u '    v ' v ' )
(6-19)
2
2
U y
U y
U x
U
Ρ    u 'u ' 
  v 'v ' 
  u 'v '  ( x 
)
(6-20)
x
y
y
x
The contours of TKE and production in both baseline case and controlled case are

k

presented in Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 respectively. In the baseline case, the value of TKE
(cf. Figure 6-24a) progressively increases from k/U∞2 = 0.016 at the separation point (x/h ≈
0) up to a maximal value k/U∞2 = 0.024 just beyond the separation bubble in the shear layer
(x/h ≈ 4). In the controlled case however, the topology of TKE contours is totally changed
(cf. Figure 6-24b): the maximal value k/U∞2 = 0.05 is much higher and is found just
downstream from the actuation location (x/h ≈ 0.5) and the high TKE area is much larger in
the ramp region. From Figure 6-25, it can be observed that the production of TKE is also
largely increased immediately after the actuation location.
Thus, the fluidic oscillator array amplifies the production of turbulence evidenced both by
the TKE contours and production contours, just next to the actuation location. One
consequence of this is that <u’v’> is increased as shown in Figure 6-26. Following the
textbook of Pope89, for a plane mixing layer which is very similar to present ramp flow, the
spreading rate d

SL/dx

is closely connected to the Reynolds shear stress (Eq.5-209, Eq.5-216,

Eq.5-228 in Pope89). This means that the increase of Reynolds shear stress <u’v’> would
result into a faster growth of the separated shear layer. Accordingly, the recirculation length Lr
decreases which is exactly what have been observed in this study.
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Figure 6-24. Contours of mean flow TKE, a) baseline flow; b) controlled flow, C = 0.16%
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Figure 6-25. Contours of mean flow production of TKE, a) baseline flow; b) controlled flow, C = 0.16%
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Figure 6-26. Contours of mean flow Reynolds stress component <u’v’>, a) baseline flow; b) controlled flow, C
= 0.16%

6.5

Conclusions
An array of 12 identical miniature fluidic oscillators has been designed and tested on a

ramp separated flow. The chosen synchronization method of the fluidic oscillators array has
been tested and proved to be successful. The efficiency of this array of fluidic oscillator to
delay separation has been examined thanks to PIV measurements conducted on a ramp flow in
a wind tunnel. The obtained results show that this fluidic oscillator array is very promising
considering the low momentum coefficient C needed to totally eliminate the separation. The
detailed analysis of the underlying controlling mechanisms shows that the fluidic oscillator
actuation increases the turbulence which increases the forces loss in the ramp region.
However, in the same time, the modification of the turbulence terms leads to a modification of
the mean flow terms due to the correlations between turbulence and mean flow. As a result,
despite the increase in force loss due to the increase of turbulence terms provoked by the
actuation, more force is transferred from the main flow to the shear layer. This mechanism
helps the flow to overcome the pressure gradient and to reattach to the wall.
Nevertheless, despite the encouraging results which have been obtained, additional
measurements and refined analysis should be performed to confirm the proposed mechanisms.
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It would also be interesting to find out the most sensitive scale to the actuation and the
threshold of C needed to eliminate the recirculation bubble in a broad Re range.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Perspectives
Conclusions

The main objective of the present work was to study in detail the working dynamics of a
pulsing jet relaxation fluidic oscillator in order to propose guiding rules for its design and to
develop an array of synchronized actuators in order to test their ability to delay the flow
separation on a ramp.
After a brief introduction about various flow control strategies and typical fluidic actuators,
the bibliographical study has been focused on the various kinds of fluidic oscillators,
highlighting the interest to use pulsing jet relaxation fluidic oscillators for flow control
applications and the lack of knowledge on the physical mechanisms governing their behavior.
The core of this thesis work has then been presented in four main parts, concerning the
experimental analysis of the performances of 4 oscillator prototypes, the numerical simulation
of the unsteady flows in these oscillators to identify the main physical mechanisms controlling
their working dynamics, the development of synchronization methods for an array of oscillators
and the application of this array of fluidic actuators to the control of a ramp separated flow. The
major conclusions are as follows:


New designed prototypes have been experimentally characterized both by hot wire and
transient pressure sensors. It has been confirmed that the average velocity of the
generated pulsed jets is controlled by the oscillator’s throat section and the inlet
pressure. However, the amplitude of the outlet velocity and its evolution with time can
also be affected by the throat section and/or other internal geometrical factors such as
the internal symmetry of the device. In addition, both the feedback loop length and
diameter play important roles on the oscillator’s performances, in particular its
frequency response. A relation, deducted from the acquired experimental data, has been
proposed to estimate the oscillation frequency as a function of the feedback loops
length.



Numerical models developed in OpenFOAM have shown to offer a quite precise
estimation of the operating frequency. A detailed analysis of the simulation results has
shown that in a pulsing jet relaxation fluidic oscillator, the main jet deflection is
provoked not only by the pressure difference between the oscillator's control ports, but
also by the pressure difference between its branches. In the studied configurations, the
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threshold value of the pressure difference between the control ports needed to provoke
by itself the jet deflection is much higher than the pressure difference needed between
the branches. However, when combining these two effects, the jet deflection becomes
much easier.


The switching mechanism has been shown to be linked to the back and forth
propagation of pressure waves in the oscillator's branches and feedback loops: just
after the jet switching, a High Pressure Compression Wave propagates in the branch
where the jet is attached and in the corresponding feedback loop while a Low Pressure
Expansion Wave propagates in the other branch and feedback loop. When these waves
arrive at the control ports they reflect and the jet is destabilized by the inversion of the
pressure difference at its base. The switching occurs when the pressure waves have
reached back the branches provoking the inversion of the pressure difference between
branches. As the pressure waves propagate roughly at the sound velocity Co, the
oscillation period T can be approximately linked to the feedback loop length Lf by the
newly proposed relation T = 4Lf / Co , which confirms the empirical relation deducted
from the experimental results. A more precise relation has also been proposed to
calculate the oscillation frequency, taking into account the flow velocity in the
oscillator. These numerical simulations have also permitted to explain the
non-dependence of the oscillation frequency to the supply pressure.



Two new methods, based on interconnections between the feedback loops, have been
proposed to synchronize two similar oscillators. These two methods have been
validated experimentally and numerically. The first one leads to a frequency close to the
one of the oscillators working separately and the pulsed jets generated by these two
devices are nearly in phase opposition. The second method leads to a much lower
frequency and a phase difference close to 0.25T. The numerical simulations have also
permit to explain the dynamic behavior of the synchronized oscillators and to prove the
feasibility of the synchronization of an array of 4 fluidic oscillators, using the first
interconnection method.



In the last part of this work, 12 identical fluidic oscillators have been integrated in a
ramp to test their efficiency to control the flow separation. The chosen method to
synchronize this fluidic oscillators array has been tested experimentally and proved to
be successful. The mean and fluctuating flow fields over the ramp, with and without
actuation of this array of fluidic oscillators, have been acquired by PIV in a wind
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tunnel. The obtained results show that this fluidic oscillator array is very promising,
considering the low momentum coefficient C , compared to the optimal values found
in the literature, needed to totally eliminate the separation. An analysis of the
turbulence flow fields has shown that the underlying controlling mechanisms were
linked to an increase of the turbulence in the ramp region due to the pulsed jets
generated by the oscillators, leading to a net increase, compared to the case without
actuation, of the force transferred from the main flow to the shear layer.

Perspectives

Though numerous encouraging results have been obtained, some interesting points need to
be further explored, to finally allow the design and development of optimized actuators which
could be implemented on real systems (e.g. airfoil or car after-body):


The validity of the simple relation proposed to estimate the oscillator’s operating
frequency is limited to configurations in which the feedback loops diameter/width is
not too small. Additional numerical simulations would be necessary to analyze the
role played by this parameter and other geometrical dimensions, such as the throat
width, on the device performances.



The amplitude and form of the pulsed jets generated by the oscillator seems to be very
sensitive to its internal geometry. Numerical models should thus be improved to be
able to give exploitable data on the link between the pulsed jets characteristics and the
oscillator's internal geometry. Visualization of the oscillator's internal flow, e.g. by
PIV or molecular tagging techniques, could also be a useful experimental tool for the
validation of the numerical models.



The synchronization methods should be further explored, in particular to find ways to
control the phase lag between oscillators working in an array, as this parameter could
have a strong effect on the flow control efficiency.



Additional measurements (e.g. PIV mean and phase-averaged flow fields in various
cross planes of the ramp) and refined analysis should be performed to confirm the
proposed mechanisms governing the flow separation control by an array of fluidic
oscillators. It would also be interesting to find out the most sensitive scale to the
actuation and the threshold of C needed to eliminate the recirculation bubble in a
broad Re range. Additional experimental analyses should also be conducted in
different configurations (various F+, with and without synchronization, different
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phase lags between actuators…), in particular to identify the role of the actuation
frequency and of the synchronization on the control efficiency.
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Annex 1.

Preliminary Study of a First

Oscillator Prototype
For flow control application, the most important parameters which characterize a fluidic
oscillator are its working frequency and its outlet velocity evolution pattern as discussed in
chapter 1. In order to obtain these parameters, two measurement techniques are employed: the
hot wire anemometry and the transient pressure transducer. The hot wire anemometer can
measure the instantaneous outlet velocity and give also access to the working frequency while
the pressure transducer can only measure the oscillator’s working frequency. However, for
fragility reasons, the hot wire was only employed at low inlet pressure conditions, while the
pressure transducer could be used in a very large range of inlet pressure.
The first prototype tested in this section was designed during the work of W. Ghozlani 12.
After re-assembling it, its frequency response under various inlet pressures are examined both
by the hot wire anemometry and pressure transducer.

A1.1

First measurements by hot wire

A1.1.1

Experimental setup

The experimental setup consists in a fluidic oscillator connected to a pressurized air tank, as
shown in Figure A1-1. The pressure in the air tank can be adjusted through a valve and is
monitored by a pressure sensor. The pressure in this air tank is regarded as the inlet total
pressure of the oscillator. The oscillator is placed vertically and fixed by screw bolts on the
platform. The flow issuing from the oscillator outlets is measured with a single component
hot-wire driven by an anemometer (DISA 55M01). The hot wire probe is set on linear traverse
assembly allowing for 3-D displacements, with a spatial resolution of 0.01 mm in all three
directions. The hot wire is just placed parallel to the outlet slot as shown in Figure A1-1b, in the
center of the right outlet and at a distance of 0.72 mm from the outlet plane. The signals of the
pressure sensor in the air tank and of the hot wire are recorded by computer at a sampling
frequency of 10 kHz, which is large enough to resolve the oscillation frequency. Time-series
lasting 100 s are acquired in order to assure statistical convergence.
The fluidic oscillator represented in Figure A1-1 was manufactured using EDM (Electrical
Discharge Machining) technique. The prototype has a width of 10 mm and the two exits and the
nozzle widths are 500 µm and 200 µm, respectively. The fluidic oscillator is fixed on a flat plate.
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The feeedback loopps are madee with pneum
matic tubess of 3.5 mm
m internal diiameter. Its internal
channell sketches annd dimensio
ons are show
wn in Figurre A1-4.

Figure A11-1. a) experim
mental setup; b) relative poositions of the fluidic oscillaator and the hoot wire

A1.1.2

Experim
mental resullts

Thrree feedbackk tube lengths have beeen tested during
d
the experiments : 100 mm, 160 mm
and 2500 mm respecctively. Theeir frequencyy responsess are shown in Figure A
A1-2a. In eaach case,
the osciillation freqquency starts to increaase when th
he inlet preessure increeases, but reeaches a
constannt and maxim
mum value for
f inlet preessures high
her than a critical value which is ab
bout 0.17
MPa. T
This variatioon pattern is just sim
milar to thatt of a typical sonic ffluidic oscillator or
sweepinng fluidic oscillator as demonstratted in chapter 1 (cf. Figure 1-14) that the osscillation
frequency has a quuasi-linear relationshipp with the inlet flow rate which is in line with the
Mach nnumber in thhe throat seection. Thuus, it is rational to sup
ppose that th
the critical value
v
Pcr
leads to sonic condditions at thee inlet nozzlle throat secction. This critical
c
suppply pressuree is given
by:
γ

P  γ  1  γ 1

0
  0.5283
Pcr  2 

(A1-1)

wheere P is the static presssure at the thhroat, and γ is the speccific heat raatio (γ = 1.4
4 for air).
Assuming that the atmospheric
a
c pressure juust downstrream the nozzzle throat, this leads to
o a value
of 1.89 bars for thhe critical supply presssure. In reeality, due to the jet ddevelopmen
nt in the
oscillatoor branches, the static pressure
p
jusst downstream from the nozzle thrroat is lighttly lower
than thee atmospherric pressure which leadds to a smaller value off the criticall supply preessure as
this cann be seen onn Figure A1--2a.
Moreover, thiss figure shows that sm
maller feedbaack loop len
ngths lead tto larger osscillation
frequency. These reesults are in
n agreement with Simoees59, Khelfaoui58 and C
Cerretelli 8, which
w
all
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evidenced that the oscillation frequency has some relationship with the capacitive effect: for a
given supply pressure, i.e., a given inlet mass flow rate, a longer feedback loop will need a
longer time to be filled in and to reach the threshold pressure which can provoke a switching of
the jet. This threshold pressure is proportional to the static pressure in the jet at the throat of the
nozzle (i.e., in front of the control ports), which is itself proportional to the inlet supply pressure.
This is confirmed by the proportionality between the ratio of the supply mass flow rate to the
inlet supply pressure and the switching frequency clearly shown on Figure A1-2b when the
sonic conditions are reached at the throat (Pi >Pcr). In this case indeed, the mass flow rate is
proportional to the supply pressure:
γ 1

γ γ  1  2( γ 1) Pi
m 
A
(
)
Rg 2
Ti *
where Rg is the gas constant (Rg = 287 j/K/kg for air).

(A1-2)

For supply pressures lower than the critical one, the inlet mass flow rate will depend from
both the supply pressure and the pressure at the throat as given by:
γ  1 γ 1
γ  1 2 γ 1
)
(1 
)
2
γ 1
1

q( )  (

1

(A1-3)

with
2



γ 1
P
[1  ( )
γ 1
Pi

γ 1
γ

]

(A1-4)

Assuming that the static pressure at the throat is the atmospheric pressure (for subsonic
conditions), leads to the curve drawn on Figure A1-2b which has the same trend than the
frequency curve but is not strictly proportional. However, as already mentioned, due to the
development of the jet in the oscillator branches, the pressure at the throat for subsonic
conditions will be slightly lower than the atmospheric pressure and cannot be calculated
analytically due to the geometry complexity.
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Figure A11-2. a) frequenncy response vs inlet pressuure for differen
nt feedbac tub
bes, Lt=100, 1 60, 250mm; b)
b

 / Pi witth inlet pressuure, Lt=160 mm
variation of the oscillattion frequency
y and the calcuulated value of
o m
m

Durring the exxperiments,, an unexppected unsttable oscilllation phennomenon has
h been
identifieed in case of
o 250 mm feedback
f
tuubes. As sho
own in Figu
ure A1-3, thhere exists a critical
inlet preessure definned as Pu. When
W
the preessure is low
wer than Pu, the oscillaation frequeency is a
unique function off the supply
y pressure. When the pressure
p
is higher thann Pu, howeever, two
differennt oscillationn frequencies may apppear: the low
wer one (~5
500 Hz) whhich is in co
ontinuity
with thee frequenciees related to lower suppply pressurees, that could
d be called "normal" frrequency
and a m
much higher frequency (~1500
(
Hz)), that could
d be named "excited" frrequency. Normally,
N
the oscillator workss in the norm
mal mode w
whatever thee inlet supplly pressure. However, when
w
the
inlet preessure is higgher than Pu, the exciteed mode caan be activatted by a perrturbation on
o one of
the outllets of the oscillator.
o
Once
O
activatted, the osciillator will stay in the excited mode if the
inlet preessure continues to incrrease. If the pressure is just a little bit larger thhan Pu, the oscillator
o
can go bback to the normal
n
mod
de by introdu
ducing a pertturbation at the same ouutlet. If the pressure
is obvioously larger than Pu, th
he oscillatorr is kept in its
i excited mode
m
and thhe normal mode
m
can
only be retrieved by decreasin
ng the supplyy pressure until
u
it is low
wer than Pu .
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Figure A11-3. Unstable oscillation ph
henomenon illlustration

A1.1.3

Some prroblems durring the exp
periments

Asssemblage:
Sim
milar to the modified design
d
desccribed in ch
hapter 2 (cff. Figure 2--4), the cen
ntral part
channells are formeed by assem
mbling the ccover plate, air channeel layer andd base plate.. The air
channell layer is coomprised of 7 pieces as shown in
i Figure A1-4.
A
Each ppiece is loccated by
hollow pins. The scale
s
of the oscillator iss so tiny thaat the assem
mblage quallity can easiily affect
the inteernal geomeetry of the oscillator, eespecially in
i critical zone such aas the nozzlle or the
splitter. From Figuure A1-4 in
n which thee various dimensions of the oscilllator’s cen
ntral part
before aand after thee test are sho
own, it is cllear that alm
most all the dimensions
d
have chang
ged more
or less after the assembly an
nd disassem
mbly: the th
hroat width,, which is tthe most im
mportant
parametter for the oscillator’s performance
p
e, is reduced
d by 30% (0.2 mm insteead of 0.29 mm)
m and
the widdth of the right outlet slot
s turns frrom 0.56 mm
m to 0.66 mm,
m i.e. 188% larger. All
A these
unpredictable channges in thee configurattion bring many challenges to tthe analysis of the
perform
mances, in paarticular con
ncerning thheir link with
h the oscillaator geomettrical param
meters. In
additionn, the compparison of these
t
experrimental daata with tho
ose obtainedd by the nu
umerical
simulatiions duringg the design
n process caannot lead to
t valuable conclusionns considering these
problem
ms. As a connclusion, theese assemblyy issues sho
ould be an im
mportant con
oncern for th
he design
of new pprototypes.
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Figure A11-4. Comparisson of the chaannel dimensioons (in mm) in
nside the oscilllator; a) beforre experimentts, b) after
experimeents

Thrroat cloggin
ng:
Thee oscillator is
i assembled
d by pins annd glue, how
wever, the glue can easiily partially
y clog the
smallestt internal seections.
Unffortunately, a partial clogging oof the throaat was disccovered aft
fter the end
d of the
experim
ments presennted above. This partiall throat blocckage induces a reductiion of the mass
m flow
rate butt also totallly destroys the 2D flow
w pattern inside the oscillator,
o
w
which can affect the
oscillatoor’s perform
mance signifficantly andd makes it difficult
d
to compare thee results with
h the 2D
numericcal simulatiions. In add
dition, it coould be onee of the oriigins of thee observed unstable
oscillatiion phenom
menon.

Leaakages:
Air leakages were
w also fou
und during tthe tests, du
ue to severall problems: firstly, the different
componnents of the oscillator are
a not fittedd perfectly;; secondly, the
t pins aree hollow and have a
C-shapee rather thann a round O-shape
O
in oorder to get a better adaaptation in aassemblage process.
The air can come out
o easily fro
om these C--shape hollo
ow pins.

A1.2

Measu
urementss by presssure sen
nsor

In oorder to avooid the abov
ve mentioneed problemss, the follow
wing solutioons were tessted. The
liquid gglue was repplaced with double
d
faceed adhesive tape in ordeer to avoid ppossible clo
ogging in
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the channnel and possible leakaage of air sinnce this adh
hesive tape also
a plays a role as a gasket. In
additionn, screw bollts were useed to assembble the who
ole piece to eliminate oor at least reeduce air
leakages.

A1.2.1

Experim
mental setup
p introducttion

In tthis series of
o experimen
nts, only thhe frequency
y response was
w measurred using a pressure
sensor (Endevco high
h
sensitiivity piezorresistive pressure transducer, moodel 8506-2
2, whose
pressuree range is 0--2 psi, and resonance
r
fr
frequency iss 45 kHz).

Figure A11-5. Arrangem
ment of the exp
perimental sysstem; a) overaall setup, b) osscillator and ppressure senso
or

As shown in Figure
F
A1-5, the oscillaator was insstalled on a two dimenssional displlacement
system. The pressuure sensor was just loocated in th
he middle of the left ooutlet. The distance
betweenn the sensorr and outlet slot is set aarbitrarily, however,
h
it is verified thhat this distance has
no effeccts on the analyzed
a
osscillation frrequency. The
T transient signal of ppressure sen
nsor was
monitorred and reccorded by the oscillooscope. In each measu
urement, thhe data acq
quisition
frequency was 25 kHz
k and the sample sizee 50,000 wh
hich was suffficient to geet the main dynamic
modes. A 3.5 mm internal
i
diam
meter soft ttube was used to realizee the feedbaack loops. Six
S cases
were tessted with feeedback tubees of Lt=1400, 160, 200, 250, 350 and
a 500 mm
m.

A1.2.2

Frequen
ncy response to inlet p
pressure witth various feedback
f
tuube lengthss

Thee frequency response has
h been meeasured for a broad ran
nge of supplly relative pressures
p
from 0.10 MPa to 0.35 MPa. The effectss of the feed
dback tube length are ppresented in Figure
A1-6. T
The oscillation frequenccy starts inccreasing with the inlet pressure,
p
buut reaches a constant
and maxximum valuue for inlet pressures hhigher than the critical value, Pcr, which is the same
pattern as describeed in Figurre A1-2. W
When the inllet pressuree is higher tthan 0.28 MPa,
M
the
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frequency begins too decline sliightly, whicch is unusu
ual. May be it can be eexplained th
hat when
the mainn jet is too strong in to
oo high inleet pressure conditions,
c
it needs moore time to provoke
the swittch.

Figure A11-6. Frequenccy versus inlet pressure for vvarious feedbaack tube lengtths, D = 3.5 m
mm

Eveen if the trennds are simiilar, the meaasured frequ
uencies are much loweer (more than 25 %),
for the same presssure and feedback ttube length
h, than tho
ose obtaineed during the first
experim
mental camppaign (cf. Fiigure A1-2aa), for exam
mple, when Lt=160mm
m, Pi=0.22 MPa,
M
the
new meeasured freqquency f = 500 Hz rat
ather than f = 690 Hz in the prevvious measu
urement,
confirm
ming the stroong influencce of the leaakages and assembly
a
prroblems desscribed abov
ve on the
oscillatoor's perform
mances.
From this seriees of experim
ments conduucted for 6 different
d
feeedback tubees, it can how
wever be
shown ((cf. Figure A1-7)
A
that th
he maximum
m frequency
y (i.e., for a Pi of 0.22 M
MPa as indiicated by
the vertiical blue linne in Figure A1-6) is invversely prop
portional to
o the feedbacck loop leng
gth. This
observaation impliess that it is th
he propagattion effect rather
r
than capability
c
pplays the key role in
determining the osccillation freequency.
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Figure A11-7. Frequenccy versus inverrse value of coonnection tube length, D=3.5 mm

A1.3

Simulaations by
y FLUEN
NT

As described in
i section A1.1.3,
A
the real internaal dimensions of the ooscillator haave large
deviatioons with the designed on
nes and are subject to modification
m
ns during thhe assembly process.
Numerical simulattions have however
h
beeen perform
med, using the
t commerrcial CFD software
ANSYS
S/FLUENT. The oscillaator’s internnal geometrry used in the numericcal models has
h been
obtainedd by scanniing the disaassembled pprototype ju
ust after thee end of thee first expeerimental
campaiggn (cf. Figuure A1-4b).

A1.3.1

Geometrry and num
merical settiings

Thee central paart dimensio
ons of the ooscillator in
n this series of simulaations are shown in
Figure A
A1-4b. In order
o
to lim
mit calculatiion times, only
o
2D num
merical sim
mulations haave been
perform
med, which is
i reasonable considerinng the largee ratio betweeen the deptth of the cen
ntral part
of the pprototype (110 mm) oveer its sub-m
millimetric transversal
t
dimensionss. Howeverr, on this
prototyppe, the two feedback lo
oops are maade with circcular tubes of
o 3.5 mm iinternal diam
meter D.
In ordeer to conseerve the sam
me capacittive and prropagative effects in the 2-D nu
umerical
simulatiions, the lenngths of thee feedback lloops on thee numericall models shoould be the same as
the expeerimental onnes but theiir width D' hhave to be adjusted
a
to obtain
o
the ssame volum
me for the
total looop:
Lt πD
D2 / 4  Lt D ' H  D '  πD
D2 / 4H  0.9
96 mm

(A1-5)
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Thee width adapption is show
wn in the zooom view of
o section I in
i Figure A11-8. The con
nnection
channell length is 250 mm from
m section I tto section III.
○
R
Thee mesh files are generatted using thhe software GAMBIT
G
and only coonsist of quadrangle

cells in order to gett high mesh
h quality. Zooom views of the mesh
h file in the width adaption part
and throoat part aree proposed in Figure A
A1-8. The mesh
m
file haas a moderrate density (79,600
quadranngle cells wiith 17 nodess in the throaat section) and
a is adapteed for the usse of a wall function
for the nnear-wall modeling.
m
Th
he maximum
m value of Y+ is indeed around 30. The pressu
ure based
transiennt solver is chosen tog
gether with the SIMPL
LE pressure-velocity cooupling alg
gorithms.
The turbbulent model chosen here
h is the reealizable k--epsilon model, associaated with a standard
wall funnction. All the
t spatial teerms are disscretized in a second orrder schemee.

Figure A11-8. Global annd zoom views of the simullated geometry
y

A1.3.2

Sensitiviity of transient discrettization forrmula

Diff
fferent tempporal discrettization schhemes and tiime steps have been coompared in order to
test the sensibility of
o the numeerical mode ls to these various
v
settiings.
Connsidering thhe choice of time step, a compromisse had to be found betw
ween the 3 fo
ollowing
classicaal criteria: i)) At least 20
0 time steps per oscillattion period; ii) Converggence on a time
t
step
should bbe reached after
a
5-10 iterations; iiii) The cell courant num
mber CCFL shhould be in the
t range
20-40 inn the most sensitive
s
zon
ne, where C CFL is defin
ned by:
dt
dt
U y
(A1-6)
dx
dy
In w
which dt iss the time step, dx iss the cell dimension
d
in x directtion, dy is the cell
CCFL  U x

dimensiion in y dirrection. Aftter the first criterion, iff the monito
ored frequenncy is 1000
0 Hz, the
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time step should smaller than 1/(1000×20)=5×10-5 s. For the second criterion, with the current
mesh file, the time step should be smaller than 1×10-8 s. While after the third criterion, a time
step of 5×10-7 s should appropriate with the current mesh file.
The predicted oscillation frequencies for different time steps and transient discretization
schemes are reported in Table A1-1. The inlet pressure is 0.16 MPa for which the measured
frequency was 369 Hz.
Table A1-1. Comparison of the predicted results in various settings

Time step/(s)

Iteration number
Transient
Simulated
per step
formula-implicit order frequency (Hz)

Max CCFL

1

5×10-5

350

2nd

447

1530

2

5×10-6

200

1st

380

157

3

5×10-6

200

2nd

454

157

4

1×10-6

40

2nd

384

35

5

5×10-7

30

2nd

384

17

6

1×10-7

25

2nd

457

8.5

7

5×10-8

15

2nd

457

1.7

Obviously, these two settings have a strong influence on the numerical results: two
frequencies were found depending on the chosen time step and transient discretization scheme,
one of about 380 Hz, close to the measured frequency at 369 Hz, and a much larger one of about
450 Hz. It is however difficult to understand why a 2nd order discretization scheme and a
smaller time step, which are presumed to give to more accurate results, can lead to higher
discrepancies with the experimental results. In addition, due to the assembly problems
described above, the close correspondence between the geometry used in the numerical models
and the actual oscillator's internal geometry during the experiments was not ensured, making it
very difficult to validate the numerical models in order to use them afterwards for the analysis
and design of optimized oscillators.

A1.4

Conclusions

The two experimental campaigns conducted on a first oscillator prototype have evidenced
important assembly difficulties leading to leakages and possible modifications of the device's
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internal dimensions, making it very difficult to analyze the behavior of this oscillator in relation
with the geometrical and operation parameters. It has been however observed that:


the oscillation frequency increases with the inlet pressure in a similar way than the
mass flow rate until sonic conditions are reached at the throat, suggesting the
existence of a capacitive effect as in the work of Khelfaoui et al. 58.



once the flow is sonic at the throat, for a given supply pressure, the oscillator's
frequency evolves linearly with the feedback tube length, showing that the
propagation of pressure waves in the feedback loops could also play a role in the
oscillation process.



a so-called "unstable oscillation" phenomenon appears above a threshold inlet
pressure, whose value is in relation with the feedback loops length and diameter. It
has been observed that with partial blockage in the throat, it is much easier to
provoke the excited mode of oscillation. However, the underlying mechanisms
governing this phenomenon are still unclear up to now.

In addition, numerical models built on the CFD software ANSYS/FLUENT have shown an
important sensibility to critical settings such as the transient discretization scheme and the time
step, not allowing their exploitation for the design of new actuators with optimized
performances.
As a consequence, new oscillator prototypes should be developed, solving the identified
assembly problems, in order to get more accurate experimental data which could help in
identifying and understanding the relation between the actuator's performances and the
geometrical parameters and operating conditions.
In addition, more robust numerical models should be built and validated in order to
facilitate the analysis of the physical mechanisms governing the internal flow oscillations and
thus to draw guidelines for the design of specific actuators.
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Annex 2.

Sensitivity Study of the

Numerical Schemes in OpenFOAM
In the framework of OpenFOAM, taking the calculation cost, accuracy and stability into
consideration, the discretization schemes are chosen in a first step as shown in Table A2-1, and
the boundary conditions initially utilized in each equation are listed in the following Table A2-2.
During each time step, the final residual error is at least 10 orders of magnitude smaller
compared to the initial residual error when solve each equation.
Table A2-1. Method and precision of the chosen discretization schemes

Scheme name

precision

gradSchemes

Gauss linear

2nd order

LaplacianSchemes

Gauss linear corrected 0.5

Blend of 1st and
2nd order

divSchemes

div(phi,U)

Gauss limitedLinear 1

2nd order

div(phi,e)

Gauss QUICK 2

2nd order

div(phid,p)

Gauss limitedLinear 1

1st order

div(phi,K)

Gauss limitedLinear 1

1st order

div(phi,p)

Gauss limitedLinear 1

1st order

div(phi,k)

Gauss upwind

1st order

div(phi,epsilon)

Gauss upwind

1st order

div((muEff*dev2(T(Grad(U)))))

Gauss linear

2nd order

Table A2-2. Boundary conditions in each equation

equation

inlet

wall

outlet

p

totalPressure

zeroGradient

totalPressure

U

pressureInletVelocity

fixedValue

zeroGradient

T

inletOutlet

zeroGradient

inletOutlet

k

turbulentIntensityKineticEnergyInlet
intensity 0.05;

kqRWallFunction

inletOutlet
1

p
omega

turbulentMixingLengthDissipationRateInlet
epsilonWallFunction
mixingLength 0.005;
turbulentMixingLengthFrequencyInlet

inletOutlet
500

omegaWallFunction zeroGradient
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A2.1

Geomeetry and
d mesh d
descriptio
on

Thee first simullated geomeetry is show
wn in Figuree A2-1. Thee dimensionns in the cen
ntral part
are show
wn in Figurre A2-1 and Figure A2--2.

Figure A22-1. Global diimensions of the
t mesh geom
metry
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Figure A22-2. Detail of the dimension
ns in switchinng zone and ceells

Thee mesh sam
mple in the throat regioon, switchiing region and
a left out
utlet region are also
shown iin Figure A22-2. The tottal mesh num
mber is 104
4,720, leadin
ng to a largeest value of Y+ at the
wall ≈ 25 and an average Y+ ≈ 10. Thee default inllet pressure Pi = 0.25 M
MPa in this series of
simulatiions and thee default turrbulent moddel is k-epsiilon Realizaable model.

A2.2

Effectss of courrant num
mber and
d discrettization sscheme

Sincce in the coode of Open
nFOAM, thee SonicFoam
m solver is an explicitt coupled so
olver, the
CFL rulle must be followed,
f
which
w
meanss that the maaximum Co
ourant Numbber must bee smaller
than 1, though the temporal discretizatio
d
on scheme is implicit. The
T choice of time steep which
decides the Courannt Number is critical annd it is necessary to study its effectts on the sim
mulation
results. For a transsient case, the
t temporaal discretizaation scheme may also have a larg
ge effect
which iss worth to be
b examined
d.
11 ssimulation results
r
are shown
s
in thhe following
g Table A2-3. In this seeries of simu
ulations,
the defaault discretiization scheemes and booundary co
onditions aree as shownn in Table A2-1
A
and
Table A
A2-2 respecctively. Two
o times stepps were tested: 1×10-8 s and 5×1 0-9 s which
h lead to
maximuum courant number off 0.7 and 0 .35 respectively. Four discretizatition schemees of the
temporaal term weree also tested
d: Euler scheeme which is
i a bounded, implicit, first order precision
p
scheme; CrankNiccolson 1.0 which
w
is a bounded, implicit second orderr precision scheme;
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CrankNicolson 0.5 which is the average scheme of Euler and CrankNicolson 1.0; backward is
an implicit second order precision scheme.

79

Besides the default schemes of the divergence

terms, the second order upwind schemes have been also applied to all the divergence terms.
Table A2-3. Various simulation setups and predicted results

Case Max
number CCFL

Time Scheme

Divergence
Convergence
Scheme

BCs

f / Hz

Velocity
amplitude

Yes

default

640.5

(-40,185)

1

0.7

CrankNicolson
0.5

2

0.7

CrankNicolson
all 2nd order
0.5

No

default

--

--

3

0.7

all 2nd order

No

default

--

--

backward

default

nd

4

0.35

backward

all 2 order

No

default

--

--

5

0.35

backward

default

Yes

default

468.2

(-40,145)

6

0.7

backward

default

No

default

--

--

7

0.35

CrankNicolson
0.5

default

Yes

default

650.7

(-30,187)

8

0.7

CrankNicolson
1.0

default

No

default

--

--

9

0.35

CrankNicolson
1.0

default

Yes

default

448.7

(-56,140)

10

0.7

Euler

default

No

default

--

--

11

0.35

Euler

default

Yes

default

649.8

(-30,190)

12

0.35

backward

all 2nd order

Yes

modified 481.4

(-10,85)

As the results shown in Table A2-3, not all the simulations get the converged results:
comparing the cases with the same larger Courant number (case 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 and 10), only with
the case 1 conditions can we get the converged results while with the smaller Courant number
(case 4,5,7,9 and 11), all the simulations get converged results except the case with the all
second order divergence schemes (case 4). And this implies that the maximum Courant number
has a large effect on the stability of the simulation: the smaller the maximum courant number is,
the better is the calculation stability, and the more precise is the predicted results theoretically.
However, the smaller courant number means a smaller time step with certain mesh file, and this
leads to more calculation resource requirement. A compromise is needed in order to get an
acceptable stability, precision and cost.
With the higher order temporal discretization schemes, both backward and CrankNicolson
1.0 (case 5 and 9), the predicted oscillation frequency and velocity amplitude in the center of
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left outlet are similar, with less than 5% difference. While compared to the results obtained by
lower order schemes, the difference can be as large as 40%.
The choice of different discretization schemes of the divergence terms has big effects on
the final results: with the second order upwind scheme in all divergence terms (case 2, 3 and 4),
no converged results can be obtained in either condition. This means that the divergence term
discretization schemes have has large effects on the simulation stability. Simulation is very
sensitive to the schemes of convection terms. In theory, a higher precision scheme can lead to
higher precision, and there is no reason that the second order upwind scheme in the convection
terms always lead to the crash of simulation.
A second order discretization scheme is always preferred in order to get better prediction
results. The reason why the calculation always crashes with second order scheme in convection
terms maybe is that the boundary conditions are not conform to the physical conditions. Under
this logic, in case 12, the outlet boundary conditions of both k equation and epsilon equation are
modified to zeroGradient from inletOutlet; and the inlet turbulent mixingLength in epsilon
equation is modified from 0.005m to 0.0005m which is more like the reality case. the predicted
frequency is 481.4Hz which is similar to case 5’s 468.2Hz, while the velocity amplitude is 95
m/s which is much different to 185 m/s in case 5.
In conclusion, under the hypothesis that higher order discretization schemes and smaller
time step always lead to better results, the smaller CCFL value, backward temporal scheme,
second order scheme in convection terms and modified boundary conditions are better choice
for all the following simulations.
In the following simulations, the geometry utilized is the designed new oscillator prototype
Osc.2 as shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 and the mesh density is similar to that in Figure
A2-2. At the same time of testing the effects of various numerical parameters, the predicted
results can also offer some information about the performance of this new designed prototype.

A2.3

Effects of wall function

As a turbulent flow approaches a wall, its mean and fluctuating components of velocity, and
consequently k, vanish creating large gradients. In addition, the very high turbulent stresses
away from the wall decrease in the near wall layer to values of magnitude comparable to those
of the viscous stresses. Therefore if the near wall layer is to be resolved, a substantial number of
grid points will be required. 80
Low Reynolds number turbulence models are capable of simulating the dampening effects
of the wall but at the expense of using a very large number of grid points. This is the
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unavoidable cost that has to be paid if accurate solutions of the flow in the near wall region are
required.
On the other hand, the high Reynolds number turbulence approach, exemplified by the
standard k-epsilon model, avoids the need to resolve the near wall layer through the use of wall
functions. In this method, theoretical profiles between the boundary surface and the first
near-wall code are assumed and superimposed. Compared to the previous approach, wall
functions reduce significantly the computational cost. The main disadvantage of this
methodology however, is related to the validity of these profiles, which are only known and
justified in near-equilibrium boundary layers. 80
OpenFOAM offers both high Reynolds number turbulence models like the k-epsilon model
family and low Reynolds number turbulence model like the k-omega SST model, and different
wall functions for both the normal condition and the low Reynolds number condition.
The flow inside the oscillator has a very complex flow pattern: the jet is oscillating between
the two branches and feedback loops which leads to the velocity difference between the two
sides of the oscillator. Take the mesh file in Figure A2-2 for example, when the main jet is
attached to left branch, the Y+ value is in an order of 30 in the beginning of attachment and
decreases to less than 5 in the left feedback loop; while in the right side branch, the Y+ value is
always less than 1 in the right feedback loop. This complexity leads to the difficulty of choosing
the appropriate turbulent model and wall function. In the switching zone in which the flow is in
the highest velocity and complexity, the Y+ value varies the most (from 5 to 30). And in this
condition, it is not sure that if the application of low Reynolds number turbulence model or high
Reynolds number turbulence model is appropriate. If the largest Y+ value inside the entire
oscillator is smaller than 1, the application of kOmegaSST and the low Reynolds number wall
functions would be the most precise choice. However, this needs much denser mesh file,
speciously near the wall, and much smaller time step in order to keep the same maximum
courant number. In order to avoid the high calculation cost, the tests of different wall function
and turbulence model were carried out firstly.
Two simulations were carried out in the same new designed geometry Osc.2 and the same
mesh file with moderate density which is similar to that described in Figure A2-1. The
numerical schemes and boundary conditions are the same as the modified ones described above
in the first simulation. While in the other simulation, the boundary conditions of wall in both k
and epsilon equations are modified to the low Reynolds number wall functions.
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Table A2--4. simulationn results with different
d
wall function

p

U

f (Hz))

Uy rangee (m/s)

Simu 1

kqRW
WallFunction
n

eepsilonWalllFunction

506

(-10,1
170)

Simu 2

kLowReeWallFunctiion

epsiilonLowReW
WallFunctio
on

545

(60,1
150)

As can be seeen in Table A2-4, com
mpared to th
he predicted
d frequencyy with norm
mal wall
functionn 506 Hz, thhe predicted
d frequencyy with low Reynolds
R
nu
umber wall function is 545 Hz,
about 9%
% larger. Annd in the sam
me time, thee amplitude of the Uy iss much smalller in the laatter case.
All thesse differencces indicatee that the chhoice of waall function
n is critical to the preccision of
simulatiion results.

A2.4

Effectss of outleet bound
dary con
ndition in
n p equaation

Witth the modiification of outlet bounndary cond
dition of p equation
e
froom totalPreessure to
fixedVaalue, both thhe predicted frequency aand the amp
plitude of ou
utlet velocitty have littlee change
which ccan be obserrved in Figu
ure A2-3.

Figure A22-3. Predictedd velocity in leeft outlet centeer with differeent outlet boun
ndary conditioon of p equation

Thuus, discretizzation meth
hods and booundary con
nditions sho
own in Tabble A2-5 an
nd Table
A2-6 is preferred inn the follow
wing simulattions.
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Table A2-5. modified discretization method of all terms

Scheme name

precision

ddt

backward

2nd order

gradSchemes

Gauss linear

2nd order

LaplacianSchemes

Gauss linear corrected 0.5

Blend of 1st and 2nd order

divSchemes

Gauss linearUpwind grad( )

2nd order

Table A2-6. Modified boundary condition in all equations

equation

inlet

wall

outlet

p

totalPressure

zeroGradient

fixedValue

U

pressureInletVelocity

fixedValue

zeroGradient

T

inletOutlet

zeroGradient

inletOutlet

k

turbulentIntensity-KineticEnergyInlet
intensity 0.05;

epsilon
omega

A2.5

kqRWallFunction zeroGradient

turbulentMixingLength-DissipationRateInlet
epsilonWallFunction zeroGradient
mixingLength 0.0005;
turbulentMixingLength-FrequencyInlet
mixingLength 0.0005;

omegaWallFunction zeroGradient

Effects of turbulence model choice

In base of the previous works, various turbulence models were also tested. With the same
discretization methods in Table A2-5 and boundary conditions in Table A2-6, not all the
simulations can get the converged results. In order to get the converged results, some
discretization method should be modified in some terms. As shown in Table A2-7, with the
current mesh and numerical settings, only the k-e realizable turbulence model can get a
converged results, while for the standard k-epsilon model and RNG k-e model, the convection
terms or divergence terms should be discretized in a default method as shown in Table A2-1.
And in the case of k-omega-SST turbulence model, besides the default schemes in convection
terms, the transient term scheme should also be modified to a Euler scheme which is a 1st order
precision scheme.
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Table A2-7. Simulation results with various turbulence models

Transient term

Convection term

f (Hz)

Uy range (ms-1)

k-epsilon

backward

default

542.6

(70, 125)

RNG k-e

backward

default

452.8

(-31, 130)

nd

k-e Realizable

backward

2 order Upwind

506.4

(-10, 170)

k-Omega-SST

Euler

default

488.9

(-10, 180)

As can be clearly observed in the above table, the difference between the predicted results
using different turbulence models is huge. Compared to the results by k-e Realizable model, the
predicted frequency by k-epsilon model is 7% higher and the Uy range is 70% smaller; while
with the RNG k-e model, the frequency is 10% lower and the Uy range is 11% smaller. For the
case of k-Omega-SST model, the frequency is only 3.4% lower and the Uy range is very similar
(5% larger). With the preference of higher order schemes and the higher calculation stability,
with the current mesh, the k-e realizable turbulence model is preferred.

A2.6

Effects of mesh density choice

The effect of the mesh density has been also verified with the kOmegaSST turbulence
model. The mesh density next to the boundary has been increased a lot which can be observed
in Figure A2-4. With this mesh file, the maximum Y+ throughout the domain is about 1 in order
to apply the low Reynolds number wall function in k and Omega equations. In this case, there
are 406000 quad cells in total which is about 4 times of the normal mesh, and the corresponding
time step is 1×10-9s, which is only one fifth of the previous one in order to insure the same
maximum courant number. Under these conditions, just getting the same simulated period, at
least 20 times of the calculation resources are needed which is unacceptable in general.
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Figure A22-4. Glimpsess of the dense mesh

How
wever, withh this mesh file, togethher with thee k-Omega-SST modell and low Reynolds
R
Numebrr wall functtion, their siimulated ressults are thee most reliable comparred to other choices,
considering their trreatment of both viscouus sub-layerr and the dam
mping effecct of turbuleence near
the walll 90. Thus, thhe predicted
d results cann be one of the
t choices to validate the other nu
umerical
settings.
Thee predicted frequency and Uy raange with both 1st orrder and 2nnd order temporary
discretizzation schem
mes are com
mpared in F
Figure A2-5
5. With this dense meshh file, undeer the 2nd
order uppwind discrretization sccheme of coonvection teerms, both Euler
E
and bbackward temporary
schemess lead to siimilar frequ
uency (~5100 Hz) and Uy range (2
25~170 m/ss). Compareed to the
results with also the
t kOmegaSST modeel, but in normal
n
mesh shown iin Table A2-8,
A
the
predictions have 4%
% deviation
n in frequenncy, and 15%
% deviation
n in Uy rangee. Howeverr, the k-e
Realizabble model gives
g
predicctions of 0.99% deviatio
on in frequeency. Thus,, the k-e Reealizable
model aalong with thhe normal mesh
m
and reelevant settin
ngs would be
b the best aalternative choice
c
of
the k-O
Omega-SST model with
h dense meesh, especiaally consideering the frrequency prrediction
capabiliity.
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Table A2-8. Comparison of predicted results with kOmegaSST turbulence model

Mesh density

Temporal
scheme

f (Hz)

Uy range (ms-1)

k-Omega-SST

Normal

Euler

488.9

(-10, 180)

k-Omega-SST

Dense

Euler

513

(25, 170)

k-Omega-SST

Dense

backward

511

(25, 170)

200

kOmegaSST backward
kOmegaSST Euler

180
160

y

U (m/s)

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

t (ms)
Figure A2-5. Comparison of predicted results with different temporal schemes, k-Omega-SST turbulence model

A2.7

Remarks and comments

Considering the calculation precision and efficiency, the realizable k-epsilon turbulent
model, with moderate mesh density and normal wall function would be the best choice for the
following work. The chosen discretization schemes and boundary conditions for each equation
are the same as that in Table A2-5 and Table A2-6 respectively.
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Annex 3.

Components of turbulent flow

measured by PIV
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Figure A3- 1. Reynold stress component <u’u’> contours, a) baseline flow; b) controlled flow, C = 0.16%
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Figure A3- 2. Reynold stress component <u’v’> contours, a) baseline flow; b) controlled flow, C = 0.16%
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Figure A3- 3. Reynold stress component <v’v’> contours, a) baseline flow; b) controlled flow, C = 0.16%
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